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1 IntroductionIn this survey, we will discuss the design and evalua-tion of conventional dynamic memory allocators. By\conventional," we mean allocators used for generalpurpose \heap" storage, where the a program can re-quest a block of memory to store a program object,and free that block at any time. A heap, in this sense,is a pool of memory available for the allocation anddeallocation of arbitrary-sized blocks of memory in ar-bitrary order.4 An allocated block is typically used tostore a program \object," which is some kind of struc-tured data item such as a Pascal record, a C struct,or a C++ object, but not necessarily an object in thesense of object-oriented programming.5Throughout this paper, we will assume that whilea block is in use by a program, its contents (a dataobject) cannot be relocated to compact memory (asis done, for example, in copying garbage collectors[Wil95]). This is the usual situation in most im-plementations of conventional programming systems(such as C, Pascal, Ada, etc.), where the memorymanager cannot �nd and update pointers to programobjects when they are moved.6 The allocator does not4 This sense of \heap" is not to be confused with a quitedi�erent sense of \heap," meaning a partially orderedtree structure.5 While this is the typical situation, it is not the onlyone. The \objects" stored by the allocator need notcorrespond directly to language-level objects. An exam-ple of this is a growable array, represented by a �xedsize part that holds a pointer to a variable-sized part.The routine that grows an object might allocate a new,larger variable-sized part, copy the contents of the oldvariable-sized part into it, and deallocate the old part.We assume that the allocator knows nothing of this, andwould view each of these parts as separate and indepen-dent objects, even if normal programmers would see a\single" object.6 It is also true of many garbage-collected systems. In



examine the data stored in a block, or modify or acton it in any way. The data areas within blocks that areused to hold objects are contiguous and nonoverlap-ping ranges of (real or virtual) memory. We generallyassume that only entire blocks are allocated or freed,and that the allocator is entirely unaware of the typeof or values of data stored in a block|it only knowsthe size requested.Scope of this survey. In most of this survey, we willconcentrate on issues of overall memory usage, ratherthan time costs. We believe that detailed measures oftime costs are usually a red herring, because they ob-scure issues of strategy and policy; we believe thatmost good strategies can yield good policies thatare amenable to e�cient implementation. (We be-lieve that it's easier to make a very fast allocatorthan a very memory-e�cient one, using fairly straight-forward techniques (Section 3.12). Beyond a certainpoint, however, the e�ectiveness of speed optimiza-tions will depend on many of the same subtle issuesthat determine memory usage.)We will also discuss locality of reference only briey.Locality of reference is increasingly important, as thedi�erence between CPU speed and main memory (ordisk) speeds has grown dramatically, with no sign ofstopping. Locality is very poorly understood, however;aside frommaking a few important general comments,we leave most issues of locality to future research.Except where locality issues are explicitly noted,we assume that the cost of a unit of memory is �xedand uniform. We do not address possible interactionswith unusual memory hierarchy schemes such as com-pressed caching, which may complicate locality issuesand interact in other important ways with allocatordesign [WLM91, Wil91, Dou93].We will not discuss specialized allocators for partic-ular applications where the data representations andallocator designs are intertwined.7some, insu�cient information is available from the com-piler and/or programmer to allow safe relocation; this isespecially likely in systems where code written in di�er-ent languages is combined in an application [BW88]. Inothers, real-time and/or concurrent systems, it is dif-�cult for the garbage collector to relocate data with-out incurring undue overhead and/or disruptiveness[Wil95].7 Examples inlude specialized allocators for chained-block message-bu�ers (e.g., [Wol65]), \cdr-coded" list-processing systems [BC79], specialized storage for over-lapping strings with shared structure, and allocators

Allocators for these kinds of systems share manyproperties with the \conventional" allocators we dis-cuss, but introduce many complicating design choices.In particular, they often allow logically contiguousitems to be stored non-contiguously, e.g., in pieces ofone or a few �xed sizes, and may allow sharing of partsor (other) forms of data compression. We assume thatif any fragmenting or compression of higher-level \ob-jects" happens, it is done above the level of abstrac-tion of the allocator interface, and the allocator is en-tirely unaware of the relationships between the \ob-jects" (e.g., fragments of higher-level objects) that itmanages.Similarly, parallel allocators are not discussed, dueto the complexity of the subject.Structure of the paper.This survey is intended toserve two purposes: as a general reference for tech-niques in memory allocators, and as a review of theliterature in the �eld, including methodological con-siderations. Much of the literature review has beenseparated into a chronological review, in Section 4.This section may be skipped or skimmed if method-ology and history are not of interest to the reader,especially on a �rst reading. However, some poten-tially signi�cant points are covered only there, or onlymade su�ciently clear and concrete there, so the seri-ous student of dynamic storage allocation should �ndit worthwhile. (It may even be of interest to thoseinterested in the history and philosophy of computerscience, as documentation of the development of a sci-enti�c paradigm.8)The remainder of the current section gives our mo-tivations and goals for the paper, and then framesthe central problem of memory allocation|fragmen-tation|and the general techniques for dealing withit.Section 2 discusses deeper issues in fragmentation,and methodological issues (some of which may beskipped) in studying it.Section 3 presents a fairly traditional taxonomy ofused to manage disk storage in �le systems.8 We use \paradigm" in roughly the sense of Kuhn[Kuh70], as a \pattern or model" for research. Theparadigms we discuss are not as broad in scope as theones usually discussed by Kuhn, but on our reading, hisideas are intended to apply at a variety of scales. We arenot necessarily in agreement with all of Kuhn's ideas,or with some of the extreme and anti-scienti�c purposesthey have been put to by some others.2
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5 Summary and Conclusions : : : : : : : 695.1 Models and Theories : : : : : : : : : : 695.2 Strategies and Policies : : : : : : : : : 705.3 Mechanisms : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 705.4 Experiments : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 715.5 Data : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 715.6 Challenges and Opportunities : : : : : 711.1 MotivationThis paper is motivated by our perception that thereis considerable confusion about the nature of memoryallocators, and about the problem of memory alloca-tion in general. Worse, this confusion is often unrec-ognized, and allocators are widely thought to be fairlywell understood. In fact, we know little more aboutallocators than was known twenty years ago, whichis not as much as might be expected. The literatureon the subject is rather inconsistent and scattered,and considerable work appears to be done using ap-proaches that are quite limited. We will try to sketcha unifying conceptual framework for understandingwhat is and is not known, and suggest promising ap-proaches for new research.This problem with the allocator literature has con-siderable practical importance. Aside from the humane�ort involved in allocator studies per se, there are ef-fects in the real world, both on computer system costs,and on the e�ort required to create real software.We think it is likely that the widespread use of poorallocators incurs a loss of main and cache memory(and CPU cycles) upwards of of a billion U.S. dollarsworldwide|a signi�cant fraction of the world's mem-ory and processor output may be squandered, at hugecost.9Perhaps even worse is the e�ect on programmingstyle due to the widespread use of allocators thatare simply bad ones|either because better allocatorsare known but not widely known or understood, orbecause allocation research has failed to address the9 This is an unreliable estimate based on admittedly ca-sual last-minute computations, approximately as fol-lows: there are on the order of 100 million PC's in theworld. If we assume that they have an average of 10megabytes of memory at $30 per megabyte, there is 30billion dollars worth of RAM at stake. (With the ex-pected popularity of Windows 95, this seems like it willsoon become a fairly conservative estimate, if it isn't al-ready.) If just one �fth (6 billion dollars worth) is usedfor heap-allocated data, and one �fth of that is unnec-essarily wasted, the cost is over a billion dollars.

proper issues. Many programmers avoid heap alloca-tion in many situations, because of perceived space ortime costs.10It seems signi�cant to us that many articles in non-refereed publications|and a number in refereed pub-lications outside the major journals of operating sys-tems and programming languages|are motivated byextreme concerns about the speed or memory costsof general heap allocation. (One such paper [GM85]is discussed in Section 4.1.) Often, ad hoc solutionsare used for applications that should not be problem-atic at all, because at least some well-designed gen-eral allocators should do quite well for the workloadin question.We suspect that in some cases, the perceptions arewrong, and that the costs of modern heap allocationare simply overestimated. In many cases, however, itappears that poorly-designed or poorly-implementedallocators have lead to a widespread and quite under-standable belief that general heap allocation is neces-sarily expensive. Too many poor allocators have beensupplied with widely-distributed operating systemsand compilers, and too few practitioners are awareof the alternatives.This appears to be changing, to some degree. Manyoperating systems now supply fairly good allocators,and there is an increasing trend toward marketing li-braries that include general allocators which are atleast claimed to be good, as a replacement for de-fault allocators. It seems likely that there is simply alag between the improvement in allocator technologyand its widespread adoption, and another lag beforeprogramming style adapts. The combined lag is quitelong, however, and we have seen several magazine ar-ticles in the last year on how to avoid using a generalallocator. Postings praising ad hoc allocation schemesare very common in the Usenet newsgroups orientedtoward real-world programming.The slow adoption of better technology and the lagin changes in perceptions may not be the only prob-lems, however. We have our doubts about how wellallocators are really known to work, based on a fairlythorough review of the literature. We wonder whethersome part of the perception is due to occasional pro-10 It is our impression that UNIX programmers' usage ofheap allocation went up signi�cantly when Chris Kings-ley's allocator was distributed with BSD 4.2 UNIX|simply because it was much faster than the allocatorsthey'd been accustomed to. Unfortunately, that alloca-tor is somewhat wasteful of space.4



grams that interact pathologically with common allo-cator designs, in ways that have never been observedby researchers.This does not seem unlikely, because most experi-ments have used non-representative workloads, whichare extremely unlikely to generate the same problem-atic request patterns as real programs. Sound studiesusing realistic workloads are too rare. The total num-ber of real, nontrivial programs that have been usedfor good experiments is very small, apparently lessthan 20. A signi�cant number of real programs couldexhibit problematic behavior patterns that are simplynot represented in studies to date.Long-running processes such as operating sys-tems, interactive programming environments, andnetworked servers may pose special problems thathave not been addressed. Most experiments to datehave studied programs that execute for a few minutes(at most) on common workstations. Little is knownabout what happens when programs run for hours,days, weeks or months. It may well be that someseemingly good allocators do not work well in thelong run, with their memory e�ciency slowly degrad-ing until they perform quite badly. We don't know|and we're fairly sure that nobody knows. Given thatlong-running processes are often the most importantones, and are increasingly important with the spreadof client/server computing, this is a potentially largeproblem.The worst case performance of any general alloca-tor amounts to complete failure due to memory ex-haustion or virtual memory thrashing (Section 1.2).This means that any real allocator may have lurking\bugs" and fail unexpectedly for seemingly reasonableinputs.Such problems may be hidden, because most pro-grammers who encounter severe problems may simplycode around them using ad hoc storage managementtechniques|or, as is still painfully common, by stat-ically allocating \enough" memory for variable-sizedstructures. These ad-hoc approaches to storage man-agement lead to \brittle" software with hidden limi-tations (e.g., due to the use of �xed-size arrays). Theimpact on software clarity, exibility, maintainability,and reliability is quite important, but di�cult to esti-mate. It should not be underestimated, however, be-cause these hidden costs can incur major penalties inproductivity and, to put it plainly, human costs insheer frustration, anxiety, and general su�ering.A much larger and broader set of test applications

and experiments is needed before we have any assur-ance that any allocator works reliably, in a crucialperformance sense|much less works well. Given thiscaveat, however, it appears that some allocators areclearly better than others in most cases, and this pa-per will attempt to explain the di�erences.1.2 What an Allocator Must DoAn allocator must keep track of which parts of mem-ory are in use, and which parts are free. The goal ofallocator design is usually to minimize wasted spacewithout undue time cost, or vice versa. The ideal allo-cator would spend negligible time managing memory,and waste negligible space.A conventional allocator cannot control the num-ber or size of live blocks|these are entirely up to theprogram requesting and releasing the space managedby the allocator. A conventional allocator also can-not compact memory, moving blocks around to makethem contiguous and free contiguous memory. It mustrespond immediately to a request for space, and onceit has decided which block of memory to allocate, itcannot change that decision|that block of memorymust be regarded as inviolable until the application11program chooses to free it. It can only deal with mem-ory that is free, and only choose where in free mem-ory to allocate the next requested block. (Allocatorsrecord the locations and sizes of free blocks of mem-ory in some kind of hidden data structure, which maybe a linear list, a totally or partially ordered tree, abitmap, or some hybrid data structure.)An allocator is therefore an online algorithm, whichmust respond to requests in strict sequence, immedi-ately, and its decisions are irrevocable.The problem the allocator must address is thatthe application program may free blocks in any or-der, creating \holes" amid live objects. If these holesare too numerous and small, they cannot be used tosatisfy future requests for larger blocks. This prob-lem is known as fragmentation, and it is a poten-tially disastrous one. For the general case that wehave outlined|where the application program mayallocate arbitrary-sized objects at arbitrary times andfree them at any later time|there is no reliable algo-rithm for ensuring e�cient memory usage, and none11 We use the term \application" rather generally; the \ap-plication" for which an allocator manages storage maybe a system program such as a �le server, or even anoperating system kernel.5



is possible. It has been proven that for any possibleallocation algorithm, there will always be the possi-bility that some application program will allocate anddeallocate blocks in some fashion that defeats the al-locator's strategy, and forces it into severe fragmen-tation [Rob71, GGU72, Rob74, Rob77]. Not only arethere no provably good allocation algorithms, thereare proofs that any allocator will be \bad" for somepossible applications.The lower bound on worst case fragmentation isgenerally proportional to the amount of live data12multiplied by the logarithm of the ratio between thelargest and smallest block sizes, i.e., M log2 n, whereM is the amount of live data and n is the ratio be-tween the smallest and largest object sizes [Rob71].(In discussing worst-case memory costs, we gener-ally assume that all block sizes are evenly divisibleby the smallest block size, and n is sometimes sim-ply called \the largest block size," i.e., in units of thesmallest.)Of course, for some algorithms, the worst case ismuch worse, often proportional to the simple productof M and n.So, for example, if the minimum and maximum ob-jects sizes are one word and a million words, thenfragmentation in the worst case may cost an excel-lent allocator a factor of ten or twenty in space. Aless robust allocator may lose a factor of a million, inits worst case, wasting so much space that failure isalmost certain.Given the apparent insolubility of this problem, itmay seem surprising that dynamic memory allocationis used inmost systems, and the computing world doesnot grind to a halt due to lack of memory. The rea-son, of course, is that there are allocators that arefairly good in practice, in combination with most ac-tual programs. Some allocation algorithms have beenshown in practice to work acceptably well with realprograms, and have been widely adopted. If a partic-ular program interacts badly with a particular alloca-tor, a di�erent allocator may be used instead. (Thebad cases for one allocator may be very di�erent fromthe bad cases for other allocators of di�erent design.)The design of memory allocators is currently some-12 We use \live" here in a fairly loose sense. Blocks are\live" from the point of view of the allocator if it doesn'tknow that it can safely reuse the storage|i.e., if theblock was allocated but not yet freed. This is di�erentfrom the senses of liveness used in garbage collection orin compilers' ow analyses.

thing of a black art. Little is known about the inter-actions between programs and allocators, and whichprograms are likely to bring out the worst in which al-locators. However, one thing is clear|most programsare \well behaved" in some sense. Most programscombined with most common allocators do not squan-der huge amounts of memory, even if they may wastea quarter of it, or a half, or occasionally even more.That is, there are regularities in program behaviorthat allocators exploit, a point that is often insu�-ciently appreciated even by professionals who designand implement allocators. These regularities are ex-ploited by allocators to prevent excessive fragmenta-tion, and make it possible for allocators to work inpractice.These regularities are surprisingly poorly under-stood, despite 35 years of allocator research, andscores of papers by dozens of researchers.1.3 Strategies, Placement Policies, andSplitting and CoalescingThe main technique used by allocators to keep frag-mentation under control is placement choice. Twosubsidiary techniques are used to help implement thatchoice: splitting blocks to satisfy smaller requests, andcoalescing of free blocks to yield larger blocks.Placement choice is simply the choosing of where infree memory to put a requested block. Despite poten-tially fatal restrictions on an allocator's online choices,the allocator also has a huge freedom of action|itcan place a requested block anywhere it can �nd asu�ciently large range of free memory, and anywherewithin that range. (It may also be able to simply re-quest more memory from the operating system.) Anallocator algorithm therefore should be regarded asthe mechanism that implements a placement policy,which is motivated by a strategy for minimizing frag-mentation.Strategy, policy, and mechanism.The strategytakes into account regularities in program behavior,and determines a range of acceptable policies as towhere to allocate requested blocks. The chosen pol-icy is implemented by a mechanism, which is a setof algorithms and the data structures they use. Thisthree-level distinction is quite important.In the context of general memory allocation,{ a strategy attempts to exploit regularities in therequest stream,6



{ a policy is an implementable decision procedurefor placing blocks in memory, and{ amechanism is a set of algorithms and data struc-tures that implement the policy, often over-sim-ply called \an algorithm."13An ideal strategy is \put blocks where they won'tcause fragmentation later"; unfortunately that's im-possible to guarantee, so real strategies attempt toheuristically approximate that ideal, based on as-sumed regularities of application programs' behavior.For example, one strategy is \avoid letting small long-lived objects prevent you from reclaiming a larger con-tiguous free area." This is part of the strategy underly-ing the common \best �t" family of policies. Anotherpart of the strategy is \if you have to split a blockand potentially waste what's left over, minimize thesize of the wasted part."The corresponding (best �t) policy is moreconcrete|it says \always use the smallest block thatis at least large enough to satisfy the request."The placement policy determines exactly where inmemory requested blocks will be allocated. For thebest �t policies, the general rule is \allocate objectsin the smallest free block that's at least big enough to13 This set of distinctions is doubtless indirectly inuencedby work in very di�erent areas, notably Marr's work innatural and arti�cial visual systems [Mar82] and Mc-Clamrock's work in the philosophy of science and cog-nition [McC91, McC95]. The distinctions are impor-tant for understanding a wide variety of complex sys-tems, however. Similar distinctions are made in many�elds, including empirical computer science, though of-ten without making them quite clear.In \systems" work, mechanism and policy are oftendistinguished, but strategy and policy are usually notdistinguished explicitly. This makes sense in some con-texts, where the policy can safely be assumed to im-plement a well-understood strategy, or where the choiceof strategy is left up to someone else (e.g., designers ofhigher-level code not under discussion).In empirical evaluations of very poorly understoodstrategies, however, the distinction between strategyand policy is often crucial. (For example, errors in theimplementation of a strategy are often misinterpretedas evidence that the expected regularities don't actu-ally exist, when in fact they do, and a slightly di�erentstrategy would work much better.)Mistakes are possible at each level; equally important,mistakes are possible between levels, in the attempt to\cash out" (implement) the higher-level strategy as apolicy, or a policy as a mechanism.

hold them." That's not a complete policy, however,because there may be several equally good �ts; thecomplete policy must specify which of those should bechosen, for example, the one whose address is lowest.The chosen policy is implemented by a speci�cmechanism, chosen to implement that policy e�-ciently in terms of time and space overheads. For best�t, a linear list or ordered tree structure might be usedto record the addresses and sizes of free blocks, anda tree search or list search would be used to �nd theone dictated by the policy.These levels of the allocator design process inter-act. A strategy may not yield an obvious completepolicy, and the seemingly slight di�erences betweensimilar policies may actually implement interestinglydi�erent strategies. (This results from our poor un-derstanding of the interactions between applicationbehavior and allocator strategies.) The chosen policymay not be obviously implementable at reasonablecost in space, time, or programmer e�ort; in that casesome approximation may be used instead.The strategy and policy are often very poorly-de�ned, as well, and the policy and mechanism arearrived at by a combination of educated guessing,trial and error, and (often dubious) experimentalvalidation.1414 In case the important distinctions between strategy, pol-icy, and mechanism are not clear, a metaphorical exam-ple may help. Consider a software company that has astrategy for improving productivity: reward the mostproductive programmers. It may institute a policy ofrewarding programmers who produce the largest num-bers of lines of program code. To implement this policy,it may use the mechanisms of instructing the managersto count lines of code, and providing scripts that countlines of code according to some particular algorithm.This example illustrates the possible failures at eachlevel, and in the mapping from one level to another. Thestrategy may simply be wrong, if programmers aren'tparticularly motivated by money. The policy may notimplement the intended strategy, if lines of code are aninappropriate metric of productivity, or if the policy hasunintended \strategic" e�ects, e.g., due to programmerresentment.The mechanism may also fail to implement the spec-i�ed policy, if the rules for line-counting aren't enforcedby managers, or if the supplied scripts don't correctlyimplement the intended counting function.This distinction between strategy and policy is over-simpli�ed, because there may be multiple levels of strat-egy that shade o� into increasingly concrete policies.At di�erent levels of abstraction, something might be7



Splitting and coalescing. Two general techniquesfor supporting a range of (implementations of) place-ment policies are splitting and coalescing of freeblocks. (These mechanisms are important subsidiaryparts of the larger mechanism that is the allocatorimplementation.)The allocator may split large blocks into smallerblocks arbitrarily, and use any su�ciently-large sub-block to satisfy the request. The remainders from thissplitting can be recorded as smaller free blocks in theirown right and used to satisfy future requests.The allocator may also coalesce (merge) adjacentfree blocks to yield larger free blocks. After a blockis freed, the allocator may check to see whether theneighboring blocks are free as well, and merge theminto a single, larger block. This is often desirable, be-cause one large block is more likely to be useful thantwo small ones|large or small requests can be satis-�ed from large blocks.Completely general splitting and coalescing can besupported at fairly modest cost in space and/or time,using simple mechanisms that we'll describe later.This allows the allocator designer the maximum free-dom in choosing a strategy, policy, and mechanism forthe allocator, because the allocator can have a com-plete and accurate record of which ranges of memoryare available at all times.The cost may not be negligible, however, espe-cially if splitting and coalescing work too well|inviewed as a strategy or policy.The key point is that there are at least three quali-tatively di�erent kinds of levels of abstraction involved[McC91]; at the upper levels, there are is the general de-sign goal of exploiting expected regularities, and a set ofstrategies for doing so; there may be subsidiary strate-gies, for example to resolve conicts between strategiesin the best possible way.At at a somewhat lower level there is a general policyof where to place objects, and below that is a moredetailed policy that exactly determines placement.Below that there is an actual mechanism that is in-tended to implement the policy (and presumably ef-fect the strategy), using whatever algorithms and datastructures are deemed appropriate. Mechanisms are of-ten layered, as well, in the usual manner of structuredprogramming [Dij69]. Problems at (and between) theselevels are the best understood|a computation may beimproperly speci�ed, or may not meet its speci�cation.(Analogous problems occur at the upper levels occur aswell|if expected regularities don't actually occur, or ifthey do occur but the strategy does't actually exploitthem, and so on.)

that case, freed blocks will usually be coalesced withneighbors to form large blocks of free memory, andlater allocations will have to split smaller chunks o�of those blocks to obtained the desired sizes. It of-ten turns out that most of this e�ort is wasted, be-cause the sizes requested later are largely the same asthe sizes freed earlier, and the old small blocks couldhave been reused without coalescing and splitting. Be-cause of this, many modern allocators use deferredcoalescing|they avoid coalescing and splitting mostof the time, but use it intermittently, to combat frag-mentation.2 A Closer Look at Fragmentation,and How to Study ItIn this section, we will discuss the traditional concep-tion of fragmentation, and the usual techniques usedfor studying it. We will then explain why the usual un-derstanding is not strong enough to support scienti�cdesign and evaluation of allocators. We then proposea new (though nearly obvious) conception of fragmen-tation and its causes, and describe more suitable tech-niques used to study it. (Most of the experiments us-ing sound techniques have been performed in the lastfew years, but a few notable exceptions were donemuch earlier, e.g., [MPS71] and [LH82], discussed inSection 4.)2.1 Internal and External FragmentationTraditionally, fragmentation is classed as external orinternal [Ran69], and is combatted by splitting andcoalescing free blocks.External fragmentation arises when free blocks ofmemory are available for allocation, but can't be usedto hold objects of the sizes actually requested by a pro-gram. In sophisticated allocators, that's usually be-cause the free blocks are too small, and the programrequests larger objects. In some simple allocators, ex-ternal fragmentation can occur because the allocatoris unwilling or unable to split large blocks into smallerones.Internal fragmentation arises when a large-enoughfree block is allocated to hold an object, but there isa poor �t because the block is larger than needed. Insome allocators, the remainder is simply wasted, caus-ing internal fragmentation. (It's called internal be-cause the wasted memory is inside an allocated block,8



rather than being recorded as a free block in its ownright.)To combat internal fragmentation, most allocatorswill split blocks into multiple parts, allocating partof a block, and then regarding the remainder as asmaller free block in its own right. Many allocatorswill also coalesce adjacent free blocks (i.e., neighbor-ing free blocks in address order), combining them intolarger blocks that can be used to satisfy requests forlarger objects.In some allocators, internal fragmentation arisesdue to implementation constraints within the allo-cator|for speed or simplicity reasons, the allocatordesign restricts the ways memory may be subdivided.In other allocators, internal fragmentation may be ac-cepted as part of a strategy to prevent external frag-mentation|the allocator may be unwilling to frag-ment a block, because if it does, it may not be able tocoalesce it again later and use it to hold another largeobject.2.2 The Traditional Methodology:Probabilistic Analyses, and Simulation UsingSynthetic Traces(Note: readers who are uninterested in experimentalmethodology may wish to skip this section, at leaston a �rst reading. Readers uninterested in the historyof allocator research may skip the footnotes. The fol-lowing section (2.3) is quite important, however, andshould not be skipped.)Allocators are sometimes evaluated using proba-bilistic analyses. By reasoning about the likelihood ofcertain events, and the consequences of those eventsfor future events, it may be possible to predict whatwill happen on average. For the general problem ofdynamic storage allocation, however, the mathemat-ics are too di�cult to do this for most algorithmsand most workloads. An alternative is to do simu-lations, and �nd out \empirically" what really hap-pens when workloads interact with allocator policies.This is more common, because the interactions are sopoorly understood that mathematical techniques aredi�cult to apply.Unfortunately, in both cases, to make probabilistictechniques feasible, important characteristics of theworkload must be known|i.e., the probabilities ofrelevant characteristics of \input" events to the al-location routine. The relevant characteristics are notunderstood, and so the probabilities are simply un-known.

This is one of the major points of this paper. Theparadigm of statistical mechanics15 has been used intheories of memory allocation, but we believe that itis the wrong paradigm, at least as it is usually ap-plied. Strong assumptions are made that frequenciesof individual events (e.g., allocations and dealloca-tions) are the base statistics from which probabilisticmodels should be developed, and we think that thisis false.The great success of \statistical mechanics" in otherareas is due to the fact that such assumptions makesense there. Gas laws are pretty good idealizations,because aggregate e�ects of a very large number ofindividual events (e.g., collisions between molecules)do concisely express the most important regularities.This paradigm is inappropriate for memory allo-cation, for two reasons. The �rst is simply that thenumber of objects involved is usually too small forasymptotic analyses to be relevant, but this is not themost important reason.The main weakness of the \statistical mechanics"approach is that there are important systematic in-teractions that occur in memory allocation, due tophase behavior of programs. No matter how large thesystem is, basing probabilistic analyses on individualevents is likely to yield the wrong answers, if thereare systematic e�ects involved which are not capturedby the theory. Assuming that the analyses are appro-priate for \su�ciently large" systems does not helphere|the systematic errors will simply attain greaterstatistical signi�cance.Consider the case of evolutionary biology. If anoverly simple statistical approach about individualanimals' interactions is used, the theory will not cap-ture predator/prey and host/symbiote relationships,sexual selection, or other pervasive evolutionary ef-fects as niche �lling.16 Developing a highly predictive15 This usage of \statistical mechanics" should perhaps beregarded as metaphorical, since it is not really aboutsimple interactions of large numbers of molecules ina gas or liquid. Several papers on memory allocationhave used it loosely, however, to describe the analo-gous approach to analyzing memory allocation. Statis-tical mechanics has literally provided a paradigm|inthe original, smaller sense of a \model" or \examplar,"rather than in a larger Kuhnian sense|which many �ndattractive.16 Some of these e�ects may emerge from lower-level mod-eling, but for simulations to reliably predict them, manyimportant lower-level issues must be modeled correctly,and su�cient data are usually not available, or su�-9



evolutionary theory is extremely di�cult|and somewould say impossible|because too many low-level (orhigher-level) details matter,17 and there may intrinsicunpredictabilities in the systems described [Den95].18We are not saying that the development of a goodtheory of memory allocation is as hard as develop-ing a predictive evolutionary theory|far from it. Theproblem of memory allocation seems far simpler, andwe are optimistic that a useful predictive theory canbe developed.19Our point is simply that the paradigm of simplestatistical mechanics must be evaluated relative toother alternatives, which we �nd more plausible in thisdomain. There are major interactions between work-loads and allocator policies, which are usually ignored.No matter how large the system, and no matter howasymptotic the analyses, ignoring these e�ects seemslikely to yield major errors|e.g., analyses will simplyyield the wrong asymptotes.A useful probabilistic theory of memory allocationmay be possible, but if so, it will be based on aquite di�erent set of statistics from those used sofar|statistics which capture e�ects of systematicities,rather than assuming such systematicities can be ig-nored. As in biology, the theory must be tested againstreality, and re�ned to capture systematicities that hadpreviously gone unnoticed.Random simulations.The traditional techniquefor evaluating allocators is to construct several traces(recorded sequences of allocation and deallocation re-quests) thought to resemble \typical" workloads, anduse those traces to drive a variety of actual allocators.ciently understood.17 For example, the di�erent evolutionary strategies im-plied by the varying replication techniques and muta-tion rates of RNA-based vs. DNA-based viruses, or theimpact of environmental change on host/parasite inter-actions [Gar94].18 For example, a single chance mutation that results inan adaptive characteristic in one individual may have amajor impact on the subsequent evolution of a speciesand its entire ecosystem [Dar59].19 We are also not suggesting that evolutionary theory pro-vides a good paradigm for allocator research; it is justan example of a good scienti�c paradigm that is verydi�erent from the ones typically seen in memory alloca-tion research. It demonstrates the important and neces-sary interplay between high-level theories and detailedempirical work.

Since an allocator normally responds only to the re-quest sequence, this can produce very accurate simu-lations of what the allocator would do if the workloadwere real|that is, if a real program generated thatrequest sequence.Typically, however, the request sequences are notreal traces of the behavior of actual programs. Theyare \synthetic" traces that are generated automati-cally by a small subprogram; the subprogram is de-signed to resemble real programs in certain statisti-cal ways. In particular, object size distributions arethought to be important, because they a�ect the frag-mentation of memory into blocks of varying sizes. Ob-ject lifetime distributions are also often thought tobe important (but not always), because they a�ectwhether blocks of memory are occupied or free.Given a set of object size and lifetime distributions,the small \driver" subprogram generates a sequence ofrequests that obeys those distributions. This driver issimply a loop that repeatedly generates requests, us-ing a pseudo-random number generator; at any pointin the simulation, the next data object is chosen by\randomly" picking a size and lifetime, with a biasthat (probabilistically) preserves the desired distribu-tions. The driver also maintains a table of objects thathave been allocated but not yet freed, ordered by theirscheduled death (deallocation) time. (That is, the stepat which they were allocated, plus their randomly-chosen lifetime.) At each step of the simulation, thedriver deallocates any objects whose death times indi-cate that they have expired. One convenient measureof simulated \time" is the volume of objects allocatedso far|i.e., the sum of the sizes of objects that havebeen allocated up to that step of the simulation.20An important feature of these simulations is thatthey tend to reach a \steady state." After running fora certain amount of time, the volume of live (simu-20 In many early simulations, the simulator modeled realtime, rather than just discrete steps of allocation anddeallocation. Allocation times were chosen based on ran-domly chosen \arrival" times, generated using an \inter-arrival distribution" and their deaths scheduled in con-tinuous time|rather than discrete time based on thenumber and/or sizes of objects allocated so far. We willgenerally ignore this distinction in this paper, becausewe think other issues are more important. As will be-come clear, in the methodology we favor, this distinctionis not important because the actual sequences of actionsare su�cient to guarantee exact simulation, and the ac-tual sequence of events is recorded rather than being(approximately) emulated.10



lated) objects reaches a level that is determined bythe size and lifetime distributions, and after that ob-jects are allocated and deallocated in approximatelyequal numbers. The memory usage tends to vary verylittle, wandering probabilistically (in a random walk)around this \most likely" level. Measurements aretypically made by sampling memory usage at pointsafter the steady state has presumably been reached, orby averaging over a period of \steady-state" variation.These measurements \at equilibrium" are assumed tobe important.There are three common variations of this simu-lation technique. One is to use a simple mathemat-ical function to determine the size and lifetime dis-tributions, such as uniform or (negative) exponential.Exponential distributions are often used because ithas been observed that programs are typically morelikely to allocate small objects than large ones,21 andare more likely to allocate short-lived objects thanlong-lived ones.22 (The size distributions are gener-ally truncated at some plausible minimum and max-imum object size, and discretized, rounding them tothe nearest integer.)The second variation is to pick distributions intu-itively, i.e., out of a hat, but in ways thought to re-semble real program behavior. One motivation for thisis to model the fact that many programs allocate ob-jects of some sizes and others in small numbers or notat all; we refer to these distributions as \spiky."23The third variation is to use statistics gathered fromreal programs, to make the distributions more realis-tic. In almost all cases, size and lifetime distributions21 Historically, uniform size distributions were the mostcommon in early experiments; exponential distributionsthen became increasingly common, as new data be-came available showing that real systems generally usedmany more small objects than large ones. Other dis-tributions have also been used, notably Poisson andhyper-exponential. Still, relatively recent papers haveused uniform size distributions, sometimes as the onlydistribution.22 As with size distributions, there has been a shift overtime toward non-uniform lifetime distributions, oftenexponential. This shift occurred later, probably becausereal data on size information was easier to obtain, andlifetime data appeared later.23 In general, this modeling has not been very precise.Sometimes the sizes chosen out of a hat are allocated inuniform proportions, rather than in skewed proportionsreecting the fact that (on average) programs allocatemany more small objects than large ones.

are assumed to be independent|the fact that di�er-ent sizes of objects may have di�erent lifetime distrib-utions is generally assumed to be unimportant.In general, there has been something of a trendtoward the use of more realistic distributions,24 butthis trend is not dominant. Even now, researchers of-ten use simple and smooth mathematical functions togenerate traces for allocator evaluation.25 The use ofsmooth distributions is questionable, because it bearsdirectly on issues of fragmentation|if objects of onlya few sizes are allocated, the free (and uncoalesca-ble) blocks are likely to be of those sizes, making itpossible to �nd a perfect �t. If the object sizes aresmoothly distributed, the requested sizes will almostalways be slightly di�erent, increasing the chances offragmentation.Probabilistic analyses.Since Knuth's derivationof the \�fty percent rule" [Knu73] (discussed later,in Section 4), there have been many attempts to rea-son probabilistically about the interactions betweenprogram behavior and allocator policy, and assessthe overall cost in terms of fragmentation (usually)and/or CPU time.These analyses have generally made the same as-sumptions as random-trace simulation experiments|e.g., random object allocation order, independence ofsize and lifetimes, steady-state behavior|and oftenstronger assumptions as well.These simplifying assumptions have generally beenmade in order to make the mathematics tractable. Inparticular, assumptions of randomness and indepen-dence make it possible to apply well-developed theory24 The trend toward more realistic distributions can be ex-plained historically and pragmatically. In the early daysof computing, the distributions of interest were usuallythe distribution of segment sizes in an operating sys-tem's workload. Without access to the inside of an op-erating system, this data was di�cult to obtain. (Mostresearchers would not have been allowed to modify theimplementation of the operating system running on avery valuable and heavily-timeshared computer.) Later,the emphasis of study shifted away from segment sizesin segmented operating systems, and toward data ob-ject sizes in the virtual memories of individual processesrunning in paged virtual memories.25 We are unclear on why this should be, except that a par-ticular theoretical and experimental paradigm [Kuh70]had simply become thoroughly entrenched in the early1970's. (It's also somewhat easier than dealing with realdata.)11



of stochastic processes (Markov models, etc.) to deriveanalytical results about expected behavior. Unfortu-nately, these assumptions tend to be false for mostreal programs, so the results are of limited utility.It should be noted that these are not merely conve-nient simplifying assumptions that allow solution ofproblems that closely resemble real problems. If thatwere the case, one could expect that with re�nementof the analyses|or with su�cient empirical validationthat the assumptions don't matter in practice|theresults would come close to reality. There is no reasonto expect such a happy outcome. These assumptionsdramatically change the key features of the problem;the ability to perform the analyses hinges on the veryfacts that make themmuch less relevant to the generalproblem of memory allocation.Assumptions of randomness and independencemake the problem irregular, in a super�cial sense,but they make it very smooth (hence mathematicallytractable) in a probabilistic sense. This smoothnesshas the advantage that it makes it possible to deriveanalytical results, but it has the disadvantage that itturns a real and deep scienti�c problem into a math-ematical puzzle that is much less signi�cant for ourpurposes.The problem of dynamic storage allocation is in-tractable, in the vernacular sense of the word. As anessentially data-dependent problem, we do not have agrip on it, because it because we simply do not under-stand the inputs. \Smoothing" the problem to make itmathematically tractable \removes the handles" fromsomething that is fundamentally irregular, making itunlikely that we will get any real purchase or leverageon the important issues. Removing the irregularitiesremoves some of the problems|and most of the op-portunities as well.A note on exponentially-distributed ran-dom lifetimes.Exponential lifetime distributionshave become quite common in both empirical and an-alytic studies of memory fragmentation over the lasttwo decades. In the case of empirical work (usingrandom-trace simulations), this seems an admirableadjustment to some observed characteristics of realprogram behavior. In the case of analytic studies, itturns out to have some very convenient mathemati-cal properties as well. Unfortunately, it appears thatthe apparently exponential appearence of real lifetimedistributions is often an artifact of experimental meth-odology (as will be explained in Sections 2.3 and 4.1)

and that the emphasis on distributions tends to dis-tract researchers from the strongly patterned underly-ing processes that actually generate them (as will beexplained in Section 2.4).We invite the reader to consider a randomly-ordered trace with an exponential lifetime distribu-tion. In this case there is no correlation at all betweenan object's age and its expected time until death|the \half-life" decay property of the distribution andthe randomness ensure that allocated objects die com-pletely at random with no way to estimate their deathtimes from any of the information available to theallocator.26 (An exponential random function exhibitsonly a half-life property, and no other pattern, muchlike radioactive decay.) In a sense, exponential life-times are thus the reductio ad absurdum of the syn-thetic trace methodology|all of the time-varying reg-ularities have been systematically eliminated from theinput. If we view the allocator's job as an online prob-lem of detecting and exploiting regularities, we seethat this puts the allocator in the awkward positionof trying to extract helpful hints from pure noise.This does not necessarily mean that all allocatorswill perform identically under randomized workloads,however, because there are regularities in size distrib-utions, whether they are real distributions or simplemathematical ones, and some allocators may simplyshoot themselves in the foot.Analyses and experiments with exponentially dis-tributed random lifetimes may say something reveal-ing about what happens when an allocator's strategyis completely orthogonal to the actual regularities. Wehave no real idea whether this is a situation that oc-curs regularly in the space of possible combinations ofreal workloads and reasonable strategies.27 (It's clearthat it is not the usual case, however.) The terrain ofthat space is quite mysterious to us.A note on Markov models.Many probabilisticstudies of memory allocation have used �rst-order26 We are indebted to Henry Baker, who has made quitesimilar observations with respect to the use of exponen-tial lifetime distributions to estimate the e�ectivenessof generational garbage collection schemes [Bak93].27 In particular, certain e�ects of randomized traces may(or may not) resemble the cumulative e�ect of alloca-tor strategy errors over much longer periods. This re-semblance cannot be assumed, however|there are goodreasons to think it may occur in some cases, but not inothers, and empirical validation is necessary.12



Markov processes to approximate program and allo-cator behavior, and have derived conclusions basedon the well-understood properties of Markov models.In a �rst-order Markov model, the probabilities ofstate transitions are known and �xed. In the case offragmentation studies, this corresponds to assumingthat a program allocates objects at random, with �xedprobabilities of allocating di�erent sizes.The space of possible states of memory is viewedas a graph, with a node for each con�guration of allo-cated and free blocks. There is a start state, represent-ing an empty memory, and a transition probabilityfor each possible allocation size. For a given place-ment policy, there will be a known transition from agiven state for any possible allocation or deallocationrequest. The state reached by each possible allocationis another con�guration of memory.For any given request distribution, there is a net-work of possible states reachable from the start state,via successions of more or less probable transitions. Ingeneral, for any memory above a very, very small size,and for arbitrary distributions of sizes and lifetimes,this network is inconceivably large. As described sofar, it is therefore useless for any practical analyses.To make the problem more tractable, certain as-sumptions are often made. One of these is that life-times are exponentially distributed as well as random,and have the convenient half-life property describedabove, i.e., they die completely at random as well asbeing born at random.This assumption can be used to ensure that boththe states and the transitions between states have def-inite probabilities in the long run. That is, if one wereto run a random-trace simulation for a long enoughperiod of time, all reachable states would be reached,and all of them would be reached many times|andthe number of times they were reached would reectthe probabilities of their being reached again in thefuture, if the simulation were continued inde�nitely.If we put a counter on each of the states to keep trackof the number of times each state was reached, theratio between these counts would eventually stabilize,plus or minus small short-term variations. The rela-tive weights of the counters would \converge" to astable solution.Such a network of states is called an ergodicMarkovmodel, and it has very convenient mathematical prop-erties. In some cases, it's possible to avoid runninga simulation at all, and analytically derive what thenetwork's probabiblities would converge to.

Unfortunately, this is a very inappropriate modelfor real program and allocator behavior. An ergodicMarkov model is a kind of (probabilistic) �nite au-tomaton, and as such the patterns it generates arevery, very simple, though randomized and hence un-predictable. They're almost unpatterned, in fact, andhence very predictable in a certain probabilistic sense.Such an automaton is extremely unlikely to gener-ate many patterns that seem likely to be important inreal programs, such as the creation of the objects in alinked list in one order, and their later destruction inexactly the same order, or exactly the reverse order.28There are much more powerful kinds of machines|which have more complex state, like a real program|which are capable of generating more realistic pat-terns. Unfortunately, the only machines that we aresure generate the \right kinds" of patterns are actualreal programs.We do not understand what regularities exist in realprograms well enough to model them formally andperform probabilistic analyses that are directly appli-cable to real program behavior. The models we haveare grossly inaccurate in respects that are quite rele-vant to problems of memory allocation.There are problems for which Markov models areuseful, and a smaller number of problems where as-sumptions of ergodicity are appropriate. These prob-lems involve processes that are literally random, orcan be shown to be e�ectively random in the neces-sary ways. The general heap allocation problem is notin either category. (If this is not clear, the next sectionshould make it much clearer.)Ergodic Markov models are also sometimes used forproblems where the basic assumptions are known tobe false in some cases|but they should only be usedin this way if they can be validated, i.e., shown by ex-tensive testing to produce the right answers most ofthe time, despite the oversimpli�cations they're basedon. For some problems it \just turns out" that thedi�erences between real systems and the mathemati-cal models are not usually signi�cant. For the generalproblem of memory allocation, this turns out to befalse as well|recent results clearly invalidate the use28 Technically, a Markov model will eventually generatesuch patterns, but the probability of generating a par-ticular pattern within a �nite period of time is vanish-ingly small if the pattern is large and not very stronglyreected in the arc weights. That is, many quite prob-able kinds of patterns are extremely improbable in asimple Markov model.13



of simple Markov models [ZG94, WJNB95].292.3 What Fragmentation Really Is, and Whythe Traditional Approach is UnsoundA single death is a tragedy. A million deathsis a statistic.|Joseph StalinWe suggested above that the shape of a size dis-tribution (and its smoothness) might be importantin determining the fragmentation caused by a work-load. However, even if the distributions are completelyrealistic, there is reason to suspect that randomizedsynthetic traces are likely to be grossly unrealistic.As we said earlier, the allocator should embody astrategy designed to exploit regularities in programbehavior|otherwise it cannot be expected to do par-ticularly well. The use of randomized allocation ordereliminates some regularities in workloads, and intro-duces others, and there is every reason to think thatthe di�erences in regularities will a�ect the perfor-mance of di�erent strategies di�erently. To make thisconcrete, we must understand fragmentation and itscauses.The technical distinction between internal and ex-ternal fragmentation is useful, but in attempting to29 It might seem that the problem here is the use of �rst-order Markov models, whose states (nodes in the reach-ability graph) correspond directly to states of memory.Perhaps \higher-order" Markov models would work,where nodes in the graph represent sequences of con-crete state transitions. We think this is false as well.The important kinds of patterns produced by realprograms are generally not simple very-short-term se-quences of a few events, but large-scale patterns involv-ing many events. To capture these, a Markov modelwould have to be of such high order that analyses wouldbe completely infeasible. It would essentially have to bepre-programmed to generate speci�c literal sequencesof events. This not only begs the essential question ofwhat real programs do, but seems certain not to con-cisely capture the right regularities.Markov models are simply not powerful enough|i.e., not abstract enough in the right ways|to helpwith this problem. They should not be used for thispurpose, or any similarly poorly understood purpose,where complex patterns may be very important. (Atleast, not without extensive validation.) The fact thatthe regularities are complex and unknown is not agood reason to assume that they're e�ectively random[ZG94, WJNB95] (Section 4.2).

design experiments measuring fragmentation, it isworthwhile to stop for a moment and consider whatfragmentation really is, and how it arises.Fragmentation is the inability to reuse memory thatis free. This can be due to policy choices by the allo-cator, which may choose not to reuse memory that inprinciple could be reused. More importantly for ourpurposes, the allocator may not have a choice at themoment an allocation request must be serviced: theremay be free areas that are too small to service therequest and whose neighbors are not free, making itimpossible to coalesce adjacent free areas into a su�-ciently large contiguous block.30Note that for this latter (and more fundamental)kind of fragmentation, the problem is a function bothof the program's request stream and the allocator'schoices of where to allocate the requested objects. Insatisfying a request, the allocator usually has consid-erable leeway; it may place the requested object inany su�ciently large free area. On the other hand,the allocator has no control over the ordering of re-quests for di�erent-sized pieces of memory, or whenobjects are freed.We have not made the notion of fragmentation par-ticularly clear or quanti�able here, and this is no ac-cident. An allocator's inability to reuse memory de-pends not only on the number and sizes of holes, buton the future behavior of the program, and the fu-ture responses of the allocator itself. (That is, it isa complex matter of interactions between patternedworkloads and strategies.)For example, suppose there are 100 free blocks ofsize 10, and 200 free blocks of size 20. Is memoryhighly fragmented? It depends. If future requests areall for size 10, most allocators will do just �ne, usingthe size 10 blocks, and splitting the size 20 blocks asnecessary. But if the future requests are for blocks ofsize 30, that's a problem. Also, if the future requestsare for 100 blocks of size 10 and 200 blocks of size 20,whether it's a problem may depend on the order inwhich the requests arrive and the allocator's moment-30 Beck [Bec82] makes the only clear statement of this prin-ciple which we have found in our exhausting review ofthe literature. As we will explain later (in our chronolog-ical review, Section 4.1), Beck also made some impor-tant inferences from this principle, but his theoreticalmodel and his empirical methodology were weakenedby working within the dominant paradigm. His paperis seldom cited, and its important ideas have generallygone unnoticed.14



by-moment decisions as to where to place them. Best�t will do well for this example, but other allocatorsdo better for some other examples where best �t per-forms abysmally.We leave the concept of fragmentation somewhatpoorly de�ned, because in the general case the actualphenomenon is poorly de�ned.31Fragmentation is caused by isolated deaths.A crucial issue is the creation of free areas whoseneighboring areas are not free. This is a function oftwo things: which objects are placed in adjacent areasand when those objects die. Notice that if the alloca-tor places objects together in memory, and they die\at the same time" (with no intervening allocations),no fragmentation results: the objects are live at thesame time, using contiguous memory, and when theydie they free contiguous memory. An allocator thatcan predict which objects will die at approximatelythe same time can exploit that information to reducefragmentation, by placing those objects in contiguousmemory.Fragmentation is caused by time-varying be-havior.Fragmentation arises from changes in theway a program uses memory|for example, freeingsmall blocks and requesting large ones. This much isobvious, but it is important to consider patterns inthe changing behavior of a program, such as the free-ing of large numbers of objects and the allocation oflarge numbers of objects of di�erent types. Many pro-grams allocate and free di�erent kinds of objects in31 Our concept of fragmentation has been called\startlingly nonoperational," and we must confess thatit is, to some degree. We think that this is a strength,however, because it is better to leave a concept some-what vague than to de�ne it prematurely and in-correctly. It is important to �rst identify the \natu-ral kinds" in the phenomena under study, and then�gure out what their most important characteristicsare [Kri72, Put77, Qui77]. (We are currently workingon developing operational measures of \fragmentation-related" program behavior.)Later in the paper we will express experimental \frag-mentation" results as percentages, but this should beviewed as an operational shorthand for the e�ects offragmentation on memory usage at whatever point orpoints in program execution measurements were made;this should be clear in context.

di�erent stereotyped ways. Some kinds of objects ac-cumulate over time, but other kinds may be used inbursty patterns. (This will be discussed in more detailin Section 2.4.) The allocator's job is to exploit thesepatterns, if possible, or at least not let the patternsundermine its strategy.Implications for experimental methodology.(Note: this section is concerned only with experimen-tal techniques; uninterested readers may skip to thefollowing section.)The traditional methodology of using random pro-gram behavior implicitly assumes that there is no or-dering information in the request stream that couldbe exploited by the allocator|i.e., there's nothing inthe sequencing of requests which the allocator willuse as a hint to suggest which objects should be al-located adjacent to which other objects. Given a ran-dom request stream, the allocator has little control|wherever objects are placed by the allocator, they dieat random, randomly creating holes among the liveobjects. If some allocators do in fact tend to exploitreal regularities in the request stream, the randomiza-tion of the order of object creations (in simulations)ensures that the information is discarded before theallocator can use it. Likewise, if an algorithm tendsto systematically make mistakes when faced with realpatterns of allocations and deallocations, randomiza-tion may hide that fact.It should be clear that random object deaths maysystematically create serious fragmentation in waysthat are unlikely to be realistic. Randomization alsohas a potentially large e�ect on large-scale aggregatebehavior of large numbers of objects. In real programs,the total volume of objects varies over time, and oftenthe relative volumes of objects of di�erent sizes variesas well. This often occurs due to phase behavior|some phases may use many more objects than others,and the objects used by one phase may be of verydi�erent sizes than those used by another phase.Now consider a randomized synthetic trace|theoverall volume of objects is determined by a randomwalk, so that the volume of objects rises gradually un-til a steady state is reached. Likewise the volume ofmemory allocated to objects of a given size is a similarrandom walk. If the number of objects of a given sizeis large, the random walk will tend to be relativelysmooth, with mostly gradual and small changes inoverall allocated volume. This implies that the pro-portions of memory allocated to di�erent-sized objects15



tend to be relatively stable.This has major implications for external fragmen-tation. External fragmentation means that there arefree blocks of memory of some sizes, but those arethe wrong sizes to satisfy current needs. This happenswhen objects of one size are freed, and then objectsof another size are allocated|that is, when there isan unfortunate change in the relative proportions ofobjects of one size and objects of a larger size. (For al-locators that never split blocks, this can happen withrequests for smaller sizes as well.) For synthetic ran-dom traces, this is less likely to occur|they don'tsystematically free objects of one size and then allo-cate objects of another. Instead, they tend to allocateand free objects of di�erent sizes in relatively stableproportions. This minimizes the need to coalesce ad-jacent free areas to avoid fragmentation; on average,a free memory block of a given size will be reused rel-atively soon. This may bias experimental results byhiding an allocator's inability to deal well with ex-ternal fragmentation, and favor allocators that dealwell with internal fragmentation at a cost in externalfragmentation.Notice that while random deaths cause fragmen-tation, the aggregate behavior of random walks mayreduce the extent of the problem. For some alloca-tors, this balance of unrealistically bad and unrealis-tically good properties may average out to somethinglike realism, but for others it may not. Even if|bysheer luck|random traces turn out to yield realis-tic fragmentation \on average," over many allocators,they are inadequate for comparing di�erent allocators,which is usually the primary goal of such studies.2.4 Some Real Program Behaviors...and suddenly the memory returns.|Marcel Proust, Swann's WayReal programs do not generally behave randomly|they are designed to solve actual problems, and themethods chosen to solve those problems have a stronge�ect on their patterns of memory usage. To beginto understand the allocator's task, it is necessary tohave a general understanding of program behavior.This understanding is almost absent in the literatureon memory allocators, apparently because many re-searchers consider the in�nite variation of possibleprogram behaviors to be too daunting.There are strong regularities in many real pro-grams, however, because similar techniques are ap-

plied (in di�erent combinations) to solve many prob-lems. Several common patterns have been observed.Ramps, peaks, and plateaus. In terms of overallmemory usage over time, three patterns have beenobserved in a variety of programs in a variety of con-texts. Not all programs exhibit all of these patterns,but most seem to exhibit one or two of them, or allthree, to some degree. Any generalizations based onthese patterns must therefore be qualitative and quali-�ed. (This implies that to understand the quantitativeimportance of these patterns, a small set of programsis not su�cient.){ Ramps. Many programs accumulate certain datastructures monotonically over time. This may bebecause they keep a log of events, or becausethe problem-solving strategy requires building alarge representation, after which a solution canbe found quickly.{ Peaks.Many programs use memory in bursty pat-terns, building up relatively large data structureswhich are used for the duration of a particularphase, and then discarding most or all of thosedata structures. Note that the \surviving" datastructures are likely to be of di�erent types, be-cause they represent the results of a phase, as op-posed to intermediate values which may be rep-resented di�erently. (A peak is like a ramp, butof shorter duration.){ Plateaus. Many programs build up data struc-tures quickly, and then use those data structuresfor long periods (often nearly the whole runningtime of the program).These patterns are well-known, from anecdotal ex-perience by many people (e.g., [Ros67, Han90]), fromresearch on garbage collection (e.g., [Whi80, WM89,UJ88, Hay91, Hay93, BZ95, Wil95]),32 and from a re-cent study of C and C++ programs [WJNB95].32 It may be thought that garbage collected systems aresu�ciently di�erent from those using conventional stor-age management that these results are not relevant. Itappears, however, that these patterns are common inboth kinds of systems, because similar problem-solvingstrategies are used by programmers in both kinds ofsystems. (For any particular problem, di�erent qualita-tive program behaviors may result, but the general cat-egories seem to be common in conventional programs aswell. See [WJNB95].)16



(Other patterns of overall memory usage also occur,but appear less common. As we describe in Section 4,backward ramp functions have been observed [GM85].Combined forward and backward ramp behavior hasalso been observed, with one data structure shrinkingas another grows [Abr67].)Notice that in the case of ramps and ramp-shapedpeaks, looking at the statistical distributions of objectlifetimes may be very misleading. A statistical distri-bution suggests a random decay process of some sort,but it may actually reect sudden deaths of groups ofobjects that are born at di�erent times. In terms offragmentation, the di�erence between these two mod-els is major. For a statistical decay process, the allo-cator is faced with isolated deaths, which are likelyto cause fragmentation. For a phased process wheremany objects often die at the same time, the alloca-tor is presented with an opportunity to get back asigni�cant amount of memory all at once.In real programs, these patterns may be composedin di�erent ways at di�erent scales of space and time.A ramp may be viewed as a kind of peak that growsover the entire duration of program execution. (Thedistinction between a ramp and a peak is not pre-cise, but we tend to use \ramp" to refer to somethingthat grows slowly over the whole execution of a pro-gram, and drops o� suddenly at the end, and \peak"to refer to faster-growing volumes of objects that arediscarded before the end of execution. A peak mayalso be at on top, making it a kind of tall, skinnyplateau.)While the overall long-term pattern is often a rampor plateau, it often has smaller features (peaks or pla-teus) added to it. This crude model of program be-havior is thus recursive. (We note that it is not gen-erally fractal33|features at one scale may bear noresemblance to features at another scale. Attemptingto characterize the behavior of a program by a simplenumber such as fractal dimension is not appropriate,because program behavior is not that simple.34)33 We are using the term \fractal" rather loosely, as is com-mon in this area. Typically, \fractal" models of programbehavior are not in�nitely recursive, and are actuallygraftals or other �nite fractal-like recursive entities.34 We believe that this applies to studies of locality of ref-erence as well. Attempts to characterize memory refer-encing behavior as fractal-like (e.g., [VMH+83, Thi89])are ill-conceived or severely limited|if only becausememory allocation behavior is not generally fractal, andmemory-referencing behavior depends on memory al-

Ramps, peaks, and plateus have very di�erent im-plications for fragmentation.An overall ramp or plateau pro�le has a very conve-nient property, in that if short-term fragmentation canbe avoided, long term fragmentation is not a problemeither. Since the data making up a plateau are stable,and those making up a ramp accumulate monotonic-ally, inability to reuse freed memory is not an issue|nothing is freed until the end of program execution.Short-term fragmentation can be a cumulative prob-lem, however, leaving many small holes in the mass oflong lived-objects.Peaks and tall, skinny plateaus can pose a challengein terms of fragmentation, since many objects are allo-cated and freed, and many other objects are likely tobe allocated and freed later. If an earlier phase leavesscattered survivors, it may cause problems for laterphases that must use the spaces in between.More generally, phase behavior is the major causeof fragmentation|if a program's needs for blocks ofparticular sizes change over time in an awkward way.If many small objects are freed at the end of a phase|but scattered objects survive|a later phase may runinto trouble. On the other hand, if the survivors hap-pen to have been placed together, large contiguousareas will come free.Fragmentation at peaks is important.Not allperiods of program execution are equal. The most im-portant periods are usually those when the most mem-ory is used. Fragmentation is less important at timesof lower overall memory usage than it is when mem-ory usage is \at its peak," either during a short-livedpeak or near the end of a ramp of gradually increas-location policy. (We suspect that it's ill-conceived forunderstanding program behavior at the level of refer-ences to objects, as well as at the level of referencesto memory.) If the fractal concept is used in a strongsense, we believe it is simply wrong. If it is taken in aweak sense, we believe it conveys little useful informa-tion that couldn't be better summarized by simple sta-tistical curve-�tting; using a fractal conceptual frame-work tends to obscure more issues than it clari�es. Av-erage program behavior may resemble a fractal, becausesimilar features can occur at di�erent scales in di�erentprograms; however, an individual program's behavior isnot fractal-like in general, any more than it is a simpleMarkov process. Both kinds of models fail to capturethe \irregularly regular" and scale-dependent kinds ofpatterns that are most important.17



ing memory usage. This means that average fragmen-tation is less important than peak fragmentation|scattered holes in the heap most of the time maynot be a problem if those holes are well-�lled whenit counts.This has implications for the interpretation of anal-yses and simulations based on steady-state behavior(i.e., equilibrium conditions). Real programs may ex-hibit some steady-state behavior, but there are usu-ally ramps and/or peaks as well. It appears that mostprograms never reach a truly steady state, and if theyreach a temporary steady state, it may not mattermuch. (It can matter, however, because earlier phasesmay result in a con�guration of blocks that is moreor less problematic later on, at peak usage.)Overall memory usage is not the whole story, ofcourse. Locality of reference matters as well. All otherthings being equal, however, a larger total \footprint"matters even for locality. In virtual memories, manyprograms never page at all, or su�er dramatic perfor-mance degradations if they do. Keeping the overallmemory usage lower makes this less likely to happen.(In a time-shared machine, a larger footprint is likelyto mean that a di�erent process has its pages evictedwhen the peak is reached, rather than its own less-recently-used pages.)Exploiting ordering and size dependencies. Ifthe allocator can exploit the phase information fromthe request stream, it may be able to place objectsthat will die at about the same time in a contiguousarea of memory. This may suggest that the allocatorshould be adaptive,35 but much simpler strategies alsoseem likely to work [WJNB95]:{ Objects allocated at about the same time arelikely to die together at the end of a phase;if consecutively-allocated objects are allocatedin contiguous memory, they will free contiguousmemory.{ Objects of di�erent types may be likely to servedi�erent purposes and die at di�erent times. Sizeis likely to be related to type and purpose, soavoiding the intermingling of di�erent sizes (andlikely types) of objects may reduce the scatteringof long-lived objects among short-lived ones.35 Barrett and Zorn have recently built an allocator usingpro�le information to heuristically separate long-livedobjects from short-lived ones [BZ93]. (Section 4.2.)

This suggests that objects allocated at aboutthe same time should be allocated adjacent toeach other in memory, with the possible amend-ment that di�erent-sized objects should be segregated[WJNB95].36Implications for strategy. The phased behavior ofmany programs provides an opportunity for the al-locator to reduce fragmentation. As we said above, ifsuccessive objects are allocated contiguously and freedat about the same time, free memory will again becontiguous. We suspect that this happens with manyexisting allocators|even though they were not de-signed with this principle in mind, as far as we cantell. It may well be that this accidental \strategy" isthe major way that good allocators keep fragmenta-tion low.Implications for research. A major goal of alloca-tor research should be to determine which patternsare common, and which can be exploited (or at leastguarded against). Strategies that work well for oneprogram may work poorly for another, but it may bepossible to combine strategies in a single robust policythat works well for almost all programs. If that fails,it may be possible to have a small set of allocatorswith di�erent properties, at least one of which workswell for the vast majority of real problems.We caution against blindly experimenting with dif-ferent combinations of programs and complex, opti-mized allocators, however. It is more important todetermine what regularities exist in real program be-havior, and only then decide which strategies are most36 We have not found any other mention of these heuristicsin the literature, although somewhat similar ideas un-derlie the \zone" allocator of Ross [Ros67] and Hanson's\obstack" system (both discussed later). Beck [Bec82],Demers et al. [DWH+90], and and Barrett and Zorn[BZ93] have developed systems that predict the lifetimesof objects for similar purposes.We note that for our purposes, it is not necessaryto predict which groups of objects will die when. It isonly necessary to predict which groups of objects willdie at similar times, and which will die at dissimilartimes, without worrying about which group will die �rst.We refer to this as \death time discrimination." Thissimpler discrimination seems easier to achieve than life-time prediction, and possibly more robust. Intuitively,it also seems more directly related to the causes offragmentation.18



appropriate, and which good strategies can be com-bined successfully. This is not to say that experimentswith many variations on many designs aren't useful|we're in the midst of such experiments ourselves|butthat the goal should be to identify fundamental inter-actions rather than just \hacking" on things until theywork well for a few test applications.Pro�les of some real programs. To make our dis-cussion of memory usage patterns more concrete, wewill present pro�les of memory use for some real pro-grams. Each �gure plots the overall amount of livedata for a run of the program, and also the amountsof data allocated to objects of the �ve most popu-lar sizes. (\Popularity" here means most volume al-located, i.e., sum of sizes, rather than object counts.)These are pro�les of program behavior, independentof any particular allocator.GCC.Figure 1 shows memory usage for GCC, theGNU C compiler, compiling the largest �le of its ownsource code (combine.c). (A high optimization switchwas used, encouraging the compiler to perform exten-sive inlining, analyses, and optimization.) We used atrace processor to remove \obstack" allocation fromthe trace, creating a trace with the equivalent allo-cations and frees of individual objects; obstacks areheavily used in this program.37 The use of obstacksmay a�ect programming style and memory usage pat-terns; however, we suspect that the memory usagepatterns would be similar without obstacks, and thatobstacks are simply used to exploit them.38This is a heavily phased program, with severalstrong and similar peaks. These are two-horned peaks,where one (large) size is allocated and deallocated,and much smaller size is allocated and deallocated,out of phase.39 (This is an unusual feature, in our37 See the discussion of [Han90] (Section 4.1) for a descrip-tion of obstacks.38 We've seen similarly strong peaks in a pro�le of a com-piler of our own, which relies on garbage collectionrather than obstacks.39 Interestingly, the �rst of the horns usually consists ofa size that is speci�c to that peak|di�erent peaks usedi�erent-sized large objects, but the out-of-phase part-ner horn consists of the same small size each time. Thedi�erences in sizes used by the �rst horn explains whyonly three of these horns show up in the plot, and theyshow up for the largest peaks|for the other peaks' largesizes, the total memory used does not make it into thetop �ve.

limited experience.) Notice that this program exhibitsvery di�erent usage pro�les for di�erent sized objects.The use of one size is nearly steady, another is stronglypeaked, and others are peaked, but di�erent.Grobner. Figure 2 shows memory usage for the Grob-ner program40 which decomposes complex expressionsinto linear combinations of polynomials (Gr�obnerbases).41 As we understand it, this is done by a pro-cess of expression rewriting, rather like term rewritingor rewrite-based theorem proving techniques.Overall memory usage tends upward in a generalramp shape, but with minor short-term variations, es-pecially small plateaus, while the pro�les for usage ofdifferent-sized objects are roughly similar, their rampsstart at di�erent points during execution and havedi�erent slopes and irregularities|the proportions ofdi�erent-sized objects vary somewhat.42Hypercube. Figure 3 shows memory usage for a hy-percube message-passing simulator, written by DonLindsay while at CMU. It exhibits a large and simpleplateau.This program allocates a single very large objectnear the beginning of execution, which lives for al-most the entire run; it represents the nodes in a hy-percube and their interconnections.43 A very largenumber of other objects are created, but they aresmall and very short-lived; they represent messages40 This program (and the hypercube simulator describedbelow) were also used by Detlefs in [Det92] for evalu-ation of a garbage collector. Based on several kinds ofpro�les, we now think that Detlefs' choice of test pro-grams may have led to an overestimation of the costsof his garbage collector for C++. Neither of these pro-grams is very friendly to a simple GC, especially onewithout compiler or OS support.41 The function of this program is rather analogous to thatof a Fourier transform, but the basis functions are poly-nomials rather than sines and cosines, and the mecha-nism used is quite di�erent.42 Many of the small irregularities in overall usage comefrom sizes that don't make it into the top �ve|smallbut highly variable numbers of these objects are used.43 In these plots, \time" advances at the end of each allo-cation. This accounts for the horizontal segments visibleafter the allocatons of large objects|no other objectsare allocated or deallocated between the beginning andend of the allocation of an individual object, and allo-cation time advances by the size of the object.19
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cc1 -O2 -pipe -c combine.c, memory in use by object sizes (Top 5)

all objects
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Fig. 1. Pro�le of memory usage in the GNU C compiler.sent between nodes randomly.44 This program quicklyreaches a steady state, but the steady state is quitedi�erent from the one reached by most randomized al-locator simulations|a very few sizes are represented,and lifetimes are both extremely skewed and stronglycorrelated with sizes.Perl. Figure 4 shows memory usage for a script (pro-gram) written in the Perl scripting language. This pro-gram processes a �le of string data. (We're not sureexactly what it is doing with the strings, to be hon-est; we do not really understand this program.) Thisprogram reaches a steady state, with heavily skewedusage of di�erent sizes in relatively �xed proportions.44 These objects account for the slight increase and irregu-laritiy in the overall lifetime curve at around 2MB, afterthe large, long-lived objects have been allocated.
(Since Perl is a fairly general and featureful program-ming language, its memory usage may vary tremen-dously depending on the program being executed.)LRUsim. Figure 5 shows memory usage for a localitypro�ler written by Doug van Wieren. This programprocesses a memory reference trace, keeping track ofhow recently each block of memory has been touchedand a accumulating a histogram of hits to blocks atdi�erent recencies (LRU queue positions). At the endof a run, a PostScript grayscale plot of the time-vary-ing locality characteristics is generated. The recencyqueue is represented as a large modi�ed AVL tree,which dominates memory usage|only a single ob-ject size really matters much. At the parameter set-ting used for this run, no blocks are ever discarded,and the tree grows monotonically; essentially no heap-allocated objects are ever freed, so memory usage is a20
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Fig. 2. Pro�le of memory usage in the Grobner program.simple ramp. At other settings, only a bounded num-ber of items are kept in the LRU tree, so that memoryusage ramps up to a very stable plateau. This pro-gram exhibits a kind of dynamic stability, either bysteady accumulation (as shown) or by exactly replac-ing the least-recently-used objects within a plateau(when used with a �xed queue length).This is a small and simple program, but a very realone, in the sense that we have used it to tie up manymegabytes of memory for about a trillion instructioncycles.4545 We suspect that in computing generally, a large frac-tion of CPU time and memory usage is devoted to pro-grams with more complex behavior, but another signif-icant fraction is dominated by highly regular behaviorof simple useful programs, or by long, regular phases ofmore complex programs.
Espresso. Figure 6 shows memory usage for a run ofEspresso, an optimizer for programmable logic arraydesigns.Espresso appears to go through several qualitativelydi�erent kinds of phases, using di�erent sizes of ob-jects in quite di�erent ways.Discussion of program pro�les.In real programs,memory usage is usually quite di�erent from the mem-ory usage of randomized traces. Ramps, peaks, andplateaus are common, as is heavily skewed usage of afew sizes. Memory usage is neither Markov nor inter-estingly fractal-like in most cases. Many programs ex-hibit large-scale and small-scale patterns which maybe of any of the common feature types, and di�er-ent at di�erent scales. Usage of di�erent sizes maybe strongly correlated, or it may not be, or may be21
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Fig. 3. Pro�le of memory usage in Lindsay's hypercube simulator.related in more subtle time-varying ways. Given thewide variation within this small sample, it is clear thatmore programs should be pro�led to determine whichother patterns occur in a signi�cant number of pro-grams, and how often various patterns are likely tooccur.Summary. In summary, this section makes six re-lated points:{ Program behavior is usually time-varying, notsteady,{ Peak memory usage is important; fragmentationat peaks is more important than at interveningpoints,{ Fragmentation is caused by time-varying behav-ior, especially peaks using di�erent sizes of ob-jects.
{ Known program behavior invalidates previous ex-perimental and analytical results,{ Nonrandom behavior of programs can be ex-ploited, and{ Di�erent programs may display characteristicallydi�erent nonrandom behavior.2.5 Deferred Coalescing and Deferred ReuseDeferred coalescing.Many allocators attempt toavoid coalescing blocks of memory that may be re-peatedly reused for short-lived objects of the samesize. This deferred coalescing can be added to any al-locator, and usually avoids coalescing blocks that willsoon be split again to satisfy requests for small ob-jects. Blocks of a given size may be stored on a simplefree list, and reused without coalescing, splitting, orformatting (e.g., putting in headers and/or footers).22
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Fig. 4. Pro�le of memory usage in Perl running a string-processing script.If the application requests the same size block soonafter one is freed, the request can be satis�ed by sim-ply popping the pre-formatted block o� of a free listin very small constant time.While deferred coalescing is traditionally thought ofas a speed optimization, it is important to note thatfragmentation considerations come into play, in threeways.46{ The lower fragmentation is, the more importantdeferred coalescing will be in terms of speed|ifadjacent objects generally die at about the sametime, aggressive coalescing and splitting will be46 To our knowledge, none of these e�ects has been notedpreviously in the literature, although it's likely we'veseen at least the �rst but forgotten where. In any event,these e�ects have received little attention, and don'tseem to have been studied directly.
particularly expensive, because large areas willbe coalesced together by repeatedly combiningadjacent blocks, only to be split again into a largenumber of smaller blocks. If fragmentation is low,deferred coalescing may be especially bene�cial.{ Deferred coalescing may have signi�cant e�ectson fragmentation, by changing the allocator's de-cisions as to which blocks of memory to use tohold which objects. For example, blocks cannotbe used to satisfy requests for larger objects whilethey remain uncoalesced. Those larger objectsmay therefore be allocated in di�erent placesthan they would have been if small blocks werecoalesced immediately; that is, deferred coales-cing can a�ect placement policy.{ Deferred coalescing may decrease locality of ref-erence for the same reason, because recently-freed small blocks will usually not be reused to23
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Fig. 5. Pro�le of memory usage in van Wieren's locality pro�ler.hold larger objects. This may force the programto touch more di�erent areas of memory thanif small blocks were coalesced immediately andquickly used again. On the other hand, deferredcoalescing is very likely to increase locality of ref-erence if used with an allocator that otherwisewould not reuse most memory immediately|thedeferred coalescing mechanism will ensure thatmost freed blocks are reused soon.Deferred reuse. Another related notion|which isequally poorly understood|is deferred reuse.47 De-ferred reuse is a property of some allocators thatrecently-freed blocks tend not to be the soonestreused. For many allocators, free memory is man-47 Because it is not generally discussed in any systematicway in the literature, we coined this term for this paper.
aged in a mostly stack-like way. For others, it is morequeue-like, with older free blocks tending to be reusedin preference to newly-freed blocks.Deferred reuse may have e�ects on locality, becausethe allocator's choices a�ect which parts of memoryare used by the program|the program will tend touse memory briey, and then use othermemory beforereusing that memory.Deferred reuse may also have e�ects on fragmenta-tion, because newly-allocated objects will be placedin holes left by old objects that have died. This maymake fragmentation worse, by mixing objects createdby di�erent phases (which may die at di�erent times)in the same area of memory. On the other hand, itmay be very bene�cial because it may gradually packthe \older" areas of memory with long-lived objects,or because it gives the neighbors of a freed block moretime to die before the freed block is reused. That24
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Fig. 6. Pro�le of memory usage in the Espresso PLA Optimizer.may allow slightly longer-lived objects to avoid caus-ing much fragmentation, because they will die rel-atively soon, and be coalesced with their neighborswhose reuse was deferred.2.6 A Sound Methodology: Simulation UsingReal TracesThe traditional view has been that programs' frag-mentation-causing behavior is determined only bytheir object size and lifetime distributions. Recentexperimental results show that this is false ([ZG94,WJNB95], Section 4.2), because orderings of requestshave a large e�ect on fragmentation. Until a muchdeeper understanding of program behavior is avail-able, and until allocator strategies and policies are aswell understood as allocator mechanisms, the only re-liable method for allocator simulation is to use real
traces|i.e., the actual record of allocation and deal-location requests from real programs.Tracing and simulation. Allocation traces are notparticularly di�cult to obtain (but see the caveatsabout program selection in Section 5.5). A slightlymodi�ed allocator can be used, which writes informa-tion about each allocation and deallocation requestto a �le|i.e., whether the request is an allocation ordeallocation, the address of the block, and (for alloca-tions) the requested block size. This allocator can belinked with a program of interest and used when run-ning the program. These traces tend to be long, butthey can be stored in compressed form, on inexpensiveserial media (e.g., magnetic tape), and later processedserially during simulation. (Allocation traces are gen-erally very compressible, due to the strong regularities25



in program behavior.48) Large amounts of disk spaceand/or main memory are not required, although theyare certainly convenient.To use the trace for a simulation, a driver routinereads request records out of the �le, and submits themto the allocator being tested by calling the allocator inthe usual way. The driver maintains a table of objectsthat are currently allocated, which maps the objectidenti�er from the trace �le to the address where it isallocated during simulation; this allows it to requestthe deallocation of the block when it encounters thedeallocation record in the trace.This simulated program doesn't actually do any-thing with the allocated blocks, as a real programwould, but it imitates the real program's request se-quences exactly, which is su�cient for measuring thememory usage. Modern pro�ling tools [BL92, CK93]can also be used with the simulation program to de-termine how many instruction cycles are spent in theallocator itself.An alternative strategy is to actually link the pro-gram with a variety of allocators, and actually re-runthe program for each \simulation". This has the ad-vantage that the traces needn't be stored. It has thedisadvantages that it requires being able to re-run theprogram at will (which may depend on having simi-lar systems, input data sets being available and inthe right directories, environment variables, etc.) anddoesn't allow convenient sharing of traces between dif-ferent experimenters for replication of experiments. Italso has the obvious disadvantage that instructions48 Conventional text-string-oriented compression algo-rithms [Nel91] (e.g, UNIX compress or GNU gzip)work quite well, although we suspect that sophisticatedschemes could do signi�cantly better by taking advan-tage of the numerical properties of object identi�ersor addresses; such schemes have been proposed for usein compressed paging and addressing [WLM91, FP91].(Text-oriented compression generally makes Markov-like modeling assumptions, i.e., that literal sequencesare likely to recur. This is clearly true to a large degreefor allocation and reference traces, but other regularitiescould probably be exploited as well [WB95].)Dain Samples [Sam89] used a simple and e�ectiveapproach for compressing memory-reference traces; his\Mache" trace compactor used a simple preprocessor tomassage the trace into a di�erent format, making thethe relevant regularities easier for standard string-ori-ented compression algorithms to recognize and exploit.A similarly simple system may work well for allocationtraces.

spent executing the actual program are wasted, buton fast machines this may be preferable to the cost oftrace I/O, for many programs.Locality studies.While locality is mostly beyondthe scope of this paper, it is worth making a few com-ments about locality studies. Several tools are avail-able to make it relatively easy to gather memory-reference traces, and several cache and virtual mem-ory simulators are available for processing thesetraces.Larus' QPT tool (a successor to the earlier AE sys-tem [BL92]) modi�es an executable program to makeit self-tracing. The Shade tool from SunLabs [CK93]is essentially a CPU emulator, which runs a programin emulation and records various kinds of events in anextremely exible way. For good performance, it usesdynamic compilation techniques to increase speed rel-ative to a straightford interpretive simulator.Either of these systems can save a reference traceto a �le, but the �le is generally very large for long-running programs. Another alternative is to performincremental simulation, as the trace is recorded|event records are saved to a fairly small bu�er, andbatches of event records are passed to a cache simu-lator which consumes them on the y.E�cient cache simulators are available for process-ing reference traces, including Mark Hill's Tycho andDinero systems [HS89].493 A Taxonomy of AllocatorsAllocators are typically categorized by the mecha-nisms they use for recording which areas of mem-ory are free, and for merging adjacent free blocks into49 Before attempting locality studies, however, allocationresearchers should become familiar with the rather sub-tle issues in cache design, in particular the e�ects andinteractions of associativity, fetch and prefetch policies,write bu�ers, victim bu�ers, and subblock placement.Such details have been shown to be important in as-sessing the impact of locality of allocation on perfor-mance; a program with apparently \poor" locality fora simple cache design may do quite well in a mem-ory hierarchy well-suited to its behavior. The litera-ture on garbage collection is considerably more sophisti-cated in terms of locality studies than the literature onmemory allocation, and should not be overlooked. (See,e.g., [Bae73, KLS92, Wil90, WLM92, DTM93, Rei94,GA95, Wil95].) Many of the same issues must arise inconventionally-managed heaps as well.26



larger free blocks (coalescing). Equally important arethe policy and strategy implications|i.e., whether theallocator properly exploits the regularities in real re-quest streams.In this section, we survey the policy issues andmechanisms in memory allocation; since deferred co-alescing can be added to any allocator, it will be dis-cussed after the basic general allocator mechanismshave been covered, in Section 3.11.3.1 Allocator Policy IssuesWe believe that there are several important policy is-sues that must be made clear, and that real allocators'performance must be interpreted with regard to them:{ Patterns of Memory Reuse. Are recently-freedblocks reused in preference to older free areas?Are free blocks in an area of memory preferen-tially reused for objects of the same size (andperhaps type) as the live objects nearby? Are freeblocks in some areas reused in preference to freeblocks in other areas (e.g., preferentially reusingfree blocks toward one end of the heap area)?{ Splitting and Coalescing. Are large free blockssplit into smaller blocks to satisfy requests forsmaller objects? Are adjacent free blocks mergedinto larger areas at all? Are all adjacent free ar-eas coalesced, or are there restrictions on whencoalescing can be done because it simpli�es theimplementation? Is coalescing always done whenit's possible, or is it deferred to avoid needlessmerging and splitting over short periods of time?{ Fits. When a block of a particular size is reused,are blocks of about the same size used preferen-tially, or blocks of very di�erent sizes? Or per-haps blocks whose sizes are related in some otheruseful way to the requested size?{ Splitting thresholds. When a too-large block isused to satisfy a request, is it split and the re-mainder made available for reuse? Or is the re-mainder left unallocated, causing internal frag-mentation, either for implementation simplicityor as part of a policy intended to trade inter-nal fragmentation for reduced external fragmen-tation?All of these issues may a�ect overall fragmentation,and should be viewed as policies, even if the reasonfor a particular choice is to make the mechanism (im-plementation) simpler or faster. They may also have

e�ects on locality; for example, reusing recently-freedblocks may increase temporal locality of referenceby reusing memory that is still cached in high-speedmemory, in preference to memory that has gone un-touched for a longer while. (Locality is beyond thescope of this paper, but it is an important consider-ation. We believe that the best policies for reducingfragmentation are good for locality as well, by andlarge, but we will not make that argument in detailhere.50)3.2 Some Important Low-Level MechanismsSeveral techniques are used in di�erent combinationswith a variety of allocators, and can help make so-phisticated policies surprisingly easy to implement ef-�ciently. We will describe some very low-level mecha-nisms that are pieces of several \basic" (higher-level)mechanisms, which in turn implement a policy.(The casual reader may wish to skim this section.)Header �elds and alignment. Most allocators usea hidden \header" �eld within each block to store use-ful information. Most commonly, the size of the blockis recorded in the header. This simpli�es freeing, inmany algorithms, because most standard allocator in-terfaces (e.g., the standard C free() routine) do notrequire a program to pass the size of the freed blockto the deallocation routine at deallocation time.Typically, the allocation function (e.g., C'smalloc()memory allocation routine) passes only therequested size, and the allocator returns a pointer tothe block allocated; the free routine is only passedthat address, and it is up to the allocator to infer thesize if necessary. (This may not be true in some sys-tems with stronger type systems, where the sizes ofobjects are usually known statically. In that case, thecompiler may generate code that supplies the objectsize to the freeing routine automatically.)Other information may be stored in the header aswell, such as information about whether the block isin use, its relationship to its neighbors, and so on.Having information about the block stored with theblock makes many common operations fast.50 Briey, we believe that the allocator should heuristi-cally attempt to cluster objects that are likely to beused at about the same times and in similar ways. Thisshould improve locality [Bae73, WLM91]; it should alsoincrease the chances that adjacent objects will die atabout the same time, reducing fragmentation.27



Header �elds are usually one machine word; on mostmodern machines, that is four 8-bit bytes, or 32 bits.(For convenience, we will assume that the word sizeis 32 bits, unless indicated otherwise.) In most sit-uations, there is enough room in one machine wordto store a size �eld plus two or three one-bit \ags"(boolean �elds). This is because most systems allocateall heap-allocated objects on whole-word or double-word address boundaries, but most hardware is byte-addressable.51 (This constraint is usually imposed bycompilers, because hardware issues make unaligneddata slower|or even illegal|to operate on.)This alignment means that partial words cannot beallocated|requests for non-integral numbers of wordsare rounded up to the nearest word. The rounding toword (or doubleword) boundaries ensures that the lowtwo (or three) bits of a block address are always zero.Header �elds are convenient, but they consumespace|e.g., a word per block. It is common for blocksizes in many modern systems to average on the or-der of 10 words, give or take a factor of two or so,so a single word per header may increase memory us-age by about 10% [BJW70, Ung86, ZG92, DDZ93,WJNB95].Boundary tags. Many allocators that support gen-eral coalescing are implemented using boundary tags(due to Knuth [Knu73]) to support the coalescing offree areas. Each block of memory has a both headerand a \footer" �eld, both of which record the size ofthe block and whether it is in use. (A footer, as thename suggests, is a hidden �eld within the block, atthe opposite end from the header.) When a block isfreed, the footer of the preceding block of memory isexamined to see if it is free; likewise, the header of thefollowing block is examined. Adjacent free areas aremerged to form larger free blocks.Header and footer overhead are likely to be signi�-cant|with an average object size of about ten words,for example, a one-word header incurs a 10% overheadand a one-word footer incurs another 10%.Luckily there is a simple optimization that canavoid the footer overhead.52 Notice that when an51 For doubleword aligned systems, it is still possible to usea one-word header while maintaining alignment. Blocksare allocated \o� by one" from the doubleword boun-dary, so that the part of the block that actually storesan object is properly aligned.52 This optimization is described in [Sta80], but it appearsnot to have been noticed and exploited by most imple-

block is in use (holding a live object), the size �eld inthe footer is not actually needed|all that is neededis the ag bit saying that the storage is unavailablefor coalescing. The size �eld is only needed when theblock is free, so that its header can be located for co-alescing. The size �eld can therefore be taken out ofthe last word of the block of memory|when the blockis allocated, it can be used to hold part of the object;when the object is freed, the size �eld can be copiedfrom the header into the footer, because that space isno longer needed to hold part of the object.The single bit needed to indicate whether a blockis in use can be stolen from the header word of thefollowing block without unduly limiting the range ofthe size �eld.53Link �elds within blocks. For allocators using freelists or indexing trees to keep track of free blocks, thelist or tree nodes are generally embedded in the freeblocks themselves. Since only free blocks are recorded,and since their space would otherwise be wasted, it isusually considered reasonable to use the space withinthe \empty" blocks to hold pointers linking themtogether. Space for indexing structures is therefore\free" (almost).Many systems use doubly-linked linear lists, with a\previous" and \next" pointer taken out of the freearea. This supports fast coalescing; when objects aremerged together, at least one of them must be re-moved from the linked list so that the resulting blockwill appear only once in the list. Having pointers toboth the predecessor and successor of a block makes itpossible to quickly remove the block from the list, byadjusting those objects' \next" and \previous" point-ers to skip the removed object.Some other allocators use trees, with space for the\left child" and \right child" (and possibly \parent")pointers taken out of the free area.The hidden cost of putting link �elds within blocksis that the block must be big enough to hold them,along with the header �eld and footer �eld, if any. Thisimposes a minimum block size on the allocator imple-mentors of actual systems, or by researchers in recentyears.53 Consider a 32-bit byte-addressed system where blocksmay be up to 4GB. As long as blocks are word-aligned,the least signi�cant bits of a block address are alwayszero, so those two \low bits" can be used to hold thetwo ags. In a doubleword-aligned system, three \lowbits" are available.28



mentation, and any smaller request must be roundedup to that size. A common situation is having a headerwith a size �eld and boundary tags, plus two point-ers in each block. This means that the smallest blocksize must be at least three words. (For doublewordalignment, it must be four.)Assuming only the header �eld is needed on allo-cated blocks, the e�ective object size is three wordsfor one-, two-, or three-word objects. If many objectsare only one or two words long|and two is fairlycommon|signi�cant space may be wasted.Lookup tables. Some allocators treat blocks withinranges of sizes similarly|rather than indexing freeblocks by their exact size, they lump together blocksof roughly the same size. The size range may also beimportant to the coalescing mechanism. Powers of twoare often used, because it is easy to use bit selectiontechniques on a binary representation of the size to �g-ure out which power-of-two range it falls into. Powersof two are coarse, however, and can have drawbacks,which we'll discuss later.Other functions (such as Fibonacci series) may bemore useful, but they are more expensive to computeat run time. A simple and e�ective solution is to usea lookup table, which is simply an array, indexed bythe size, whose values are the numbers of the ranges.To look up which range a size falls into, you simplyindex into the array and fetch the value stored there.This technique is simple and very fast.If the values used to index into the table are poten-tially large, however, the lookup table itself may betoo big. This is often avoided by using lookup tablesonly for values below some threshold (see below).Special treatment of small objects. In most sys-tems, many more small objects are allocated thanlarge ones. It is therefore often worthwhile to treatsmall objects specially, in one sense or another. Thiscan usually be done by having the allocator check tosee if the size is small, and if so, use an optimizedtechnique for small values; for large values, it may usea slower technique.One application of this principle is to use a fastallocation technique for small objects, and a space-e�cient technique for large ones. Another is to use fastlookup table techniques for small values, and slowercomputations for large ones, so that the lookup ta-bles don't take up much space. In this case, considerthe fact that it is very di�cult for a program to use

a large number of large objects in a short period oftime|it generally must do something with the spaceit allocates, e.g., initialize the �elds of the allocatedobjects, and presumably do something more with atleast some of their values. For some moderate objectsize and above, the possible frequency of allocationsis so low that a little extra overhead is not signi�cant.(Counterexamples are possible, of course, but we be-lieve they are rare.) The basic idea here is to ensurethat the time spent allocating a block is small relativeto the computations on the data it holds.Special treatment of the end block of the heap.The allocator allocates memory to programs on re-quest, but the allocator itself must get memory fromsomewhere. The most common situtation in modernsystems is that the heap occupies a range of virtualaddresses and grows \upward" through the addressspace. To request more (virtual) memory, a systemcall such as the UNIX brk()54 call is used to re-quest that storage be mapped to that region of addressspace, so that it can be used to hold data.55 Typically,the allocator keeps a \high-water mark" that dividesmemory into the part that is backed by storage andthe part that is not.(In systems with a �xed memory, such as some non-virtual memory systems, many allocators maintain asimilar high-water mark for their own purposes, tokeep track of which part of memory is in use and whichpart is a large contiguous free space.)We will generally assume that a paged virtual mem-ory is in use. In that case, the system call that obtainsmore memory obtains some integral number of pages,(e.g., 4KB, 8KB, 12KB, or 16KB on a machine with4KB pages.) If a larger block is requested, a largerrequest (for as many pages as necessary) is made.Typically the allocator requests memory from theoperating system when it cannot otherwise satisfy amemory request, but it actually only needs a smallamount of memory to satisfy the request (e.g., 10words). This raises the question of what is done withthe rest of the memory returned by the operating sys-tem.54 brk() is often called indirectly, via the library routinesbrk().55 Other arrangements are possible. For example, the heapcould be backed by a (growable) memory-mapped �le, orseveral �les mapped to non-contiguous ranges of addressspace.29



While this seems like a trivial bookkeeping matter,it appears that the treatment of this \end block" ofmemory may have signi�cant policy consequences un-der some circumstances. (We will return to this issuein Section 3.5.)3.3 Basic MechanismsWe will now present a relatively conventional taxon-omy of allocators, based mostly on mechanisms, butalong the way we will point out policy issues, andalternative mechanisms that can implement similarpolicies. (We would prefer a strategy-based taxonomy,but strategy issues are so poorly understood that theywould provide little structure. Our taxonomy is there-fore roughly similar to some previous ones (particu-larly Standish's [Sta80]), but more complete.)The basic allocator mechanisms we discuss are:{ Sequential Fits, including �rst �t, next �t, best�t, and worst �t,{ Segregated Free Lists, including simple segregatedstorage and segregated �ts,{ Buddy Systems, including conventional binary,weighted, and Fibonacci buddies, and doublebuddies,{ Indexed Fits, which use structured indexes to im-plement a desired �t policy, and{ Bitmapped Fits, which are a particular kind ofindexed �ts.The section on sequential �ts, below, is particularlyimportant|many basic policy issues arise there, andthe policy discussion is applicable to many di�erentmechanisms.After describing these basic allocators, we will dis-cuss deferred coalescing techniques applicable to all ofthem.3.4 Sequential FitsSeveral classic allocator algorithms are based onhaving a single linear list of all free blocks ofmemory. (The list is often doubly-linked and/orcircularly-linked.) Typically, sequential �ts algorithmsuse Knuth's boundary tag technique, and a doubly-linked list to make coalescing simple and fast.In considering sequential �ts, it is probably mostimportant to keep strategy and policy issues in mind.The classic linear-list implementations may not scale

well to large heaps, in terms of time costs; as the num-ber of free blocks grows, the time to search the listmay become unacceptable.56 More e�cient and scal-able techniques are available, using totally or partiallyordered trees, or segregated �ts (see Section 3.6).57Best �t. A best �t sequential �ts allocator searchesthe free list to �nd the smallest free block large enoughto satisfy a request. The basic strategy here is to min-imize the amount of wasted space by ensuring thatfragments are as small as possible. This strategy mightback�re in practice, if the �ts are too good, but notperfect|in that case, most of each block will be used,and the remainder will be quite small and perhapsunusable.58In the general case, a best �t search is exhaustive,although it may stop when a perfect �t is found. Thisexhaustive search means that a sequential best �tsearch does not scale well to large heaps with manyfree blocks. (Better implementations of the best �tpolicy therefore generally use indexed �ts or segrega-ted �ts mechanisms, described later.)Best �t generally exhibits quite good memory usage(in studies using both synthetic and real traces). Var-ious scalable implementations have been built usingbalanced binary trees, self-adjusting trees, and segre-gated �ts (discussed later).The worst-case performance of best �t is poor, withits memory usage proportional to the product of theamount of allocated data and the ratio between thelargest and smallest object size (i.e., Mn) [Rob77].This appears not to happen in practice, or at leastnot commonly.First �t. First �t simply searches the list from the be-ginning, and uses the �rst free block large enough to56 This is not necessarily true, of course, because the aver-age search time may be much lower than the worst case.For robustly good performance, however, it appears thatsimple linear lists should generally be avoided for largeheaps.57 The confusion of mechanism with strategy and pol-icy has sometimes hampered experimental evaluations;even after obviously scalable implementations had beendiscussed in the literature, later researchers often ex-cluded sequential �t policies from consideration due totheir apparent time costs.58 This potential accumulation of small fragments (oftencalled \splinters" or \sawdust") was noted by Knuth[Knu73], but it seems not to be a serious problem forbest �t, with either real or synthetic workloads.30



satisfy the request. If the block is larger than neces-sary, it is split and the remainder is put on the freelist.A problem with sequential �rst �t is that the largerblocks near the beginning of the list tend to be split�rst, and the remaining fragments result in having alot of small blocks near the beginning of the list. These\splinters" can increase search times because manysmall free blocks accumulate, and the search must gopast them each time a larger block is requested. Clas-sic (linear) �rst �t therefore may scale poorly to sys-tems in which many objects are allocated and manydi�erent-sized free blocks accumulate.As with best �t, however, more scalable implemen-tations of �rst �t are possible, using more sophisti-cated data structures. This is somewhat more di�cultfor �rst �t, however, because a �rst �t search must�nd the �rst block that is also large enough to holdthe object being allocated. (These techniques will bediscussed under the heading of Indexed Fits, in Sec-tion 3.8.)This brings up an important policy question: whatordering is used so that the \�rst" �t can be found?When a block is freed, at what position is it insertedinto the ordered set of free blocks? The most obviousordering is probably to simply push the block ontothe front of the free list. Recently-freed blocks wouldtherefore be \�rst," and tend to be reused quickly, inLIFO (last-in-�rst-out) order. In that case, freeing isvery fast but allocation requires a sequential search.Another possibility is to insert blocks in the list inaddress order, requiring list searches when blocks arefreed, as well as when they are allocated.An advantage of address-ordered �rst �t is that theaddress ordering encodes the adjacency of free blocks;this information can be used to support fast coales-cing. No boundary tags or double linking (backpoint-ers) are necessary. This can decrease the minimumobject size relative to other schemes.5959 Another possible implementation of address-ordered�rst �t is to use a linked list of all blocks, allocated orfree, and use a size �eld in the header of each block as a\relative" pointer (o�set) to the beginning of the nextblock. This avoids the need to store a separate link �eld,making the minimum object size quite small. (We'venever seen this technique described, but would be sur-prised if it hasn't been used before, perhaps in someof the allocators described in [KV85].) If used straight-forwardly, such a system is likely to scale very poorly,because live blocks must be traversed during search, butthis technique might be useful in combination with some

In experiments with both real and synthetic traces,it appears that address-ordered �rst �t may cause sig-ni�cantly less fragmentation than LIFO-ordered �rst�t (e.g., [Wei76, WJNB95]); the address-ordered vari-ant is the most studied, and apparently the most used.Another alternative is to simply push freed blocksonto the rear of a (doubly-linked) list, opposite theend where searches begin. This results in a FIFO(�rst-in-�rst-out) queue-like pattern of memory use.This variant has not been considered in most stud-ies, but recent results suggest that it can work quitewell|better than the LIFO ordering, and perhaps aswell as address ordering [WJNB95].A �rst �t policy may tend over time toward behav-ing rather like best �t, because blocks near the frontof the list are split preferentially, and this may resultin a roughly size-sorted list.60 Whether this happensfor real workloads is unknown.Next �t. A common \optimization"of �rst �t is to usea roving pointer for allocation [Knu73]. The pointerrecords the position where the last search was satis-�ed, and the next search begins from there. Successivesearches cycle through the free list, so that searchesdo not always begin in the same place and result in anaccumulation of splinters. The usual rationale for thisis to decrease average search times when using a linearlist, but this implementation technique has major ef-fects on the policy (and e�ective strategy) for memoryreuse.Since the roving pointer cycles through memoryregularly, objects from di�erent phases of programexecution may become interspersed in memory. Thismay a�ect fragmentation if objects from di�erentphases have di�erent expected lifetimes. (It may alsoseriously a�ect locality. The roving pointer itself mayhave bad locality characteristics, since it examineseach free block before touching the same block again.Worse, it may a�ect the locality of the program it allo-cates for, by scattering objects used by certain phasesand intermingling them with objects used by otherphases.)In several experiments using both real traces[WJNB95] and synthetic traces (e.g., [Bay77, Wei76,Pag84, KV85]), next �t has been shown to cause moreother indexing structure.60 This has also been observed by Ivor Page [Pag82] in ran-domized simulations, and similar (but possibly weaker)observations were made by Knuth and Shore and othersin the late 1960's and 1970's. (Section 4.)31



fragmentation than best �t or address-ordered �rst �t,and the LIFO-order variant may be signi�cantly worsethan address order [WJNB95].As with the other sequential �ts algorithms, scal-able implementations of next �t are possible usingvarious kinds of trees rather than linear lists.3.5 Discussion of Sequential Fits andGeneral Policy Issues.The sequential �ts algorithms have many possiblevariations, which raise policy issues relevant to mostother kinds of allocators as well.List order and policy. The classic �rst �t or next �tmechanisms may actually implement very di�erentpolicies, depending on exactly how the free list ismaintained. These policy issues are relevant to manyother allocation mechanisms as well, but we will dis-cuss them in the context of sequential �ts for con-creteness.LIFO-ordered variants of �rst �t and next �t pushfreed blocks onto the front of the list, where they willbe the next considered for reuse. (In the case of next�t, this immediate reuse only happens if the next al-location request can be satis�ed by that block; other-wise the roving pointer will rove past it.)If a FIFO-ordered free list is used, freed blocks maytend not to be reused for a long time. If an address-ordered free list is used, blocks toward one end ofmemory will tend to be used preferentially. Seeminglyminor changes to a few of lines of code may changethe placement policy dramatically, and in e�ect im-plement a whole new strategy with respect to the reg-ularities of the request stream.Address-ordered free lists may have an advantagein that they tend to pack one end of memory withlive objects, and gradually move upward through theaddress space. In terms of clustering related objects,the e�ects of this strategy are potentially complex. Ifadjacent objects tend to die together, large contiguousareas of memory will come free, and later be carvedup for consecutively-allocated objects. If deaths arescattered, however, scattered holes will be �lled withrelated objects, perhaps decreasing the chances of con-tiguous areas coming free at about the same time.(Locality considerations are similarly complex.)Even for best �t, the general strategy does not de-termine an exact policy. If there are multiple equally-good best �ts, how is the tie broken? We do not know

whether this choice actually occurs often in practice.It may be that large blocks tend to come free dueto clustered deaths. If free blocks become scattered,however, it choosing among them may be particularlysigni�cant.Splitting. A common variation is to impose a splittingthreshold, so that blocks will not be split if they arealready small. Blocks generally can't be split if the re-sulting remainder is smaller than the minimum blocksize (big enough to hold the header (and possibly afooter) plus the free list link(s)). In addition, the allo-cator may choose not to split a block if the remainderis \too small," either in absolute terms [Knu73] orrelative to the size of the block being split [WJNB95].This policy is intended to avoid allocating in theremainder a small object that may outlive the largeobject, and prevent the reclamation of a larger freearea. Splitting thresholds do not appear to be helpfulin practice, unless (perhaps) they are very small.Splitting raises other policy questions; when a blockis split, where is the remainder left in the free list?For address-ordered variants, there is no choice, butfor others, there are several possibilities|leave it atthe point in the list where the split block was found(this seems to be common), or put it on one end orthe other of the free list, or anywhere in between.61And when the block is split, is the �rst part used, orthe last, or even the middle?62Other policies. Sequential �ts techniques may also beused to intentionally implement unusual policies.One policy is worst �t, where the largest free blockis always used, in the hope that small fragments willnot accumulate. The idea of worst �t is to avoid creat-ing small, unusable fragments by making the remain-der as large as possible. This extreme policy seems61 Our guess is that putting it at the head of the list wouldbe advantageous, all other things being equal, to in-crease the chances that it would be used soon. Thismight tend to place related objects next to each otherin memory, and decrease fragmentaton if they die atabout the same time. On the other hand, if the remain-der is too small and only reusable for a di�erent size,this might make it likely to be used for a di�erent pur-pose, and perhaps it should not be reused soon.62 Using the last part has the minor speed advantage thatthe �rst part can be left linked where it is in the freelist|if that is the desired policy|rather than unlinkingthe �rst part and having to link the remainder back intothe list.32



to work quite badly (in synthetic trace studies, atleast)|probably because of its tendency to ensurethat there are no very large blocks available. The gen-eral idea may have some merit, however, as part of acombination of strategies.Another policy is so-called \optimal �t," where alimited search of the list is usually used to \sample"the list, and a further search �nds a �t that is as goodor better [Cam71].63Another policy is \half �t" [FP74], where the allo-cator preferentially splits blocks twice the requestedsize, in hopes that the remainder will come in handyif a similar request occurs soon.Scalability.As mentioned before, the use of asequentially-searched list poses potentially seriousscalability problems|as heaps become large, thesearch times can in the worst case be proportionalto the size of the heap. The use of balanced binarytrees, self-adjusting (\splay") trees,64 or partially or-dered trees can reduce the worst-case performance sothat it is logarithmic in the number of free blocks,rather than linear.65Scalability is also sensitive to the degree of fragmen-tation. If there are many small fragments, the free listwill be long and may take much longer to search.Plausible pathologies. It may be worth noting thatLIFO-ordered variants of �rst �t and next �t can suf-fer from severe fragmentation in the face of certainsimple and plausible patterns of allocation and deal-location. The simplest of these is when a program re-peatedly does the following:1. allocates a (short-lived) large object,2. allocates a long-lived small object, and63 This is not really optimal in any useful sense, of course.See also Page's critique in [Pag82] (Section 4.1).64 Splay trees are particularly interesting for this appli-cation, since they have an adaptive characteristic thatmay adjust well to the patterns in allocator requests, aswell as having amortized complexity within a constantfactor of optimal [ST85].65 We suspect that earlier researchers often simply didn'tworry about this because memory sizes were quite small(and block sizes were often rather large). Since this pointwas not generally made explicit, however, the obviousapplicability of scalable data structures was simply leftout of most discussions, and the confusion between pol-icy and mechanism became entrenched.

3. allocates another short-lived large object of thesame size as the freed large object.In this case, each time a large block is freed, a smallblock is soon taken out of it to satisfy the request forthe small object. When the next large object is allo-cated, the block used for the previously-deallocatedlarge object is now too small to hold it, and morememory must be requested from the operating sys-tem. The small objects therefore end up e�ectivelywasting the space for large objects, and fragmenta-tion is proportional to the ratio of their sizes. Thismay not be a common occurrence, but it has beenobserved to happen in practice more than once, withsevere consequences.66A more subtle possible problem with next �t isthat clustered deallocations of di�erent-sized objectsmay result in a free list that has runs of similar-sizedblocks, i.e., batches of large blocks interspersed withbatches of small blocks. The occasional allocation ofa large object may often force the free pointer pastmany small blocks, so that subsequent allocations aremore likely to carve small blocks out of large blocks.(This is a generalization of the simple kind of loop-ing behavior that has been shown to be a problem forsome programs.)We do not yet know whether this particular kind ofrepetitive behavior accounts for much of the fragmen-tation seen for next �t in several experiments.Treatment of the end block. As mentioned before, thetreatment of the last block in the heap|at the pointwhere more memory is obtained from the operatingsystem, or from a preallocated pool|can be quiteimportant. This block is usually rather large, and amistake in managing it can be expensive. Since suchblocks are allocated whenever heap memory grows,consistent mistakes could be disastrous [KV85]|allof the memory obtained by the allocator could get\messed up" soon after it comes under the allocator'scontrol.There is a philosophical question of whether the endblock is \recently freed" or not. On the one hand, theblock just became available, so perhaps it should beput on whichever end of the free list freed blocks areput on. On the other hand, it's not being freed|in a66 One example is in an early version of the large objectmanager for the Lucid Common Lisp system (Jon L.White, personal communication, 1991); another is men-tioned in [KV85] (Section 4.1).33



sense, the end block has been there all along, ignoreduntil needed. Perhaps it should go on the opposite endof the list because it's conceptually the oldest block|the very large block that contains all as-yet-unusedmemory.Such philosophical �ne points aside, there is thepractical question of how to treat a virgin block of sig-ni�cant size, to minimize fragmentation. (This block issometimes called \wilderness" [Ste83] to signify thatit is as yet unspoiled.)Consider what happens if a �rst �t or next �t pol-icy is being used. In that case, the allocator will mostlikely carve many small objects out of it immediately,greatly increasing the chances of being unable to re-cover the contiguous free memory of the block. Onthe other hand, putting it on the opposite end of thelist will tend to leave it unused for at least a while,perhaps until it gets used for a larger block or blocks.An alternative strategy is to keep the wilderness blockout of the main ordering data structure entirely, andonly carve blocks out of it when no other space can befound. (This \wilderness" block can also be extendedto include more memory by expanding the heap seg-ment, so that the entire area above the high-watermark is viewed as a single huge block.67 ) Korn andVo call this a \wilderness preservation heuristic," andreport that it is helpful for some allocators [KV85](No quantitative results are given, however.)For policies like best �t and address-ordered �rst �t,it seems natural to simply put the end block in the in-dexing structure like any other block. If the end blockis viewed as part of the (very large) block of as-yet-unused memory, this means that a best �t or address-ordered �rst �t policy will always use any other avail-able memory before carving into the wilderness. If it67 In many simple UNIX and roughly UNIX-like systems,the allocator should be designed so that other routinescan request pages from the operating system by extend-ing the (single) \data segment" of the address space. Inthat case, the allocator must be designed to work witha potentially non-contiguous set of pages, because theremay be intervening pages that belong to di�erent rou-tines. (For example, our Texas persistent store allowsthe data segment to contain interleaved pages belong-ing to a persistent heap and a transient heap [SKW92].)Despite this possible interleaving of pages used bydi�erent modules, extending the heap will typically justextend the \wilderness block," because it's more likelythat successive extensions of the data segment are dueto requests by the allocator, than that memory requestsfrom di�erent sources are interleaved.

is not viewed this way, the end block will usually be alittle less than a page (or whatever unit is used to ob-tain memory from the operating system); typically, itwill not be used to satisfy small requests unless thereare no other similarly-large blocks available.We therefore suspect|but do not know|that itdoes not matter much whether the block is viewed asthe beginning of a huge block, or as a moderate-sizedblock in its own right, as long as the allocator tendsto use smaller or lower-addressed blocks in preferenceto larger or higher-addressed blocks.68Summary of policy issues. While best �t and address-ordered �rst �t seem to work well, it is not clear thatother policies can't do quite as well; FIFO-ordered�rst �t may be about as good.The sensitivity of such results to slight di�erencesin mechanical details suggests that we do not havea good model of program behavior and allocatorperformance|at this point, it is quite unclear whichseemingly small details will have signi�cant policyconsequences.Few experiments have been performed with novelpolicies and real program behavior; research haslargely focused on the obvious variations of algorithmsthat date from the early 1960's or before.69Speculation on strategy issues. We have observed thatbest �t and address-ordered �rst �t perform quite sim-ilarly, for both real and synthetic traces.Page [Pag82] has observed that (for random tracesusing uniform distributions), the short-term place-ment choices made by best �t and address-ordered68 It is interesting to note, however, that the directionof the address ordering matters for �rst �t, if the endblock is viewed as the beginning of a very large blockof all unused memory. If reverse-address-order is used,it becomes pathological. It will simply march throughall of \available" memory|i.e., all memory obtainablefrom the operating system|without reusing any mem-ory. This suggests to us that address-ordered �rst �t (us-ing the usual preference order) is somehow more \right"than its opposite, at least in a context where the size ofmemory can be increased.69 Exceptions include Fenton and Payne's \half �t" pol-icy (Section 4.1), and Beck's \age match" policy (Sec-tion 4.1). Barrett and Zorn's \lifetime prediction" allo-cator (Section 4.2) is the only recent work we know of(for conventional allocators) that adopts a novel and ex-plicit strategy to exploit interesting regularities in realrequest streams.34



�rst �t were usually identical. That is, if one of thesepolicies was used up to a certain point in a trace,switching to the other for the next allocation requestusually did not change the placement decision madefor that request.We speculate that this reects a fundamental simi-larity between best �t and address-ordered �rst �t, interms of how they exploit regularities in the requeststream. These allocators seem to perform well|andvery similarly|for both real and randomized work-loads. In some sense, perhaps, each is an approxima-tion of the other.But a more important question is this: what is thesuccessful strategy that both of these policies imple-ment?One possibility is something we might call the\open space preservation" heuristic, i.e., try not to cutinto relatively large unspoiled areas.70 At some level,of course, this is obvious|it's the same general ideathat was behind best �t in the �rst place, over threedecades ago.As we mentioned earlier, however, there are at leasttwo ideas behind best �t, at least in our view:{ Minimize the remainder|i.e., if a block must besplit, split the block that will leave the small-est remainder. If the remainder goes unused, thesmaller it is, the better.{ Don't break up large free areas unnnecessarily|preferentially split areas that are already small,and hence less likely to be exibly usable in thefuture.In some cases, the �rst principle may be more im-portant, while the second may be more important inother cases. Minimizing the remainder may have atendency to result in small blocks that are unlikelyto be used soon; the result may be similar to hav-ing a splitting threshold, and to respect the secondprinciple.71These are very di�erent strategies, at least on thesurface. It's possible that these strategies can be com-bined in di�erent ways|and perhaps they are com-70 Korn and Vo's \wilderness preservation heuristic" canbe seen as a special case or variant of the \open spacepreservation heuristic."71 This could explain why explicit splitting thresholdsdon't seem to be very helpful|policies like best �tmay already implement a similar strategy indirectly, andadding an explicit splitting threshold may be overkill.

bined in di�erent ways by best �t and address-ordered�rst �t.Shore [Sho75] designed and implemented a hybridbest �t/�rst �t policy that outperformed either plain�rst �t or plain best �t for his randomized workloads.(Discussed in Section 4.1.) The strategic implicationsof this hybrid policy have not been explored, and it isunclear whether they apply to real workloads. Shore'sresults should be interpreted with considerable cau-tion, because real workloads exhibit regularities (e.g.,plateaus and ramps) that seem likely to interact withthese strategies in subtle ways.72Address-ordered �rst �t seems likely to have otherstrategic implications as well. The use of addressordering seems likely to result in clustering of re-lated data under some circumstances, increasing thechances that contiguous areas will come free, if therelated objects die together. However, in cases wherefree blocks are small, of varied sizes, and widely scat-tered, �rst �t may tend to decluster related objects, aswill best �t. Amending these policies may allow bet-ter clustering, which could be important for long-runfragmentation.It should now be quite unclear why best �t andaddress-ordered �rst �t work well in practice, andwhether they work for the same reasons under ran-domized workloads as for real workloads.For randomized workloads, which cause more scat-tered random deaths, there may be very few place-ment choices, and little contiguous free memory. Inthat case, the strategy of minimizing the remaindermay be crucial. For real workloads, however, largecontiguous areas may come free at the ends of phases,and tend to be carved up into small blocks by laterphases as live data accumulate. This may often re-sult in contiguous allocation of successively-allocatedblocks, which will again create large free blocks whenthey die together at the end of the later phase. Inthat case, the e�ects of small \errors" due to unusuallylong-lived objects may be important; they may lead tocumulative fragmentation for long-running programs,or fragmentation may stabilize after a while. We sim-ply don't know.There are many possible subtle interactions andstrategic implications, all of which are quite poorly72 For example, address-ordered �rst �t has a tendency topack one end of memory with live data, and leave largerholes toward the other end. This seems particularly rele-vant to programs that allocate large and very long-liveddata structures near the beginning of execution.35



understood for these seemingly simple and very pop-ular policies.3.6 Segregated Free ListsOne of the simplest allocators uses an array of freelists, where each list holds free blocks of a particularsize [Com64]. When a block of memory is freed, it issimply pushed onto the free list for that size. When arequest is serviced, the free list for the appropriate sizeis used to satisfy the request. There are several impor-tant variations on this segregated free lists scheme.It is important to note that blocks in such schemesare logically segregated in terms of indexing, but usu-ally not physically segregated in terms of storage.Many segregated free list allocators support generalsplitting and coalescing, and therefore must allowmixing of blocks of di�erent sizes in the same areaof memory.One common variation is to use size classes to lumpsimilar sizes together for indexing purposes, and usefree blocks of a given size to satisfy a request for thatsize, or for any size that is slightly smaller (but stilllarger than any smaller size class). A common size-class scheme is to use sizes that are a power of twoapart (e.g., 4 words, 8 words, 16 words...) and roundthe requested size up to the nearest size class; how-ever, closer size class spacings have also been used,and are usually preferable.Simple segregated storage. In this variant, no splittingof free blocks is done to satisfy requests for smallersizes. When a request for a given size is serviced, andthe free list for the appropriate size class is empty,more storage is requested from the underlying oper-ating system (e.g., using UNIX sbrk() to extend theheap segment); typically one or two virtual memorypages are requested at a time, and split into same-sized blocks which are then strung together and puton the free list. We call this simple segregated stor-age because the result is that pages (or some otherrelatively large unit) contain blocks of only one sizeclass. (This di�ers from the traditional terminology inan important way. \Segregated storage" is commonlyused to refer both to this kind of scheme and whatwe call segregated �ts [PSC71]. We believe this ter-minology has caused considerable confusion, and willgenerally avoid it; we will refer to the larger class as\segregated free list" schemes, or use the more spe-

ci�c terms \simple segregated storage" and \segrega-ted �ts."73)An advantage of this simple scheme is that no head-ers are required on allocated objects; the size informa-tion can be recorded for a page of objects, rather thanfor each object individually. This may be importantif the average object size is very small. Recent stud-ies indicate that in modern programs, the average ob-ject size is often quite small by earlier standards (e.g.,around 10 words [WJNB95]), and that header andfooter overheads alone can increase memory usage byten percent or twenty percent [ZG92, WJNB95]. Thisis comparable to the \real" fragmentation for goodallocators [WJNB95].Simple segregated storage is quite fast in the usualcase, especially when objects of a given size are repeat-edly freed and reallocated over short periods of time.The freed blocks simply wait until the next allocationof the same size, and can be reallocated without split-ting. Allocation and freeing are both fast constant-time operations.The disadvantage of this scheme is that it is sub-ject to potentially severe external fragmentation|noattempt is made to split or coalesce blocks to satisfyrequests for other sizes. The worst case is a programthat allocates many objects of one size class and freesthem, then does the same for many other size classes.In that case, separate storage is required for the max-imum volume of objects of all sizes, because none ofmemory allocated to one size block can be reused forthe another.There is some tradeo� between expected internalfragmentation and external fragmentation; if the spac-ing between size classes is large, more di�erent sizeswill fall into each size class, allowing space for somesizes to be reused for others. (In practice, very coarsesize classes generally lose more memory to internalfragmentation than they save in external fragmen-tation.) In the worst case, memory usage is propor-tional to the product of the maximum amount of livedata (plus worst-case internal fragmentation due tothe rounding up of sizes) and the number of size clas-ses.A crude but possibly e�ective form of coalescing for73 Simple segregated storage is sometimes incorrectlycalled a buddy system; we do not use that terminol-ogy because simple segregated storage does not use abuddy rule for coalescing|no coalescing is done at all.(Standish [Sta80] refers to simple segregated storage as\partitioned storage.")36



simple segregated storage (used by Mike Haertel in afast allocator [GZH93, Vo95], and in several garbagecollectors [Wil95]) is to maintain a count of live ob-jects for each page, and notice when a page is entirelyempty. If a page is empty, it can be made available forallocating objects in a di�erent size class, preservingthe invariant that all objects in a page are of a singlesize class.74Segregated �ts. This variant uses an array of free lists,with each array holding free blocks within a size class.When servicing a request for a particular size, the freelist for the corresponding size class is searched for ablock at least large enough to hold it. The search istypically a sequential �ts search, and many signi�cantvariations are possible (see below). Typically �rst �tor next �t is used. It is often pointed out that the useof multiple free lists makes the implementation fasterthan searching a single free list. What is sometimesnot appreciated is that this also a�ects the placementin a very important way|the use of segregated listsexcludes blocks of very di�erent sizes, meaning good�ts are usually found|the policy therefore embodiesa good �t or even best �t strategy, despite the fact thatit's often described as a variation on �rst �t.If there is not a free block in the appropriate freelist, segregated �ts algorithms try to �nd a largerblock and split it to satisfy the request. This usuallyproceeds by looking in the list for the next larger sizeclass; if it is empty, the lists for larger and larger sizesare searched until a �t is found. If this search fails,more memory is obtained from the operating systemto satisfy the request. For most systems using sizeclasses, this is a logarithmic-time search in the worstcase. (For example for powers-of-two size classes, thetotal number of lists is equal to the logarithm of themaximumblock size. For a somewhat more re�ned se-ries, it is still generally logarithmic, but with a largerconstant factor.)In terms of policy, this search order means thatsmaller blocks are used in preference to larger ones,74 This invariant can be useful in some kinds of systems,especially systems that provide persistence [SKW92]and/or garbage collection for languages such as C orC++ [BW88, WDH89, WJ93], where pointers maypoint into the interior parts of objects, and it is im-portant to be able to �nd the object headers quickly. Ingarbage-collected systems, it is common to segregatedobjects by type, or by implementation-level characteris-tics, to facilitate optimizations of type checking and/orgarbage collection [Yua90, Del92, DEB94].

as with best �t. In some cases, however, the detailsof the size class system and the searching of size-classlists may cause deviations from the best �t policy.Note that in a segregated �ts scheme, coalescingmay increase search times. When blocks of a givensize are freed, they may be coalesced and put on dif-ferent free lists (for the resulting larger sizes); whenthe program requests more objects of that size, it mayhave to �nd the larger block and split it, rather thanstill having the same small blocks on the appropriatefree list. (Deferred coalescing can reduce the extent ofthis problem, and the use of multiple free lists makessegregated �ts a particularly natural context for de-ferred coalescing.)Segregated �ts schemes fall into three general cate-gories:1. Exact Lists. In exact lists systems, where there is(conceptually) a separate free list for each possi-ble block size [Com64]. This can result in a verylarge number of free lists, but the \array" of freelists can be represented sparsely. Standish andTadman's \Fast Fits" scheme75 uses an array offree lists for small size classes, plus a binary treeof free lists for larger sizes (but only the ones thatactually occur) [Sta80, Tad78].762. Strict Size Classes with Rounding.When sizes aregrouped into size classes (e.g., powers of two),one approach is to maintain an invariant that allblocks on a size list are exactly of the same size.This can be done by rounding up requested sizesto one of the sizes in the size class series, at somecost in internal fragmentation. In this case, it isalso necessary to ensure that the size class seriesis carefully designed so that split blocks alwaysresult in a size that is also in the series; otherwiseblocks will result that aren't the right size for anyfree list. (This issue will be discussed in moredetail when we come to buddy systems.)3. Size Classes with Range Lists. The most com-mon way of dealing with the ranges of sizes that75 Not to be confused with Stephenson's better-known in-dexed �ts scheme of the same name.76 As with most tree-based allocators, the nodes of the treeare embedded in the blocks themselves. The tree is onlyused for larger sizes, and the large blocks are big enoughto hold left and right child pointers, as well as a doublylinked list pointers. One block of each large size is partof the tree, and it acts as the head of the doubly-linkedlist of same-sized blocks.37



fall into size classes is to allow the lists to con-tain blocks of slightly di�erent sizes, and searchthe size lists sequentially, using the classic best�t, �rst �t, or next �t technique [PSC71]. (Thechoice a�ects the policy implemented, of course,though probably much less than in the case ofa single free list.) This could introduce a linearcomponent to search times, though this does notseem likely to be a common problem in practice,at least if size classes are closely spaced.77 78 If itis, then exact list schemes are preferable.An e�cient segregated �ts scheme with generalcoalescing (using boundary tags) was described andshown to perform well in 1971 [PSC71], but it didnot become well-known; Standish and Tadman's ap-parently better scheme was published (but only in atextbook) in 1980, and similarly did not become par-ticularly well known, even to the present. Our impres-sion is that these techniques have received too littleattention, while considerably more attention has beengiven to techniques that are inferior in terms of scala-bility (sequential �ts) or generality (buddy systems).Apparently, too few researchers realized the fullsigni�cance of Knuth's invention of boundary tagsfor a wide variety of allocation schemes|boundarytags can support fast and general splitting and coa-lescing, independently of the basic indexing schemeused by the allocator. This frees the designer to usemore sophisticated higher-level mechanisms and poli-cies to implement almost any desired strategy. (Itseems likely that the original version of boundary tagswas initially viewed as too costly in space, in a timewhen memory was a very scarce resource, and thefooter optimization [Sta80] simply never became well-known.)3.7 Buddy SystemsBuddy systems [Kno65, PN77] are a variant of segre-gated lists that supports a limited but e�cient kind ofsplitting and coalescing. In the simple buddy schemes,the entire heap area is conceptually split into twolarge areas, and those areas are further split into two77 Lea's allocator uses very closely spaced size classes, di-viding powers of two linearly into four uniform ranges.78 Typical size distributions appear to be both spiky andheavily skewed, so it seems likely that for small sizeranges, only zero or one actual sizes (or popular sizes)will fall into a given range. In that case, a segregated �tsscheme may approximate a best �t scheme very closely.

smaller areas, and so on. This hierarchical division ofmemory is used to constrain where objects are allo-cated, what their allowable sizes are, and how theymay be coalesced into larger free areas. For each al-lowable size, a separate free list is maintained, in anarray of free lists. Buddy systems are therefore actu-ally a special case of segregated �ts, using size classeswith rounding, and a peculiar limited technique forsplitting and coalescing.Buddy systems therefore implement an approxima-tion of a best �t policy, but with potentially seriousvariations due to peculiarities in splitting and coales-cing.(In practical terms, buddy systems appear to bedistinctly inferior to more general schemes support-ing arbitrary coalescing; without heroic e�orts at op-timization and/or hybridization, their cost in internalfragmentation alone seems to be comparable to thetotal fragmentation costs of better schemes.)A free block may only be merged with its buddy,which is its unique neighbor at the same level in thebinary hierarchical division. The resulting free blockis therefore always one of the free areas at the nexthigher level in the memory-division hierarchy|at anylevel, the �rst block may only be merged with the fol-lowing block, which follows it in memory; conversely,the second block may only be merged with the �rst,which precedes it in memory. This constraint on co-alescing ensures that the resulting merged free areawill always be aligned on one of the boundaries of thehierarchical splitting.(This is perhaps best understood by example; thereader may wish to skip ahead to the description ofbinary buddies, which are the simplest kind of buddysystems.)The purpose of the buddy allocation constraint is toensure that when a block is freed, its (unique) buddycan always be found by a simple address computation,and its buddy will always be either a whole, entirelyfree block, or an unavailable block. An unavailableblock may be entirely allocated, or may have beensplit and have some of its sub-parts allocated but notothers. Either way, the address computation will al-ways be able to locate the beginning of the buddy|itwill never �nd the middle of an allocated object. Thebuddy will be either a whole (allocated or free) blockof a determinate size, or the beginning of a block ofthat size that has been split in a determinate way. If(and only if) it turns out to be the header of a freeblock, and the block is the whole buddy, the buddies38



can be merged. If the buddy is entirely or partly al-located, the buddies cannot be merged|even if thereis an adjacent free area within the (split) buddy.Buddy coalescing is relatively fast, but perhaps thebiggest advantage in some contexts is that it requireslittle space overhead per object|only one bit is re-quired per buddy, to indicate whether the buddy is acontiguous free area. This can be implemented witha single-bit header per object or free block. Unfor-tunately, for this to work, the size of the block be-ing freed must be known|the buddy mechanism itselfdoes not record the sizes of the blocks. This is work-able in some statically-typed languages, where objectsizes are known statically and the compiler can sup-ply the size argument to the freeing routine. In mostcurrent languages and implementations, however, thisis not the case, due to the presence of variable-sizedobjects and/or because of the way libraries are typi-cally linked. Even in some languages where the sizes ofobjects are known, the \single" bit ends up up cost-ing an entire word per object, because a single bitcannot be \stolen" from the space for an allocatedobject|objects must be aligned on word boundariesfor architectural reasons, and there is no provision forstealing a bit from the space allocated to an object.79Stealing a bit from each object can be avoided, how-ever, by keeping the bits in a separate table \o� to theside" [IGK71], but this is fairly awkward, and such abit table could probably be put to better use with anentirely di�erent basic allocation mechanism.In practical terms, therefore, buddy systems usu-ally require a header word per object, to record thetype and/or size. Other, less restrictive schemes canget by with a word per object as well. Since buddysystems also incur internal fragmentation, this appar-ently makes buddy systems unattractive relative tomore general coalescing schemes such as segregated�ts.80In experiments using both real and synthetic traces,79 In some implementations of some languages, this is lessof a problem, because all objects have headers that en-code type information, and one bit can be reserved foruse by the allocator and ignored by the language imple-mentation. This complicates the language implementa-tion, but may be worthwhile if a buddy system is used.80 Of course, buddy systems could become more attrac-tive if it were to turn out that the buddy policy hassigni�cant bene�cial interactions with actual programbehavior, and unexpectedly reduced external fragmen-tation or increased locality. At present, this does notappear to be the case.

buddy systems generally exhibit signi�cantly morefragmentation than segregated �ts and indexed �tsschemes using boundary tags to support general co-alescing. (Most of these results come from synthetictrace studies, however; it appears that only two buddysystems have ever been studied using real traces[WJNB95].)Several signi�cant variations on buddy systemshave been devised:Binary buddies. Binary buddies are the simplest andbest-known kind of buddy system [Kno65]. In thisscheme, all buddy sizes are a power of two, and eachsize is divided into two equal parts. This makes ad-dress computations simple, because all buddies arealigned on a power-of-two boundary o�set from thebeginning of the heap area, and each bit in the o�setof a block represents one level in the buddy system'shierarchical splitting of memory|if the bit is 0, it isthe �rst of a pair of buddies, and if the bit is 1, itis the second. These operations can be implementede�ciently with bitwise logical operations.On the other hand, systems based on closer sizeclass spacings may be similarly e�cient if lookup ta-bles are used to perform size class mappings quickly.A major problem with binary buddies is that in-ternal fragmentation is usually relatively high|theexpected case is (very roughly) about 28% [Knu73,PN77],81 because any object size must be rounded upto the nearest power of two (minus a word for theheader, if the size �eld is stored).Fibonacci buddies. This variant of the buddy schemeuses a more closely-spaced set of size classes, based ona Fibonacci series, to reduce internal fragmentation[Hir73]. Since each number in the Fibonacci series isthe sum of the two previous numbers, a block canalways be split (unevenly) to yield two blocks whosesizes are also in the series. As with binary buddies,the increasing size of successive size ranges limits thenumber of free lists required.A further re�nement, called generalized Fibonaccibuddies [Hir73, Bur76, PN77] uses a Fibonacci-likenumber series that starts with a larger number andgenerates a somewhat more closely-spaced set of sizes.A possible disadvantage of Fibonacci buddies isthat when a block is split to satisfy a request for aparticular size, the remaining block is of a di�erent81 This �gure varies somewhat depending on the expectedrange and skew of the size distribution [PN77].39



size, which is less likely to be useful if the programallocates many objects of the same size [Wis78].Weighted buddies.Weighted buddy systems [SP74]use a di�erent kind of size class series than eitherbinary or Fibonacci buddy systems. Some size clas-ses can be split only one way, while other size classescan be split in two ways. The size classes include thepowers of two, but in between each pair of successivesizes, there is also a size that is three times a powerof two. The series is thus 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12... (words).(Often, the series actually starts at 4 words.)Sizes that are powers of two may only be splitevenly in two, as in the binary buddy system. Thisalways yields another size in the series, namely thenext lower power of two.Sizes that are three times a power of two can besplit in two ways. They may be split evenly in two,yielding a size that is another three-times-a-power-of-two size. (E.g., a six may be split into two threes.)They may also be split unevenly into two sizes thatare one third and two thirds of the original size; thesesizes are always a power of two. (E.g., six may be splitinto two and four.).Double buddies. Double buddy systems use a di�er-ent technique to allow a closer spacing of size classes[Wis78, PH86, WJNB95]. They use two di�erent bi-nary buddy systems, with staggered sizes. For exam-ple, one buddy system may use powers-of-two sizes (2,4, 8, 16...) while another uses a powers-of-two spacingstarting at a di�erent size, such as 3. (The result-ing sizes are 3, 6, 12, 24 ...). This is the same set ofsizes used in weighted buddies, but the splitting ruleis quite di�erent. Blocks may only be split in half, asin the binary buddy system, so the resulting blocksare always in the same binary buddy series.Request sizes are rounded up to the nearest sizeclass in either series. This reduces the internal frag-mentation by about half, but means that space usedfor blocks in one size series can only coalesced orsplit into sizes in that series. That is, splitting a sizewhose place in the combined series is odd always pro-duces another size whose place is odd; likewise, split-ting an even-numbered size always produces an even-numbered size. (E.g., a block of size 16 can be splitinto 8's and 4's, and a block of size 24 can be splitinto 12's and 6's, but not 8's or 4's.)This may cause external fragmentation if blocks inone size series are freed, and blocks in the other are

requested. As an optimization, free areas of a rela-tively large size (e.g., a whole free page) may be madeavailable to the other size series and split accordingto that size series' rules. (This complicates the treat-ment of large objects, which could be treated entirelydi�erently, or by another buddy system for large unitsof free storage such as pages.)Naturally, more than two buddy systems could becombined, to decrease internal fragmentation at a pos-sible cost in external fragmentation due to limitationson sharing free memory between the di�erent buddysystems.As with simple segregated storage, it is possible tokeep per-page counts of live objects, and notice whenan entire page is empty. Empty pages can be trans-ferred from one buddy series to another. To our knowl-edge, such an optimization has never been implemen-ted for a double buddy scheme.Buddy systems can easily be enhanced with de-ferred coalescing techniques, as in \recombination de-laying" buddy systems [Kau84]. Another optimizationis to tailor a buddy system's size class series to a par-ticular program, picking a series that produces littleinternal fragmentation for the object sizes the pro-gram uses heavily.3.8 Indexed FitsAs we saw in Section 3.4 simple linear list mechanismscan be used to implement a wide variety of policies,with general coalescing.An alternative is to use a more sophisticated index-ing data structure, which indexes blocks by exactlythe characteristics of interest to the desired policy, andsupports e�cient searching according to those char-acteristics. We call this kind of mechanism indexed�ts. (This is really an unsatisfying catch-all category,showing the limitations of a mechanism-based taxon-omy.)The simplest example of an indexed �t scheme wasmentioned earlier, in the discussion of sequential �ts:a best �t policy implemented using a balanced orself-adjusting binary tree ordered by block size. (Best�t policies may be easier to implement scalably thanaddress-ordered �rst �t policies.)Another example was mentioned in the section onsegregated free lists (3.6); Standish and Tadman's ex-act lists scheme is the limiting case of a segregated �tsscheme, where the indexing is precise enough that nolinear searching is needed to �nd a �t. On the other40



hand, it is also a straightforward two-step optimiza-tion of the simple balanced-tree best �t. (The �rstoptimization is to keep a tree with only one node persize that occurs, and hang the extra blocks of the samesizes o� of those nodes in linear lists. The second op-timization is to keep the most common size values inan array rather than the tree itself.) Our mechanism-based taxonomy is clearly showing it seams here, be-cause the use of hybrid data structures blurs the dis-tinctions between the basic classes of allocators.The best-known example of an indexed �ts schemeis probably Stephenson's \Fast Fits" allocator [Ste83],which uses a Cartesian tree sorted on both sizeand address. A Cartesian tree [Vui80] encodes two-dimensional information in a binary tree, using twoconstraints on the tree shape. It is e�ectively sortedon a primary key and a secondary key. The tree is anormal totally-ordered tree with respect to the pri-mary key. With respect to the secondary key, it is a\heap" data structure, i.e., a partially ordered treewhose nodes each have a value greater than their de-scendants. This dual constraint limits the ability torebalance the tree, because the shape of the tree ishighly constrained by the dual indexing keys.In Stephenson's system, this indexing data struc-ture is embedded in the free blocks of memory them-selves, i.e., the blocks become the tree nodes in muchthe same way that free blocks become list nodes in asequential �ts �ts scheme. The addresses of blocks areused as the primary key, and the sizes of blocks areused as the secondary key.Stephenson uses this structure to implement eitheran address-ordered �rst �t policy (called \leftmost�t") or a \better �t" policy, which is intended to ap-proximate best �t. (It is unclear how good an approx-imation this is.)As with address-ordered linear lists, the address or-dering of free blocks is encoded directly in the treestructure, and the indexing structure can be used to�nd adjacent free areas for coalescing, with no addi-tional overhead for boundary tags. In most situations,however, a size �eld is still required, so that blocksbeing freed can be inserted into the tree in the appro-priate place.While Cartesian trees give logarithmic expectedsearch times for random inputs, they may become un-balanced in the face of patterned inputs, and in theworst case provide only linear time searches.8282 Data from [Zor93] suggest that actual performance isreasonable for real data, being among the faster algo-

Discussion of indexed �ts. In terms of implemen-tation, it appears that size-based policies may be eas-ier to implement e�ciently than address-based poli-cies; a tree that totally orders all actual block sizeswill typically be fairly small, and quick to search. Ifa FIFO- or LIFO- ordering of same-sized blocks im-plements an acceptable policy, then a linear list canbe used and no searching among same-sized blocks isrequired.83 Size-based policies also easier to optimizethe common case, namely small sizes.A tree that totally orders all block addresses may bevery much larger, and searches will take more time.On the other hand, adaptive structures (e.g., splaytrees) may make these searches fast in the commoncase, though this depends on subtleties of the requeststream and the policy that are not currently under-stood.Deferred coalescing may be able to reduce treesearches to the point where the di�erences in speed arenot critical, making the fragmentation implications ofthe policy more important than minor di�erences inspeed.Totally ordered trees may not be necessary to im-plement the best policy, whatever that should turnout to be. Partial orders may work just as well, andlend themselves to very e�cient and scalable imple-mentations. At this point, the main problem does notseem to be time costs, but understanding what policywill yield the least fragmentation and the best locality.Many other indexed �ts policies and mechanismsare possible, using a variety of data structures to ac-celerate searches. One of these is a set of free listssegregated by size, as discussed earlier, and anotheris a simple bitmap, discussed next.3.9 Bitmapped FitsA particularly interesting form of indexed �ts is bit-mapped �ts, where a bitmap is used to record whichrithms used in that study, and having good memoryusage. On the other hand, data from a di�erent exper-iment [GZ93] show it being considerably slower than aset of allocators designed primarily for speed. Very re-cent data [Vo95] show it being somewhat slower thansome other algorithms with similar memory usage, onaverage.83 If an algorithm relies on an awkward secondary key, e.g.,best �t with address-ordered tie breaking, then it maynot make much di�erence what the ordering functionis|one total ordering of blocks is likely to cost aboutas much as another.41



parts of the heap area are in use, and which parts arenot. A bitmap is a simple vector of one-bit ags, withone bit corresponding to each word of the heap area.(We assume here that heap memory is allocated inword-aligned units that are multiples of one word. Insome systems, double-word alignment is required forarchitectural reasons. In that case, the bitmap willinclude one bit for each double-word alignment boun-dary.)To our knowledge, bitmapped allocation has neverbeen used in a conventional allocator, but it is quitecommon in other contexts, particularly mark-sweepgarbage collectors (notably the conservative collectorsof Boehm, et al. from Xerox PARC [BW88, BDS91,DWH+90]84) and �le systems' disk block managers.We suspect that the main reason it has not been usedfor conventional memory allocation is that it is per-ceived as too slow.We believe that bitmap operations can be made fastenough to use in allocators by the use of clever im-plementation techniques. For example, a bitmap canbe quickly scanned a byte at a time using a 256-waylookup table to detect whether there are any runs ofa desired length.85If object sizes are small, bitmapped allocation mayhave a space advantage over systems that use whole-word headers. A bit per word of heap memory onlyincurs a 3% overhead, while for object sizes averaging10 words, a header incurs a 10% overhead. In the mostobvious scheme, two bitmaps are required (one to en-code the boundaries of blocks, and another to encodewhether blocks are in use), but we believe there areways around that.8684 Actually, these systems use bitmaps to detect contigu-ous areas of free memory, but then accumulate free listsof the detected free blocks. The advantage of this is thata single scan through a region of the bitmap can �ndblocks of all sizes, and make them available for fast al-location by putting them on free lists for those sizes.85 This can be enhanced in several ways. One enhancementallows the fast detection of longer runs that cross 8-bitboundaries by using a di�erent lookup tables to com-pute the number of leading and trailing zeroes, so thata count can be maintained of the number of zeroes seenso far. Another is to use redundant encoding of the sizeby having headers in large objects, obviating long scanswhen determining the size of a block being freed.86 It is increasingly common for allocators to ensuredouble-word alignment (even on 32-bit machines),padding requests as necessary, for architectural reasons.In that case, half as many bits are needed. There may

Bitmapped allocators have two other advantagescompared to conventional schemes. One is that theysupport searching the free memory indexed by addressorder, or localized searching, where the search maybegin at a carefully-chosen address. (Address-orderedsearches may result in less fragmentation than similarpolicies using some other orderings.) Another advan-tage is that bitmaps are \o� to the side," i.e., not in-terleaved with the normal data storage area. This maybe exploitable to improve the locality of searching it-self, as opposed to traversing lists or trees embeddedin the storage blocks themselves. (It may also reducecheckpointing costs in systems that checkpoint heapmemory, by improving the locality of writes; freeingan object does not modify heap memory, only the bit-map.) Bitmapped techniques therefore deserve furtherconsideration.It may appear that bitmapped allocators are slow,because search times are linear, and to a �rst approx-imation this may be true. But notice that if a goodheuristic is available to decide which area of the bit-map to search, searching is linear in the size of thearea searched, rather than the number of free blocks.The cost of bitmapped allocation may then be pro-portional to the rate of allocation, rather than thenumber of free blocks, and may scale better than otherindexing schemes. If the associated constants are lowenough, bitmapped allocation may do quite well. Itmay also be valuable in conjunction with other index-ing schemes.3.10 Discussion of Basic AllocatorMechanisms.By now it should be apparent that our conventionaltaxonomy is of only very limited utility, because theimplementation focus obscures issues of policy. At asu�ciently high level of abstraction, all of these al-locators are really \indexed" �ts|they record whichareas of memory are free in some kind of data struc-ture|but they vary in terms of the policies theyimplement, how e�ciently their mechanisms supportthe desired policy, and how exible the mechanismsare in supporting policy variations. Even in its ownmechanism-based terms, the taxonomy is collapsingunder its own weight due to the use of hybrid algo-rithms that can be categorized in several ways.also be clever encodings that can make some of the bitsin a bitmap do double duty, especially if the minimumobject size is more than two alignment units.42



Simple segregated storage is simple and quite fast|allocation and deallocation usually take only a fewinstructions each|but lacks freedom to split and co-alesce memory blocks to support later requests for dif-ferent-sized objects. It is therefore subject to seriousexternal fragmentation, as well as internal fragmenta-tion, with some tradeo� between the two.Buddy systems support fairly exible splitting, butsigni�cantly restricted coalescing.Sequential �ts support exible splitting and (withboundary tags) general coalescing, but cannot sup-port most policies without major scalability concerns.(More precisely, the boundary tag implementationtechnique supports completely general coalescing, butthe \index" is so simple that searches may be very ex-pensive for some policies.)This leaves us with the more general indexed stor-age techniques, which include tree-structured indexes,segregated �ts using boundary tags, and bitmappedtechniques using bitmaps for both boundary tags andindexing. All of these can be used to implement a va-riety of policies, including exact or approximate best�t. None of them require more space overhead perobject than buddy systems, for typical conventionallanguage systems, and all can be expected to havelower internal fragmentation.In considering any indexing scheme, issues of strat-egy and policy should be considered carefully. Scala-bility is a signi�cant concern for large systems, andmay become increasingly important.Constant factors should not be overlooked, how-ever. Alignment and header and footer costs may bejust as signi�cant as actual fragmentation. Similarly,the speed of common operations is quite important,as well as scalability to large heaps. In the next sec-tion, we discuss techniques for increasing the speed ofa variety of general allocators.3.11 Quick Lists and Deferred CoalescingDeferred coalescing can be used with any of the ba-sic allocator mechanisms we have described. The mostcommon way of doing this is to keep an array of freelists, often called \quick lists" or \subpools" [MPS71],one for each size of block whose coalescing is to be de-ferred. Usually, this array is only large enough to havea separate free list for each individual size up to somemaximum, such as 10 or 32 words; only those sizeswill be treated by deferred coalescing [Wei76]. Blockslarger than this maximum size are simply returneddirectly to the \general" allocator, of whatever type.

The following discussion describes what seems to bea typical (or at least reasonable) arrangement. (Someallocators di�er in signi�cant details, notably Lea'ssegregated �ts scheme.)To the general allocator, a block on a quick list ap-pears to be allocated, i.e., uncoalescable. For example,if boundary tags are used for coalescing, the ag in-dicates that the block is allocated. The fact that theblock is free is encoded only in its presence on thequick list.When allocating a small block, the quick list forthat size is consulted. If there is a free block of thatsize on the list, it is removed from the list and used.If not, the search may continue by looking in otherquick lists for a larger-sized block that will do. If thisfails, the general allocator is used, to allocate a blockfrom the general pool. When freeing a small block, theblock is simply added to the quick list for that size.Occasionally, the blocks in the quick lists are removedand added to the general pool using the general allo-cator to coalesce neighboring free blocks.The quick lists therefore act as caches for the loca-tion and size information about free blocks for whichcoalescing has not been attempted, while the generalallocator acts as a \backing store" for this informa-tion, and implements general coalescing. (Most often,the backing store has been managed using an unscal-able algorithm such as address-ordered �rst �t using alinear list.) Using a scalable algorithm for the generalallocator seems preferable.Another alternative is to use an allocator which inits usual operation maintains a set of free lists fordi�erent sizes or size classes, and simply to defer thecoalescing of the blocks on those lists. This may bea buddy system (as in [Kau84]) or a segregated listsallocator such as segregated �ts.87Some allocators, which we will call \simpli�ed quick�t" allocators, are structured similarly but don't doany coalescing for the small blocks on the quick lists.In e�ect, they simply use a non-coalescing segregatedlists allocator for small objects and an entirely di�er-ent allocator for large ones. (Examples include We-instock and Wulf's simpli�cation of their own QuickFit allocator [WW88], and an allocator developed byGrunwald and Zorn, using Lea's allocator as the gen-eral allocator[GZH93].) One of the advantages of such87 The only deferred coalescing segregated �ts algorithmthat we know of is Doug Lea's allocator, distributedfreely and used in several recent studies (e.g., [GZH93,Vo95, WJNB95]).43



a scheme is that the minimum block size can be verysmall|only big enough to hold a header and and asingle link pointer. (Doubly-linked lists aren't neces-sary, since no coalescing is done for small objects.)These simpli�ed designs are not true deferred coa-lescing allocators, except in a degenerate sense. (Withrespect to small objects, they are non-coalescing allo-cators, like simple segregated storage.)True deferred coalescing schemes vary in signi�cantways besides what general allocator is used, notablyin how often they coalesce items from quick lists, andwhich items are chosen for coalescing. They also maydi�er in the order in which they allocate items fromthe quick lists, e.g., LIFO or FIFO, and this may havea signi�cant e�ect on placement policies.Scheduling of coalescing. Some allocators defer allcoalescing until memory runs out, and then coa-lesce all coalescable memory. This is most commonin early designs, including Comfort's original pro-posal [Com64]88 and Weinstock's \Quick Fit" scheme[Wei76].This is not an attractive strategy in most mod-ern systems, however, because in a virtual memory,the program never \runs out of space" until back-ing store is exhausted. If too much memory remainsuncoalesced, wasting virtual memory, locality may bedegraded and extra paging could result. Most systemstherefore attempt to limit the amount of memory thatmay be wasted because coalescing has not been at-tempted.Some systems wait until a request cannot be sat-is�ed without either coalescing or requesting morememory from the operating system. They then per-form some coalescing. They may perform all possiblecoalescing at that time, or just enough to satisfy thatrequest, or some intermediate amount.Another possibility is to periodically ush the quicklists, returning all of the items on the quick lists tothe general store for coalescing. This may be doneincrementally, removing only the older items from thequick lists.In Margolin et al.'s scheme [MPS71], the lengthsof the free lists are bounded, and those lengths arebased on the expected usage of di�erent sizes. This88 In Comfort's proposed scheme, there was no mechanismfor immediate coalescing. (Boundary tags had not beeninvented.) The only way memory could be coalesced wasby examining all of the free lists, and this was considereda awkward and expensive.

ensures that only a bounded amount of memory canbe wasted due to deferred coalescing, but if the es-timates of usage are wrong, deferred coalescing maynot work as well|memory may sit idle on some quicklists when it could otherwise be used for other sizes.In Oldehoeft and Allan's system [OA85], the num-ber of quick lists varies over time, according to a FIFOor Working Set policy. This has an adaptive char-acter, especially for the Working Set policy, in thatsizes that have not been freed recently are quickly co-alesced, while \active" sizes are not. This adaptationmay not be su�cient to ensure that the memory lostto deferred coalescing remains small, however; if thesystem only frees blocks of a few sizes over a longperiod of time, uncoalesced blocks may remain on an-other quick list inde�nitely. (This appears to happenfor some workloads in a similar system developed byZorn and Grunwald [ZG94], using a �xed-length LRUqueue of quick lists.)Doug Lea's segregated �ts allocator uses an unusualand rather complex policy to perform coalescing insmall increments. (It is optimized as much for speedas for space.) Coalescing is only performed when arequest cannot otherwise be satis�ed without obtain-ing more memory from the operating system, and onlyenough coalescing is done to satisfy that request. Thisincremental coalescing cycles through the free lists forthe di�erent size classes. This ensures that coalescableblocks will not remain uncoalesced inde�nitely, unlessthe heap is not growing.In our view, the best policy for minimizing space us-age without undue time costs is probably an adaptiveone that limits the volume of uncoalesced blocks|i.e.the actual amount of potentially wasted space|andadapts the lengths of the free lists to the recent usagepatterns of the program. Simply ushing the quicklists periodically (after a bounded amount of alloca-tion) may be su�cient, and may not incur undue costsif the general allocator is reasonably fast.89 9089 The issues here are rather analogous to some issues inthe design and tuning of generational garbage collectors,particularly the setting of generation sizes and advance-ment thresholds [Wil95].90 If absolute all-out speed is important, Lea's strategyof coalescing only when a search fails may be moreattractive|it does not require incrementing or check-ing an allocation total at each allocation or dealloca-tion. (Another possibility would be to use a timer inter-rupt, but this is quite awkward. Most allocator designersdo not wish to depend on using interrupts for what isotherwise a fairly simple library, and it also raises ob-44



On the other hand, it may be preferable to avoid at-tempting to coalesce very recently-freed blocks, whichare very likely to be usable for another request soon.One possible technique is to use some kind of \high-water mark" pointer into each list to keep track ofwhich objects were freed after some point in time,such as the last allocate/coalesce cycle. However, itmay be easier to accomplish by keeping two lists, onefor recently-freed blocks and one for older blocks. Ateach attempt at coalescing, the older blocks are givento the general allocator, and the younger blocks arepromoted to \older" status.91 (If a more re�ned notionof age is desired, more than two lists can be used.)What to coalesce.As mentioned earlier, severalsystems defer the coalescing of small objects, but notlarge ones. If allocations of large objects are relativelyinfrequent|and they generally are|immediately co-alescing them is likely to be worthwhile, all otherthings being equal. (This is true both because the timecosts are low and the savings in potentially wastedmemory are large.) Deferred coalescing usually a�ectsthe placement policy, however, and the e�ects of thatinteraction are not understood.Discussion. There are many possible strategies fordeferred coalescing, and any of them may a�ect thegeneral allocator's placement policy and/or the local-ity of the program's references to objects. For exam-ple, it appears that for normal free lists, FIFO order-ing may produce less fragmentation than LIFO order-ing, but it is unknown whether that applies to itemsscure issues of reentrancy|the interrupt handler mustbe careful not to do anything that would interfere withan allocation or deallocation that is interrupted.)91 This is similar to the \bucket brigade" advancementtechnique used in some generational garbage collectors[Sha88, WM89, Wil95]. A somewhat similar techniqueis used in Lea's allocator, but for a di�erent purpose.Lea's allocator has a quick list (called the \dirty" list)for each size class used by the segregated �ts mech-anism, rather than for every small integer word size.(This means that allocations from the quick list have tosearch for a block that �ts, but a close spacing of sizeclasses ensures that there is usually only one popularsize per list; the searches are usually short.) The quicklists are stored in the same array as the main (\clean")free lists.

on quick lists in a deferred coalescing scheme.92 Simi-larly, when items are removed from the quick list andreturned to the general allocator, it is unknown whichitems should be returned, and which should be kepton the quick lists.To date, only a few sound experiments evaluatingdeferred coalescing have been performed, and thosethat have been performed are rather limited in termsof identifying basic policy issues and the interactionsbetween deferred coalescing and the general allocator.Most experiments before 1992 used synthetic traces,and are of very dubious validity. To understand why,consider a quick list to be a bu�er that absorbs vari-ations in the number of blocks of a given size. If vari-ations are small, most allocation requests can be sat-is�ed from a small bu�er. If there are frequent varia-tions in the sizes in use, however, many bu�ers (quicklists) will be required in order to absorb them.Randomization may reduce clustered usage of thesame sizes, spreading all requested sizes out over thewhole trace. This may make the system look bad, be-cause it could increase the probability that the bu�ers(i.e., the set of quick lists) contain objects of the wrongsizes. On the other hand, the smoothed (randomwalk)nature of a synthetic trace may atter deferred coales-cing by ensuring that allocations and frees are fairlybalanced over small periods of time; real phase behav-ior could overwhelm a too-small bu�er by performingmany frees and later many allocations.3.12 A Note on Time CostsAn allocator can be made extremely fast if space costsare not a major issue. Simple segregated storage canbe used to allow allocation or deallocation in a rela-tively small number of instructions|a few for a tablelookup to �nd the right size class, a few for indexinginto the free list array and checking to ensure the freelist is not empty, and a few for the actual unlinkingor linking of the allocated block.93This scheme can be made cosiderably faster if theallocator can be compiled together with the applica-92 Informal experiments by Lea suggest that FIFO pro-duces less fragmentation, at least for his scheme. (Lea,personal communication 1995.)93 For a closely-spaced series of size classes, it may be nec-essary to spend a few more instructions on checkingthe size to ensure that (in the usual case) it's smallenough to use table lookup, and occasionally use aslower computation to �nd the appropriate list for large-sized requests.45



tion program, rather than linked as a library in theusual way. The usual-case code for the allocator can becompiled as an \inline" procedure rather than a run-time procedure call, and compile-time analyses canperform the size-class determination at compile time.In the usual case, the runtime code will simply di-rectly access the appropriate free list, check that it isnot empty, and link or unlink a block. This inlinedroutine will incur no procedure call overhead. (Thiskind of alloction inlining is quite common in garbagecollected systems. It can be a little tricky to code theinlined allocation routine so that a compiler will op-timize it appropriately, but it is not too hard.)If space is an issue, naturally things are morecomplicated|space e�cient allocators are more com-plicated than simple segregated storage. However, de-ferred coalescing should ensure that a complex alloca-tor behaves like simple segregated storage most of thetime; with some space/time tradeo�. If extreme speedis desired, coalescing can be deferred for a longer pe-riod, to ensure that quick lists usually have free blockson them and allocation is fast.94 Adjusting this space-time tradeo� is a topic for future research, however.4 A Chronological Review of TheLiteratureGiven the background presented by earlier sections,we will chronologically review the literature, pay-ing special attention to methodological considerationsthat we believe are important. To our knowledge, thisis by far the most thorough review to date, but itshould not be considered detailed or exhaustive; valu-able points or papers may have escaped our notice.95We have left out work on concurrent and parallel al-locators (e.g., [GW82, Sto82, BAO85, MK88, EO88,For88, Joh91, JS92, JS92, MS93, Iye93]), which arebeyond the scope of this paper. We have also neglectedmainly analytical work (e.g., [Kro73, Bet73, Ree79,Ree80, McI82, Ree82, BCW85]) to some degree, be-94 This is not quite necessarily true. For applications thatdo little freeing, the initial carving of memory requestedfrom the operating system will be a signi�cant fractionof the allocation cost. This can be made quite fast aswell, however.95 A few papers have not escaped our attention but seemto have escaped our libary. In particular, we have had torely on secondary sources for Graham's inuential workin worst-case analyses.

cause we are not yet familiar enough with all of thisliterature to do it justice.The two subsections below cover periods before andafter 1991. The period from 1960 to 1990 was domi-nated by the gradual development of various allocatordesigns and by the synthetic trace methodology. Theperiod after 1990 has (so far) shown that that meth-odology is in fact unsound and biased, and that muchstill needs to be done, both in terms of reevaluatingold designs and inventing new ones on the basis of newresults. (Readers who are uninterested in the historyof allocator design and evaluation may wish to skipto Section 4.2.)In much of the following, empirical results are pre-sented qualitatively (e.g., allocator A was found touse space more e�ciently than allocator B). In part,this is due to the fact that early results used �guresof merit that are awkward to explain in a brief re-view, and di�cult to relate to measures that currentreaders are likely to �nd most interesting. In addi-tion, workloads have changed so much over the lastthree decades that precise numbers would be of mostlyhistorical interest. (Early papers were mostly aboutmanaging operating system segments (or overlays) in�xed mainmemories,96while recent papers are mostlyabout managing small objects within the memory ofa single process.) The qualitative presentation is alsodue in part to our skepticism of the methodology un-derlying most of the results before 1991; citing pre-cise numbers would lend undue weight to quantitieswe consider questionable.4.1 The �rst three decades: 1960 to 1990Structure of this section. Our review of the work inthis period is structured chronologically, and dividedinto three parts, roughly a decade each. Each of thethree sections begins with an overview; the casualreader may want to read the overviews �rst, and skimthe rest. We apologize in advance for a certain amountof redundancy|we have attempted to make this sec-tion relatively free-standing, so that it can be readstraight through (by a reader with su�cient fortitude)given the basic concepts presented by earlier sections.96 Several very early papers (e.g., [Mah61, IJ62]) discussedmemory fragmentation, but in systems where segmentscould be compacted together or swapped to secondarystorage when fragmentation became a problem; thesepapers generally do not give any quantitative resultsat all, and few qualitative results comparing di�erentallocation strategies.46



1960 to 1969.Overview. Most of the basic designs still in use wereconceived in the 1960's, including sequential �ts,buddy systems, simple segregated storage, and segre-gated lists using exact lists, and sequential �ts. (Someof these, particularly sequential �ts, already existed inthe late 50's, but were not well described in the liter-ature. Knuth [Knu73] gives pointers to early historyof linked list processing.) In the earliest days, inter-est was largely in managing memory overlays or seg-ments in segmented operating systems, i.e., managingmappings of logical (program and data) segments tophysical memory.97 By the mid-1960's, the problem ofmanaging storage for di�erent-sized objects within theaddress space of a single process was also recognizedas an important one, largely due to the increasing use(and sophistication) of list processing techniques andlanguages [Ros61, Com64, BR64].98Equally important, the 1960's saw the invention ofthe now-traditional methodology for allocator eval-uation. In early papers, the assumptions underlyingthis scheme were explicit and warned against, but asthe decade progressed, the warnings decreased in fre-quency and seriousness.Some of the assumptions underlying this modelmade more sense then than they do now, at least forsome purposes. For example, most computers werebased on segmented memory systems, and highlyloaded. In these systems, the memory utilization wasoften kept high, by long-term scheduling of jobs. (Insome cases, segments belonging to a process mightbe evicted to backing storage to make room when arequest couldn't otherwise be satis�ed.) This makessteady-state and independence assumptions some-what more plausible than in later decades, when theemphasis had shifted from managing segments in anoperating system to managing individual program ob-jects within the virtual memory of a single process.On the other hand, in retrospect this assumptioncan be seen to be unwarranted even for such systems.97 This is something of an oversimpli�cation, because inthe earliest days operating systems were not well devel-oped, and \user" programs often performed \system-level" tasks for themselves.98 Early list processing systems used only list nodes ofone or two sizes, typically containing only two pointers,but later systems supported nodes of arbitrary sizes,to directly support structures that had multiple links.(Again, see Knuth [Knu73] for more references.)

For example, multitasking may introduce phase be-havior, since the segments belonging to a process areusually only released when that process is running, orwhen it terminates. Between time slices, a programdoes not generally acquire or release segments. Oper-ations on the segments associated with a process mayoccur periodically.Other assumptions that became common duringthe 1960's (and well beyond) also seem unwarrantedin retrospect. It was widely assumed that segmentsizes were independent, perhaps because most sys-tems were used by many users at the same time, sothat most segments were typically \unrelated." Onreection, even in such a system there is good rea-son to think that particular segment sizes may bequite common, for at least three reasons. First, if thesame program is run in di�erent processes simulta-neously, the statically-allocated data segment sizes offrequently-used programs may appear often. Second,some important programs may use data segments ofparticular characteristic sizes. (Consider a sort utilitythat uses a �xed amount of memory chosen to makeinternal sorting fast, but using merging from externalstorage to avoid bringing all of the data into mem-ory.) Third, some segment sizes may be used in un-usually large numbers due to peculiarities of the sys-tem design, e.g., the minimum and/or maximum seg-ment size. (Segments or overlays were also typicallyfairly large compared to total memory, so statisticalmechanics would not be particularly reliable even forrandom workloads.)The original paraphernalia for the lotteryhad been lost long ago, and the blackbox: : :had been put into use even before OldMan Warner, the oldest man in town, wasborn. Mr. Summers spoke frequently to thevillagers about making a new box, but noone liked to upset even as much tradition aswas represented by the black box. There wasa story that the present box had been madewith some pieces of the box that had pre-ceded it, the one that had been constructedwhen the �rst people settled down to makea village here.|Shirley Jackson, \The Lottery"Collins [Col61] apparently originated the random-trace methodology, and reported on experiments withbest �t, worst �t, �rst �t, and random �t.47



Collins described his simulations as a \game," in theterminology of game theory. The application programand the allocator are players; the application makesmoves by requesting memory allocations or dealloca-tions, and the allocator responds with moves that areplacement decisions.99Collins noted that this methodology required fur-ther validation, and that experiments with real work-loads would be better. Given this caveat, best �tworked best, but �rst �t (apparently address-ordered)was almost equally good. No quantitative results werereported, and the distributions used were not speci-�ed.Comfort, in a paper about list processing fordi�erent-sized objects [Com64], briey described thesegregated lists technique with splitting and coales-cing, as well as address-ordered �rst �t, using an or-dered linear list.100 (The address order would be usedto support coalescing without any additional spaceoverhead.) Comfort did not mention that his \mul-tiple free lists" technique (segregated �ts with exactlists) was an implementation of a best �t policy, orsomething very similar; later researchers would oftenoverlook this scheme. Comfort also proposed a simpleform of deferred coalescing, where no coalescing wasdone until memory was exhausted, and then it wasall done at once. (Similar coalescing schemes seem tohave been used in some early systems, with processswapping or segment eviction used when coalescingfailed to obtain enough contiguous free memory.) Noempirical results were reported.Totschek [Tot65] reported the distribution of jobsizes (i.e., memory associated with each process) inthe SDC (Systems Development Corporation) time-sharing system. Later papers refer to this as \the SDCdistribution". Naturally, the \block" sizes here wererather large. Totschek found a roughly trimodal dis-tribution, with most jobs being either around 20,000words, or either less than half or more than twice that.He did not �nd a signi�cant correlation between jobsize and running time.Knowlton [Kno65] published the �rst paper on the99 We suspect that the history of allocator research mighthave been quite di�erent if this metaphor had beentaken more seriously|the application program in therandomized methodology is a very unstable individual,or one using a very peculiar strategy.100 Knuth [Knu73] reports that this paper was written in1961, but unpublished until 1964.

(binary) buddy system, although Knuth [Knu73] re-ports that same idea was independently invented andused by H. Markowitz in the Simscript system around1963. Knowlton also suggested the use of deferred co-alescing to avoid unneeded overheads in the commoncase where objects of the same size were frequentlyused.Ross, in [Ros67] described a sophisticated stor-age management system for the AED engineering de-sign support system. While no empirical results werereported, Ross describes di�erent patterns of mem-ory usage that programs may exhibit, such as mostlymonotonic accumulation (ramps), and fragmentationcaused by di�erent characteristic lifetimes of di�erent-sized objects.The storage allocation scheme divided availablememory into \zones," which could be managed bydi�erent allocators suitable to di�erent application'susual behavior.101 Zones could be nested, and thesystem was extensible|a zone could use one of thedefault allocators, or provide its own allocation anddeallocation routines. It was also possible to free anentire zone at once, rather than freeing each object in-dividually. The default allocators included �rst �t andsimple segregated storage. (This is the �rst publishedmention of simple segregated storage that we havefound, though Comfort's multiple free list scheme issimilar.)Graham, in an unpublished technical report [Gra],described the problem of analyzing the worst-casememory use of allocators, and presented lower boundson worst case fragmentation.102 (An earlier memo byDoug McIlroy may have motivated this work, as wellas Robson's later work.)Graham characterized the problem metaphoricallyas a board game between an \attacker," who knowsthe exact policy used by the allocator (\defender")and submits requests (\makes moves") that will forcethe defender's policy to do as badly as possible. (Thisis a common metaphor in \minimax" game theory;such an omniscient, malevolent opponent is commonlycalled a \devil" or \evil demon.")Knuth surveyed memory allocation techniques inVolume One of The Art of Computer Programming101 Comparable schemes were apparently used in otherearly systems, including one that was integrated withoverlaying in the IBM PL/I compiler [Boz84].102 We do not have a copy of this report at this writing.Our information comes from secondary sources.48



([Knu73], �rst edition 1968), which has been a stan-dard text and reference ever since. It has been par-ticularly inuential in the area of memory allocation,both for popularizing existing ideas and for presentingnovel algorithms and analyses.Knuth introduced next �t (called \modi�ed �rst�t" in many subsequent papers), the boundary tagtechnique, and splitting thresholds. In an exercise, hesuggested the Fibonacci buddy system (Ex. 2.5.31) Inanother exercise, he suggests using balanced binarytrees for best �t (Answer to Ex. 2.5.9).Knuth adopted Collins' random-trace simulationmethodology to compare best �t, �rst �t, next �t, andbinary buddy. Three size distributions were used, onesmooth (uniform) and two spiky.103 The publishedresults are not very detailed. First �t was found tobe better than best �t in terms of space, while next�t was better in terms of time. The (binary) buddysystem worked better than expected; its limited co-alescing usually worked. Simple segregated storageworked very poorly.104Knuth also presented the \�fty-percent rule" for�rst �t, and its derivation. This rule states that un-der several assumptions (e�ectively random allocationrequest order, steady-state memory usage, and blocksizes infrequently equal to each other) the length ofthe free list will tend toward being about half thenumber of blocks actually in use. (All of these as-sumptions now appear to be false for most programs,as we will explain later in the discussions of [MPS71],[ZG94] and [WJNB95]. Shore would later show thatKnuth's simplifying assumptions about the lack ofsystematicity in the allocator's placement were alsounwarranted.105 Betteridge [Bet82] provides a some-103 One consisted of the six powers of two from 1 to 32, cho-sen with probability inversely proportional to size, andthe other consisted of 22 sizes from 10 to 4000, chosenwith equal probability. The latter distribution appears(now) to be unrealistic in that most real programs' sizedistributions are not only spiky, but skewed toward afew heavily-used sizes.104 This contrasts strongly with our own recent results forsynthetic traces using randomized order (but real sizesand lifetimes), described later. We are unsure why thisis, but there are many variables involved, including therelative sizes of memories, pages, and objects, as well asthe size and lifetime distributions.105 Nonetheless, his �fty-percent rule (and others' corollar-ies) are still widely quoted in textbooks on data struc-tures and operating systems. (To our minds, the fault forthis does not lie with Knuth, who presented eminently

what di�erent critique of the �fty percent rule.)In a worst-case analysis, Knuth showed that the bi-nary buddy system requires at most 2M log2 n mem-ory.After Knuth's book appeared, many papers showedthat (in various randomized simulations) best �t hadapproximately the same memory usage as address-ordered �rst �t, and sometimes better, and that next�t had signi�cantly more fragmentation. Nonetheless,next �t became quite popular in real systems. It isunclear whether this is because next �t seems moreobviously scalable, or simply because Knuth seemedto favor it and his book was so widely used.Randell [Ran69] de�ned internal and external frag-mentation, and pointed out that internal fragmenta-tion can be traded for reduced external fragmentationby allocating memory in multiples of some grain sizeg; this reduces the e�ective number of sizes and in-creases the chances of �nding a �t.Randell also reported on simulation experimentswith three storage allocation methods: best �t, ran-dom �t, and an idealized method that compacts mem-ory continually to ensure optimal memory usage. (Allof these methods used a random free list order.) Heused the synthetic trace methodology, basing sizeson an exponential distribution and on Totschek'sSDC distribution. He found that the grain size gmust be very small, or the increase in external frag-mentation would outweigh the decrease in internalfragmentation.106 (Given the smoothing e�ects of therandomization of requests, and its possibly di�erente�ects on internal and external fragmentation, thisresult should be interpreted with caution.)Randell used three di�erent placement algorithms.The �rst (called RELOC) was an idealized algo-rithm that continually compacted memory to obtainthe best possible space usage. The other two (non-compacting) algorithms were best �t (called MIN)and random. Comparisons between these two are notgiven. The only quantitative data obtainable from thepaper are from �gures 2 and 3, which show that forbest �t, the SDC distribution exhibits less fragmen-reasonable �rst-cut analyses in the course of writing atremendously ambitious, valuable and general series ofbooks.)106 On �rst reading, Randell's grain sizes seem quite large|the smallest (nonzero) value used was 16 words. Exam-ining Totschek's distribution, however, it is clear thatthis is quite small relative to the average \object" (seg-ment) size [Tot65].49



tation (about 11 or 12 percent) than an exponentialdistribution (about 17 or 18 percent), and both su�erconsiderably as the grain size is increased.Minker et al. [M+69] published a technical reportwhich contained a distribution of \bu�er sizes" in theUniversity of Maryland UNIVAC Exec 8 system.107Unfortunately, these data are imprecise, because theygive counts of bu�ers within ranges of sizes, not exactsizes.These data were later used by other researchers,some of whom described the distribution as roughlyexponential. The distribution is clearly not a simpleexponential, however, and the use of averaging overranges may conceal distinct spikes.1081970 to 1979.Overview.The 1970's saw a few signi�cant innova-tions in allocator design and methodology. However,most research was focused on attempts to re�neknown allocator designs (e.g., the development of var-ious buddy systems), on experiments using di�erentcombinations of distributions and allocators, or on at-tempts to derive analytical formulae that could pre-dict the performance of actual implementations for(randomized) workloads.Analytic techniques had much greater successwithin a certain limited scope. Bounds were foundfor worst-case fragmentation, both for speci�c algo-rithms and for all algorithms. The results were not en-couraging. Building on Graham's analysis framework,Robson's 1971 paper dashed any hope of �nding anallocator with low fragmentation in the worst case.Most empirical studies used synthetic trace tech-niques, which were re�ned as more information aboutreal lifetime and size distributions became available,107 We have not yet obtained a copy of this report|our information is taken from [Rus77] and other sec-ondary sources. We are unclear on exactly what senseof \bu�er" is meant, but believe that it means mem-ory used to cache logical segments for processes; wesuspect that the sizes reported are ranges because thesystem used a set of �xed bu�er sizes, and recordedthose, rather than the exact sizes of segments allocatedin those bu�ers. We are also unsure of the exact unitsused.108 Our tentative interpretation of the data is that the dis-tribution is at least bimodal, with modes somewherearound roughly 5 units (36% of all requests) and roughly20 units (30% of all requests).

and as it became obvious that the relative perfor-mance of di�erent algorithms depended on those fac-tors. Exponential distributions became the most com-mon size distribution, and a common lifetime dis-tribution, because empirical data showed that al-locations of small and short-lived objects were fre-quent. The fact that these distributions were of-ten spiky|or e�ectively smoothed in the statistics-gathering process|was often overlooked, as was thenon-independence of requests.Perhaps the most innovative and empirical paper ofthis period was Margolin's, which used sound meth-odology, and evaluated a new form of deferred coales-cing.Fenton and Payne's \half �t" policy is also noveland interesting; it is based on a very di�erent strategyfrom those used in other allocators. Wise's (unpub-lished) double buddy design is also well-motivated.Purdom, Stigler and Cheam introduced the segrega-ted �ts mechanism, which did not receive the atten-tion it was due.Batson and Brundage's statistics for Algol-60 seg-ment sizes and lifetimes were quite illuminating, andtheir commentary insightfully questioned the plausi-bility of the usual assumptions of randomness and in-dependence. They underscored the di�culty of pre-dicting allocator performance. Unfortunately, thoughtheir results and commentary were available in 1974in a technical report, they were not published in ajournal until 1977.Denning [Den70] used Knuth's �fty percent ruleto derive an \unused memory rule", which states thatunder assumptions of randomness and steady-statebehavior, fragmentation generally increases memoryusage by about half; he also pointed out that sequen-tial free list searches tend to be longer when mem-ory is heavily loaded. Gelenbe also derived a similar\two thirds rule" [Gel71] in a somewhat di�erent way.(These essentially identical rules are both subject tothe same criticisms as Knuth's original rule.)Purdom and Stigler [PS70] performed statisticalanalyses of the binary buddy system, and argued thatlimitations on buddy system coalescing were seldoma problem. Their model was based on strong assump-tions of independence and randomness in the work-load, including exponentially distributed random life-times.Batson, Ju and Wood [BJW70] reported seg-ment size and lifetime distributions in the Univer-50



sity of Virginia B5500 system. Most segments were\small"|about60 percent of the segments in use were40 (48-bit) words or less in length.About 90 percent of the programs run on this sys-tem, including system programs, were written in Al-gol, and the sizes of segments often corresponded tothe sizes of individual program objects, e.g., Algol ar-rays. (In many other systems, e.g., Totschek's SDCsystem, segments were usually large and might con-tain many individual program objects.) The data wereobtained by sampling at various times, and reect theactual numbers of segments in use, not the number ofallocation requests.This distribution is weighted toward small objects,but Batson et al. note that it is not well described asan exponential. Unfortunately, their results are pre-sented only in graphs, and in roughly exponentiallyspaced bins (i.e., more precise for smaller objects thanlarge ones). This e�ectively smooths the results, mak-ing it unclear what the actual distribution is, e.g.,whether it is spiky. The general shape (after smooth-ing) has a rounded peak for the smaller sizes, and isroughly exponential after that. (In a followup study[BB77], described later, Batson and Brundage would�nd spikes.)A note about Algol-60 is in order here. Algol-60does not support general heap allocation|all data al-locations are associated with procedure activations,and have (nested) dynamic extents. (In the case ofstatically allocated data, that extent is the entire pro-gram run.) In the B5500 Algol system, scalar variablesassociated with a procedure were apparently allocatedin a segment; arrays were allocated in separate seg-ments, and referenced via an indirection. Because ofthe B5500's limit of 1023 words per segment, large ar-rays were represented as a set smaller arrays indexedby an array of descriptors (indirections).109Because of this purely block-structured approachto storage allocation, Algol-60 data lifetimes maybe more closely tied to the phase structure of theprogram than would be expected for programs inmore modern languages with a general heap. On theother hand, recent data for garbage-collected systems[Wil95] and for C and C++ programs [WJNB95] sug-gest that the majority of object lifetimes in modernprograms are also tied to the phase structure of pro-109 Algol-60's dynamically sized arrays may complicate thisscenario somewhat, requiring general heap allocation,but apparently a large majority of arrays were staticallysized and stack-like usage predominated.

grams, or to the single large \phase" that covers thewhole duration of execution.Campbell introduced an \optimal �t" policy,which is a variant of next �t intended to improve thechances of a good �t without too much cost in extrasearching [Cam71]. (It is not optimal in any usefulsense.) The basic idea is that the allocator looks for-ward through the linear list for a bounded number oflinks, recording the best �t found. It then proceedsforward looking for another �t at least as good aswhat it found in that (sample) range. If it fails to �ndone before traversing the whole list, it uses the best�t it found in the sample range. (That is, it degener-ates into exhaustive best �t search when the samplecontains the best �t.)Campbell tested this technique with a real program(a physics problem), but the details of his design andexperiment were strongly dependent on unusual co-ordination between the application program and thememory allocator. After an initial phase, the appli-cation can estimate the number of blocks of di�erentsizes that will be needed later. Campbell's algorithmexploited this information to construct a randomizedfree list containing a good mix of block sizes.While Campbell's algorithm worked well in his ex-periment, it seems that his results are not applica-ble to the general allocation problem, and other tech-niques might have worked as well or better. (For ex-ample, constructing multiple free lists segregated bysize, rather than a random uni�ed free list that mustbe searched linearly. See also the discussion of [Pag82],later in this section.)Purdom, Stigler, and Cheam [PSC71] intro-duced segregated �ts using size classes with rangelists (called \segregated storage" in their paper). Thenature and importance of this e�cient mechanismfor best-�t-like policies was not generally appreci-ated by later researchers (an exception being Standish[Sta80]). This may be because their paper's title gaveno hint that a novel algorithm was presented.Purdom et al. used the random trace methodologyto compare �rst �t, binary buddy, and segregated �ts.(It is unclear which kind of �rst �t was used, e.g.,LIFO-ordered or address-ordered). Their segregated�ts scheme used powers-of-two size classes.They reported that memory usage for segregated�ts was almost identical to that of �rst �t, while bi-nary buddy's was much worse.51



Every year, after the lottery, Mr. Summersbegan talking again about a new box, butevery year the subject was allowed to fadeo� without anything's being done. The blackbox grew shabbier each year; by now it wasno longer completely black but splinteredbadly among one side to show the originalwood color, and in some places faded orstained.|Shirley Jackson, \The Lottery"Margolin et al. used real traces to study memoryallocation in the CP-67 control program of an IBMSystem/360 mainframe [MPS71]. (Note that this al-locator allocated storage used by the operating systemitself, not for application programs.)They warned that examination of their systemshowed that several assumptions underlying the usualmethodology were false, for their system's workload:uncorrelated sizes and lifetimes, independence of suc-cessive requests, and well-behaved distributions. Un-fortunately, these warnings were to go generally un-heeded for two decades, despite the fact that somelater researchers used the distributions they reportedto generate randomly-ordered synthetic traces. (Wesuspect that their careful analysis of a single systemwas not given the attention it deserved because itseemed too ad hoc.)Their size distribution was both spiky and skewed,with several strong modes of di�erent sizes. Nearlyhalf (46.7%) of all objects were of size 4 or 5 dou-blewords; sizes 1 and 8 (doublewords) accounted forabout 11% each, and size 29 accounted for almost 16%of the remainder. Many sizes were never allocated atall.Margolin et al. began with an address-ordered �rst�t scheme, and added deferred coalescing. Their ma-jor goal was to decrease the time spent in memorymanagement inside the CP-67 control program, with-out an undue increase in memory usage. Their de-ferred coalescing subpools (quick lists) pre-allocatedsome fraction (50% or 95%) of the expected maxi-mumusage of objects of those sizes. (This scheme doesnot appear to adapt to changes in program behav-ior.) Deferred coalescing was only used for frequently-allocated sizes.For their experiments, they used several traces fromthe same machine, but gathered at di�erent times andon di�erent days. They tuned the free list sizes usingone subset of the traces, and evaluated them usinganother. (Their system was thus tuned to a particular

installation, but not a particular run.)They found that using deferred coalescing increasedmemory usage by approximately zero to 25%, whilegenerally decreasing search traversals to a small frac-tion of the original algorithm's. In actual tests in thereal system, time spent in memory management wascut by about a factor of six.Robson [Rob71] showed that the worst-case perfor-mance of a worst-case-optimal algorithm is boundedfrom below by a function that rises logarithmicallywith the ratio n (the ratio of the largest and smallestblock sizes), i.e., M log2 n times a constant.Isoda, Goto and Kimura [IGK71] introduced abitmapped technique for keeping track of allocatedand unallocated buddies in the (binary) buddy sys-tem. Rather than taking a bit (or several, as in Knowl-ton's original scheme) out of the storage for eachblock, their scheme maintains a bit vector correspond-ing to the words of memory. The bit for the last wordof each block, and the bit for the last word occupiedby a block is set. The buddy placement constraint letsthese be used as \tail lamps" to look e�ciently lookthrough memory to �nd the ends of preceding blocks.Hirschberg [Hir73] followed Knuth's suggestionand devised a Fibonacci buddy system; he comparedthis experimentally to a binary buddy. His experimentused the usual synthetic trace methodology, using areal distribution of block sizes (from the Universityof Maryland UNIVAC Exec 8 system [M+69]) andexponential lifetime distribution. His results agreedwell with the analytically derived estimates; Fibo-nacci buddy's fragmentation increased memory usageby about 25%, compared to binary buddy's 38%.Hirschberg also suggested a generalization of thebuddy system allowing Fibonacci-like series whereeach size was the sum of the previous size and a sizea �xed distance further down in the size series. (Forsome �xed integer k, the ith size in the series may besplit into two blocks of sizes i� 1 and i � k.)Robson [Rob74] put a fairly tight upper andlower bounds on the worst-case performance of thebest possible allocation algorithm. He showed that aworst-case-optimal strategy's worst-case memory us-age was somewhere between 0:5M log2 n and about0:84M log2 n.Shen and Peterson introduced the weightedbuddy method [SP74], whose allowable block sizes areeither powers of two, or three times a power of two.52



They compared this scheme to binary buddy, usingthe synthetic trace methodology; they used only a uni-form lifetime distributions, and only two size distrib-utions, both smooth (uniform and exponential). Thisis unfortunate, because skew in object size requestmay a�ect the e�ectiveness of di�erent block-splittingschemes.They found that for a uniform size distribution,weighted buddy lost more memory to fragmentationthan binary buddy, about 7%. For an exponential dis-tribution (which is apparently more realistic) this wasreversed|weighted buddy did better by about 7%.By default, they used FIFO-ordered free lists. WithLIFO-ordered free lists, memory usage was about 3%worse.Using a variation of the random trace methodol-ogy intended to approximate a segment-based multi-programming system,110 Fenton and Payne [FP74]compared best �t (called \least �t"), �rst �t, next �t,worst �t, and \half �t." The half �t policy allocatorattempts to �nd a block about twice the desired size,in the hopes that if there is a bias toward particularsizes, remainders from splitting will be more likely tobe a good �t for future requests. They found that best�t worked best, followed by �rst �t, half �t, next �t,and worst �t, in that order. Half �t was almost asgood as �rst �t, with next �t performing signi�cantlyworse, and worst �t much worse.All of the size distributions used in their experi-ments were smooth. For many of their experiments,they used a smooth distribution based on generaliza-tions about Totschek's SDC distribution and Batson,Ju, and Wood's B5500 distribution. (This is a \de-formed exponential" distribution, which rises quickly,rounds o� at the top, and then descends in a roughlyexponential fashion.) Fenton and Payne apparentlydidn't consider the possibility that smooth distribu-tions (and randomized order) might make their half-�t policy work worse than it would in practice, bydecreasing the chance that a request for a particularsize would be repeated soon.110 In this model, each object (segment) is assumed to beassociated with a di�erent process. When a request can-not be satis�ed, that process blocks (i.e., the deathtime of the segment is delayed, but time advances sothat other segments may die). This models embodiesan oversimpli�cation relative to most real systems, inthat processes in most systems may have multiple asso-ciated segments whose death times cannot be postponedindependently.

Hinds [Hin75] presented a fast scheme for recom-bination in binary and generalized Fibonacci buddysystems. Each block has a \left buddy count" indi-cating whether it is a right buddy at the lowest level(in which case the LBC is zero), or indicating for howmany levels above the lowest it is a left buddy. Thissupports splitting and merging nearly as quickly as inthe binary buddy scheme.Cranston and Thomas [CT75] presented amethod for quickly �nding the buddy of a block in var-ious buddy systems, using only three bits per block.This reduces the time cost of splitting and mergingrelative to Hirschberg's scheme, as well as incurringminimal space cost.Shore [Sho75] compared best �t and address-ordered �rst �t more thoroughly than had been donepreviously, and also experimented with worst-�t and anovel hybrid of best �t and �rst �t. He used the then-standard methodology, generating random synthetictraces with (only) uniformly distributed lifetimes. Sizedistributions were uniform, normal, exponential, andhyperexponential. He also performed limited experi-ments with \partial populations" (i.e., spiky distrib-utions). The �gure of merit was the space-time prod-uct of memory usage over time. (This essentially cor-responds to the average memory usage, rather thanpeak usage.)This study was motivated in part by Wald's re-port of the \somewhat puzzling success" of best �t inactual use in the Automatic Operating and Schedul-ing Program of the Burroughs D-825 system [Wal66].(Fragmentation was expected to be a problem; planswere made for compaction, but none was needed.)Shore found that best �t and (address-ordered) �rst�t worked about equally well, but that �rst �t had anadvantage when the distribution included block sizesthat were relatively large compared to the memorysize. Following Knuth [Knu73], he hypothesized thatthis was due to its tendency to �t small objects intoholes near one end of memory, accumulating largerfree areas toward the other end.111For partial populations, Shore found that increasingdegrees of spikiness seemed to favor best �t over �rst111 We are actually unsure what Shore's claim is here. It isnot clear to us whether he is making the general claimthat �rst �t tends to result in a free list that is ap-proximately size-ordered, or only the weaker claim that�rst �t more often has unusually large free blocks inthe higher address range, and that this is important fordistributions that include occasional very large blocks.53



�t slightly, but that the variance increased so quicklythat this result was not reliable.112Shore noted that while �rst �t and best �t policiesare roughly similar, they seem to have somewhat dif-ferent strengths and weaknesses; he hypothesized thatthese might be combinable in a hybrid algorithm thatwould outperform either.Shore experimented with a novel parameterized al-locator, combining features of �rst �t and best �t. Atone extreme setting of the parameter, it behaved likeaddress-ordered �rst �t, and at the other extreme itbehaved like best �t. He found that an intermediateparameter setting showed less fragmentation than ei-ther standard algorithm. If this were to be shown towork for real workloads, it could be a valuable result.It suggests that best �t and address-ordered �rst �tmay be exploiting di�erent regularities, and that thetwo strategies can be combined to give better per-formance. (Since the inputs were randomly ordered,however, it is not clear whether these regularities ex-ist in real program behavior, or whether they are asimportant as other regularities.)Shore also experimented with worst-�t, and foundthat it performed very poorly.113Shore warned that his results \must be interpretedwith caution," and that some real distributions arenot well behaved. Citing Margolin, he noted tht\such simplifying assumptions as well-behaved dis-tributions, independence of successive requests, andindependence of request sizes and duration are ques-tionable." These warnings apparently received less at-112 Wald had hypothesized that best �t worked well in hissystem because of the spiky distribution of requests.Shore notes that \Because there were several hundredpossible requests" in that system, the result \was duemore probably to a nonsaturating workload." The lat-ter makes sense, because Wald's system was a real-timesystem and generally not run at saturation. The formeris questionable, however, because the distribution of ac-tual requests (and of live data) is more important thanthe distribution of possible requests.113 He drew the (overly strong) conclusion that good �tswere superior to poor �ts; we suggest that this isn't al-ways the case, and that the strengths of worst �t andbest-�t-like policies might be combinable. Worst �t hasthe advantage that it tends to not to create small re-mainders, as best �t does. It has the disadvantage that ittends to ensure that there are no very large free areas|it systematically whittles away at the largest free blockuntil it is no longer the largest. A hybrid strategy mightuse poor �ts, but preserve some larger areas as well.

tention than his thorough (and inuential) experimen-tation within the random trace paradigm.Burton introduced a generalization of the Fibo-nacci buddy system [Bur76] which is more generalthan Hirschberg's. Rather than using a �xed func-tion for generating successive sizes (such as alwaysadding size i � 1 and i � 3 to generate size i), Bur-ton points out that di�erent sizes in the series can beused. (For example, adding sizes i � 1 and i � 2 togenerate i, but adding sizes j � 1 and j � 4 to gener-ate size j.) Burton's intended application was for diskstorage management, where it is desirable to ensurethat the block size, track size, and cylinder size areall in the series. The result is fairly general, however,and has usually been overlooked; it could be used togenerate application-speci�c buddy systems tailoredto particular programs' request sizes.\You didn't give him time enough to takeany paper he wanted. I saw you. It wasn'tfair!"\Be a good sport, Tessie," Mrs Delacroixcalled, and Mrs. Graves said, \All of us tookthe same chance."|Shirley Jackson, \The Lottery"Batson and Brundage [BB77] reported segmentsizes and lifetimes in 34 varied Algol-60 programs.Most segments were small, and the averaged size dis-tribution was somewhat skewed and spiky. (Presum-ably the distributions for individual programs wereeven less well-behaved, with individual spikes beingreduced considerably by averaging across multipleprograms.)Lifetime distributions were somewhat better-behaved, but still irregular.114 When lifetimes werenormalized to program running times, evidence ofplateau and ramp usage appeared. (In our interpre-tation of the data, that is. As mentioned earlier, how-ever, Algol-60 associates segment lifetimes with theblock structure of the program.)Batson and Brundage pointed out that lifetimes arenot independent of size, because some blocks are en-tered many times, and others only once; most entries114 Recall that looking at distributions is often misleading,because sudden deaths of objects born at di�erent timeswill result in a range of lifetimes. (Section 2.4) Small ir-regularities in the lifetime distribution may reect largedynamic patterns.54



to the same block allocate exactly the same numberand sizes of segments. They stated that they had nosuccess �tting any simple curve to their data, and thatthis casts doubts on analyses and experiments assum-ing well-behaved distributions.They also suggested that the experiments of Ran-dell, Knuth, and Shore could be redone be using real-istic distributions, but warned that \we must wait fora better understanding" of \the dynamics of the wayin which the allocated space is used|before we canmake reasonable predictions about the comparativeperformance of di�erent mechanisms." They go on tosay that \there is no reason to suppose that stochasticprocesses could possibly generate the observed requestdistributions."Though based on a 1974 technical report, this pa-per was not published until 1977, the same year thatsaw publication of a urry of papers based on randomtraces with well-behaved distributions. (Described be-low.)Weinstock [Wei76] surveyed most of the impor-tant work in allocators before 1976, and presented newempirical results. He also introduced the \QuickFit"algorithm, a deferred coalescing scheme using size-speci�c lists for small block sizes, backed by LIFO-ordered �rst �t as the general allocator.115 (Weinstockreported that this scheme was invented several yearsearlier for use in the Bliss/11 compiler [WJW+75],and notes that a similar scheme was independentlydeveloped and used in the Simscript II.5 language[Joh72]. Margolin's prior work was overlooked, how-ever.)Weinstock used the conventional synthetic tracemethodology; randomly-ordered synthetic traces weregenerated, using two real size distributions and fourarti�cial ones. One of the real size-and-lifetime distrib-utions came from the Bliss/11 compiler [WJW+75],and the other was from Batson and Brundage's mea-surements of the University of Virginia B5500 system[BB77], described above. The four arti�cial size dis-tributions were uniform, exponential, Poisson, and atwo-valued distribution designed to be a bad case for�rst �t and best �t. (The two-valued distribution wasnot used in the �nal evaluation of allocators.)The Bliss/11 distribution is heavily weighted to-ward small objects, but is not well-described by an115 This is not to be confused with the later variantof QuickFit [WW88], which does no coalescing forsmall objects, or Standish and Tadman's indexed �tsallocator.

exponential curve. It has distinct spikes at 2 words(44% of all objects) and 9 words (14%). In betweenthose spikes is another elevation at 5 words and 6words (9% each).The �gures of merit for space usage in this studywere probabilities of failure in di�erent-sized mem-ories. (That is, how likely it was that the syntheticprogram would exhaust memory and fail, given a par-ticular limited memory size.) This makes the resultsrather di�cult reading, but the use of �xed mem-ory sizes allows experimentation with allocators whichperform (deferred) coalescing only when memory isotherwise exhausted.Weinstock experimented with QuickFit, best �t,�rst �t, next �t, and binary buddies. Variations ofbest �t used address-ordered or size-ordered free lists.Variations of �rst �t and next �t used address-orderedand LIFO-ordered free lists. The address-ordered ver-sions of best, �rst, and next �t were also tried withimmediate coalescing and deferred coalescing. Two bi-nary buddy systems were used, with immediate anddeferred coalescing. (In all cases, deferred coalescingwas only performed when memory was exhausted; nointermediate strategies were used.)In general, Weinstock found that address-orderedbest �t had the best space usage, followed closelyby address-ordered �rst �t. (Both did about equallywell under light loadings, i.e., when memory was moreplentiful.)After address-ordered best �t came a cluster of al-gorithms whose ranking changed depending on theloading and on the distributions used: address-ordered�rst �t, address-ordered best �t with deferred coales-cing, size-ordered best �t, and Quick Fit.After that came a cluster containing address-ordered �rst �t with deferred coalescing and address-ordered next �t. This was followed by address or-dered next �t with deferred coalescing, followed inturn by LIFO-ordered �rst �t. Binary buddies per-formed worst, with little di�erence between the im-mediate and deferred coalescing variants.In summary, address-ordered variants tended tooutperform other variants, and deferred coalescing (inthe extreme form used) usually increased fragmenta-tion. FIFO-ordered lists were not tried, however.In terms of speed, QuickFit was found to be fastest,followed by binary buddy with deferred coalescing.Then came binary buddy with immediate coalescing.Rankings are given for the remaining allocators, butthese are probably not particularly useful; the remain-55



ing algorithms were based on linear list implementa-tions, and could doubtless be considerably improvedby the use of more sophisticated indexing systemssuch as splay trees or (in the case of best �t) seg-regated �ts.Weinstock made the important point that seem-ingly minor variations in algorithms could have a sig-ni�cant e�ect on performance; he therefore took greatcare in the describing of the algorithms he used, andsome of the algorithms used in earlier studies.In a brief technical communication, Bays [Bay77]replicated some of Shore's results comparing �rst �tand best �t, and showed that next �t was distinctlyinferior when average block sizes were small. Whenblock sizes were large, all three methods degraded tosimilar (poor) performance. (Only uniformly distribu-ted lifetimes and exponentially distributed sizes wereused.)\Seems like there's no time at all betweenlotteries any more," Mrs. Delacroix said toMrs. Graves in the back row.|Shirley Jackson, \The Lottery"Peterson and Norman [PN77] described a verygeneral class of buddy systems, and experimentallycompared several varieties of buddy systems: binary,Fibonacci, a generalized Fibonacci [HS64, Fer76], andweighted. They used the usual random trace method-ology, with both synthetic (uniform and exponential)and real size distributions. Their three size distrib-utions were Margolin's CP-67 distribution, the Uni-versity of Maryland distribution, and a distributionfrom an IBM 360 OS/MVT system at Brigham YoungUniversity. (This \BYU" distribution was also used inseveral later studies.) They point out that the lattertwo distributions were imprecise, grouping sizes intoranges; they generated sizes randomly within thoseranges. (The implication of this is that these distrib-utions were smoothed somewhat; only the CP-67 dis-tribution is truly natural.)(The BYU distribution is clearly not exponential,although some later researchers would describe it thatway; while it is skewed toward small sizes, it is atleast bimodal. Given that it is reported in averagesover ranges, there may be other regularities that havebeen smoothed away, such as distinct spikes.)We are unsure what lifetime distribution was used.Peterson and Norman found that these buddy sys-tems all had similar memory usage; the decreases in

internal fragmentation due to more-re�ned size serieswere usually o�set by similar increases in externalfragmentation.Robson [Rob77] showed that the worst-case perfor-mance of address-ordered �rst �t is about M log2 n,while best �t's is far worse, at about Mn. He alsonoted that the roving pointer optimization made next�t's worst case similarly bad|both best �t and next�t can su�er about as much from fragmentation asany allocator with general splitting and coalescing.Nielsen [Nie77] studied the performance of mem-ory allocation algorithms for use in simulation pro-grams. His main interest was in �nding fast alloca-tors, rather than memory-e�cient allocators. He useda variation of the usual random trace methodology in-tended to model the workloads generated by discrete-event simulation systems. A workload was modeled asa set of streams of event objects; each stream gener-ated only requests of a single size, but these requestswere generated randomly according to size and inter-arrival time distributions associated with the streams.To construct a workload, between 3 and 25 requeststreams were combined to simulate a simulation withmany concurrent activities.Eighteen workloads (stream combinations) wereused. Of these, only two modeled any phase behavior,and only one modeled phases that a�ected di�erentstreams (and object sizes) in correlated ways.116Nielsen's experiments were done in two phases. Inthe �rst phase a single workload was used to test 35variants of best �t, �rst �t, next �t, binary buddies,and segregated �ts. (This workload consisted of 10streams, and modeled no phase behavior.) Primarilyon the basis of time costs, all but seven of the ini-116 In our view, this does not constitute a valid cross-sectionof discrete event simulation programs, for several rea-sons. (They may better reect the state of the art insimulation at the time the study was done, however.)First, in many simulations, events are not generated atrandom, but in synchronized pulses or other patterns.Second, many events in some simulations are responsesto emergent interactions of other events, i.e., patterns inthe domain-level systems being simulated. Third, manysimulation programs have considerable state local tosimulated objects, in addition to the event records them-selves. Fourth, many simulation systems include analy-sis facilities which may create objects with very di�er-ent lifetime characteristics than the simulation objectsthemselves; for example, an event log that accumulatesmonotonically until the simulation terminates.56



tial set of allocators were eliminated from consider-ation. (This is unfortunate, because di�erent imple-mentation strategies could implement many of thesame policies more e�ciently. Best �t and address-ordered �rst �t were among the policies eliminated.)Of the surviving seven allocators, six had poor mem-ory usage. The seventh allocator, which performedquite well in terms of both speed and memory us-age, was \multiple free lists," i.e., segregated �ts withexact lists.In [Sho77], Shore analyzed address-ordered �rst�t theoretically, and showed that the allocator itselfviolates a statistical assumption underlying Knuth's�fty percent rule. He argued that systematicity in theplacement of objects interacts with \the statistics ofthe release process" to a�ect the length of the the freelist under equilibrium conditions.Shore demonstrated that the relative performanceof best �t and (address-ordered) �rst �t depended onthe shape of the lifetime distribution.Shore was primarily concerned with simple, well be-haved distributions, however, and made the usual as-sumptions of randomness (e.g., independence of suc-cessive allocations, independence of size and lifetime).He did not consider possible systematicities in the ap-plication program's allocations and releases, such aspatterned births and deaths. (He did aptly note that\the dynamics of memory usage comprise complicatedphenomena in which observable e�ects often have sub-tle causes.")Russell [Rus77] attempted to derive formulas forexpected fragmentation in a Fibonacci and a gener-alized Fibonacci buddy system,117 based on the as-sumption that size distributions followed a generaliza-tion of Zipf's law (i.e., a decreasing function inverselyrelated to the sizes). Based on this assumption, hederived estimated lower and upper bounds, as well asestimated average performance. He compared this tosimulation results, using the conventional synthetictrace methodology and basing size distributions onthree real distributions (Margolin's CP-67 distribu-tion, the BYU distribution, and the U. of Marylanddistribution.) For the generalized Fibonacci system,average fragmentation for the three workloads wasclose to what was predicted (22% predicted, 21% ob-served). For the plain Fibonacci system, the error wassigni�cant (29% predicted, 22% observed). For binary117 See also Bromley [Bro80].

buddy the error was rather large (44% predicted, 30%observed).Russell notes that the CP-67 data do not closelyresemble a Zipf distribution, and for this distributionthe fragmentation using conventional Fibonacci is infact lower (at 15%) than his estimated lower bound(24%). Averaging just the results for the other twodistributions brings the results closer to the predictedvalues on average, but for generalized Fibonacci theymove further away. We believe that his estimationtechnique is unreliable, partly because we do not be-lieve that distributions are generally exponential, andpartly because of the randomness of request order thathe assumes.Wise, in an unpublished technical report [Wis78],described a double buddy system and its advantagesover Fibonacci systems in terms of external fragmen-tation (producing free blocks of the same size as re-quested blocks). This report apparently went unno-ticed until well after double buddy was reinvented byPage and Hagins [PH86].118Reeves [Ree79, Ree80, Ree82, Ree83] used analytictechniques to determine the e�ect of a random �t allo-cator policy in the face of random workloads, using a\generating function" approach originated by Knuth[Knu73]. This work relies extremely heavily on ran-domness assumptions|usually in both the workloadand the allocator|to enable the analyses of memoriesof signi�cant size.1980 to 1990.People at �rst were not so much concernedwith what the story meant; what theywanted to know was where these lotterieswere held, and whether they could go thereand watch.|Shirley Jackson, \On the Morning of June28, 1948, and `The Lottery' "Overview. The 1980{1990 period saw only modest de-velopment of new allocator techniques, and little newin the way of evaluationmethodologies, at least in aca-demic publications. Despite doubts cast by Margolinand Batson, most experimenters continued to use syn-thetic traces, often with smooth and well-behaved118 The �rst author of the present paper overlooked bothand reinvented it yet again in 1992. It is next expectedto appear in the year 2000.57



distributions. This is probably due to the lack of acomprehensive survey addressing methodological con-cerns. (The present paper is an attempt to remedythat problem.) By this time, there were many paperson allocators, and Margolin's and Batson's were prob-ably not among the most studied.119 Most theoreticalpapers continued to make strong assumptions of ran-domness and independence, as well, with the excep-tion of papers about worst-case performance.Among the more interesting designs from this pe-riod are Standish and Tadman's exact lists scheme,Page and Hagins' double buddy system, Beck's age-match algorithm, and Hanson's obstack system.Standish surveyed memory allocation research ina (short) chapter of a book on data structures [Sta80],describing segregated �ts and introducing a segrega-ted free lists method using exact lists. Citing Tad-man's masters thesis [Tad78], he reported that an ex-perimental evaluation showed this scheme to performquite similarly to best �t|which is not surprising,because it is best �t, in policy terms|and that itwas fast. (These experiments used the usual synthetictrace methodology, and Standish summarized some ofWeinstock's results as well.)Page [Pag84] analyzed a \cyclic placement" policysimilar to next �t, both analytically and in random-ized simulations. (Only uniformly distributed sizesand lifetimes were used.) The cyclic placement schemegenerally resulted in signi�cantly more fragmentationthan �rst �t or best �t.\...over in the north village they're talkingof giving up the lottery."|Shirley Jackson, \The Lottery"Leverett and Hibbard [LH82] performed oneof the all-too-rare studies evaluating memory allo-cators using real traces. Unfortunately, their work-load consisted of �ve very small programs (e.g., tow-ers of Hanoi, knight's tour) coded in Algol-68; nonewas more than 100 lines. It is unclear how well suchtextbook-style programs represent larger programs ingeneral use.119 Margolin's paper was published in an IBM journal,while the main stream of allocator papers was pub-lished in Communications of the ACM. Batson andBrundage's paper was published in CACM, but its ti-tle may not have conveyed the signi�cance of their dataand conclusions.

Algol-68 did support general heap allocation, an im-provement over Algol-60. The Algol-68 system usedfor experiments used reference counting to reclaimspace automatically.120 (Deferred) coalescing was per-formed only when memory is exhausted. The generalallocator was �rst �t with a LIFO-ordered free list.LIFO-ordered quick lists for di�erent-sized blockswere used, as well as per-procedure lists for activationrecords,121 and some lists for speci�c data types. De-ferred coalescing greatly improved the speed of theirallocator, and usually decreased overall memory us-age.Leverett and Hibbard also found that Knuth's rov-ing pointer modi�cation (i.e., next �t) was disappoint-ing; search lengths did not decrease by much, and forsome programs got longer.Page [Pag82] evaluated Campbell's \optimal �t"method analytically and in randomized trace simula-tions. (Page's version of optimal �t was somewhat dif-ferent from Campbell's, of necessity, since Campbell'swas intertwined with a particular application pro-gram structure.) Page showed that Campbell's analy-sis erred in assuming randomness in �rst-�t-like place-ment policies, and that systematicities in placementmatter considerably. In Page's analysis and simula-tions, Campbell's \optimal" �t was distinctly inferiorto �rst �t and best �t in both search times and mem-ory usage. (Only uniformly distributed sizes and life-times were used, however.)Page also showed that (for uniformly distributedsizes and lifetimes), a �rst �t policy resulted in thesame placement decisions as best �t most of the time,if given the same con�guration of memory and thesame request. He also showed that the free list for�rst �t tended toward being roughly sorted in sizeorder. (See also similar but possibly weaker claims in[Sho75], discussed earlier.)120 A possibly misleading passage says that memory is freed\explicitly," but that is apparently referring to a levelof abstraction below the reference counting mechanism.Another potentially confusing term, \garbage collec-tion," is used to refer to deferred coalescing where co-alescing is performed only when there is no su�cientlylarge block to satisfy a request. This is very di�erentfrom the usual current usage of the term [Wil95], but itis not uncommon in early papers on allocators.121 Activation records were apparently allocated on the gen-eral heap; presumably this was used to support closureswith inde�nite extent (i.e., \block retention"), and/or\thunks" (hidden parameterless subroutines) for call-by-name parameter passing [Ing61].58



Betteridge [Bet82] attempted to compute frag-mentation probabilities for di�erent allocators using�rst-order Markov modeling. (This book is apparentlyBetteridge's dissertation, completed in 1979.) The ba-sic idea is to model all possible states of memory oc-cupancy (i.e., all arrangements of allocated and freeblocks), and the transition probabilities between thosestates. Given a �xed set of transition probabilities, itis possible to compute the likelihood of the system be-ing in any particular state over the long run. This setof state probabilities can then be used to summarizethe likelihood of di�erent degrees of fragmentation.Unfortunately, the number of possible states ofmemory is exponential in the size of memory, andBetteridge was only able to compute probabilities formemories of sizes up to twelve units. (These units maybe words, or they may be interpreted as some largergrain size. However, earlier results suggest that smallgrain sizes are preferred.) He suggests several tech-niques to make it easier to use somewhat larger mod-els, but had little success with the few he tried. (Seealso [Ben81, Ree82, McI82].) We are not optimisticthat this approach is useful for realistic memory sizes,especially since memory sizes tend to increase rapidlyover time.To allow the use of a �rst-order Markov model, Bet-teridge assumed that object lifetimes were completelyindependent|not only must death times be randomwith respect to allocation order, but there could beno information in the request stream that might givean allocator any exploitable hint as to when objectsmight die. For this, Betteridge had to assume a ran-dom exponential lifetime function, i.e., a half-life func-tion where any live object was exactly as likely to dieas any other at a given time. (Refer to Section 2.2for more on the signi�cance of this assumption.) Thisis necessary to ensure that the frequencies of actualtransitions would stabilize over the long run (i.e., theMarkov model is ergodic|see Section 2.2), and al-lows the computation of the transition probabilitieswithout running an actual simulation for an inconve-niently in�nite period of time. The system need notkeep track of the sequences of transitions that resultin particular states|actual sequences are abstractedaway, and only the states where histories intersect arerepresented.Even with these extremely strong assumptions ofrandomness, this problem is combinatorially explo-sive. (This is true even when various symmetries androtations are exploited to combine (exactly) equiva-

lent states [Ben81, McI82].)We believe that the only way to make this kind ofproblem remotely tractable is with powerful abstrac-tions over the possible states of memory. For the gen-eral memory allocation problem, this is simply notpossible|for an arbitrary interesting allocator andreal request streams, there is always the possibilityof systematic and even chaotic interactions. The onlyway to make the real problem formalizable is to �nd auseful qualitative model that captures the likely rangeof program behaviors, each allocator's likely responsesto classes of request streams, and (most importantly)allows reliable characterization of request streams andallocators in the relevant ways. We are very far awayfrom this deep understanding at present.Beck [Bec82] described the basic issue of fragmen-tation clearly, and designed two interesting classes ofallocators, one idealized and one implementable. Beckpointed out that basic goal of an allocator is to re-duce the number of isolated free blocks, and that theexistence of isolated free blocks is due to neighboringblocks having di�erent death times.This motivated the design of an idealized o�ine al-locator that looks ahead into the future to �nd outwhen objects will die; it attempts to place new ob-jects near objects that will die at about the sametime. This policy can't be used in practice, becauseallocators must generally make their decisions online,but it provides an idealized standard for comparison.This \release-match" algorithm is philosophically sim-ilar to Belady's well-known MIN (or OPT) algorithmfor optimal demand-paging. (It is heuristic, however,rather than optimal.)Beck also described an implementable \age match"algorithm intended to resemble release-match, usingallocation time to heuristically estimate the dealloca-tion (release) time.For an exponential size distribution and uniformlifetime distribution, he found that the e�ectivenessof the age-match heuristic depended on the lifetimevariance (i.e., the range of the uniform distribution).This is not surprising, because when lifetimes are sim-ilar, objects will tend to be deallocated in the orderthat they are allocated. As the variance in lifetimesincreases, however, the accuracy of prediction is re-duced.Beck also experimented with hyper-exponential life-time distributions. In this case, the age-match heuris-tic systematically failed, because in that case the ageof an object is negatively correlated with the time un-59



til it will die. This should not be surprising. (In thiscase it might work to reverse the order of estimateddeath times.)Stephenson [Ste83] introduced the \Fast Fits"technique, using a Cartesian tree of free blocks or-dered primarily by address and secondarily by blocksize. He evaluated the leftmost �t (address-ordered�rst �t) and better �t variants experimentally. De-tails of the experiment are not given, but the generalresult was that the space usage of the two policieswas similar, with better �t appearing to have a timeadvantage. (A caveat is given, however, that this re-sult appears to be workload-dependent, in that di�er-ent distributions may give di�erent results. This maybe a response to the then-unpublished experiments in[BBDT84], but no details are given.)Kaufman [Kau84] presented two buddy system al-locators using deferred coalescing. The �rst, \tailoredlist" buddy systems, use a set of size-speci�c free listswhose contents are not usually coalesced.122 This sys-tem attempts to keep the lengths of the free lists pro-portional to the expected usage of the correspondingsizes; it requires estimates of program behavior. Thesecond scheme, \recombination delaying" buddy sys-tems, adapts dynamically to the actual workload. Inexperiments using the usual synthetic trace methodol-ogy, Kaufman found that both systems worked quitewell at reducing the time spent in memory manage-ment. These results are suspect, however, due to theload-smoothing e�ects of random traces, which attersmall caches of free blocks (Section 3.11).123Bozman et al. [BBDT84] studied a wide varietyof allocators, including sequential �ts, deferred coales-cing schemes, buddy systems, and Stephenson's Car-tesian tree system. (Not all allocators were compareddirectly to each other, because some were tailored toan IBM operating system and others were not.) Theyused synthetic traces based on real lifetime distrib-utions, primarily from two installations of the sameIBM operating system, VM-SP. (Their main goal wasto develop an e�cient allocator for that system.) They122 This tailoring of list length should not be confused withthe tailoring of size classes as mentioned in [PN77].123 The tailored list scheme worked better than the recom-bination delaying scheme, but this result is especiallysuspect; the tailored list scheme does not respond dy-namically to the changing characteristics of the work-load, but this weakness is not stressed by an arti�cialtrace without signi�cant phase behavior.

also measured the performance of a resulting algo-rithm in actual use in the VM-SP system.First, Bozman et al. compared �rst �t, next �tand best �t with the VM-SP algorithm. This algo-rithm, based on earlier research by Margolin et al.,used deferred coalescing with a general pool managedby address-ordered �rst �t. In terms of fragmenta-tion, VM-SP was best, followed by best �t, which wassigni�cantly better than �rst �t. This result is un-clear, however, because they don't state which vari-ety of �rst �t they were using (e.g., address-orderedor LIFO-ordered free lists). Next �t was considerablyworse, using about 50% more memory than the VM-SP algorithm.They then compared best-�t-�rst (taking the �rstof several equally good �ts) with best-�t-last (takingthe last), and found that best-�t-last was better. Theyalso added a splitting threshold, which reduced thedi�erence between best �t and �rst �t. (We are notsure whether these got better or worse in absoluteterms.) Adding the splitting threshold also reversedthe order of best-�t-�rst and best-�t-last.Bozman et al. also tested a binary buddy and amodi�ed Fibonacci buddy. They found that the mem-ory usage of both was poor, but both were fast; thememory usage of the modi�ed Fibonacci buddy wasquite variable.Testing Stephenson's Cartesian tree allocator, theyfound that the leftmost �t (address ordered �rst �t)policy worked better than the \better �t" policy; theylatter su�ered from \severe" external fragmentationfor the test workload. They suggest that leftmost �twould make a good general allocator in a system withdeferred coalescing.After these initial experiments, Bozman et al. de-veloped a fast deferred coalescing allocator. This allo-cator used 2 to 15 percent more memory than best �t,but was much faster. We note that the extra memoryusage was likely caused at least in part by the policyof keeping \subpools" (free lists caching free blocks ofparticular sizes) long enough that the miss rate washalf a percent or less. (That is, no more than one intwo hundred allocations required the use of the gen-eral allocator.)This allocator was deployed and evaluated in thesame installations of the VM-SP operating systemfrom which their test statistics had been gathered.The performance results were favorable, and close towhat was predicted. From this Bozman et al. make thegeneral claim|which is clearly far too strong|that60



the statistical assumptions underlying the random-trace methodology are not a problem, and that theresults are highly predictive. (We believe that thisconclusion is di�cult to support with what amountto two data points, especially since their validationwas primarily relevant to variations on a single opti-mized design, not the wide variety of basic allocatorsthey experimented with using synthetic traces.)In a related paper, Bozman [Boz84] describeda general \software lookaside bu�er" technique forcaching search results in data structures. One of histhree applications (and empirical evaluations) was fordeferred coalescing with best �t and address-ordered�rst �t allocators. In that application, the bu�er is aFIFO queue storing the size and address of individ-ual blocks that have been freed recently. It is searchedlinearly at allocation time.For his evaluation, Bozman used the conventionalsynthetic trace methodology, using a real size distri-bution from a VM-SP system and exponentially dis-tributed lifetimes; he reported considerable reductionsin search lengths, in terms of combined FIFO bu�erand general allocator searches. (It should be notedthat both general allocators used were based on lin-ear lists, and hence not very scalable to large heaps;since the FIFO bu�er records individual free blocks, ittoo would not scale well. With better implementationsof the general allocator, this would be less attractive.It also appears that the use of a randomized trace islikely to have a signi�cant e�ect on the results (Sec-tion 3.11).Co�man, Kadota, and Shepp [CKS85] haveconjectured that address-ordered �rst �t approachesoptimal as the size of memory increases. They makevery strong assumptions of randomness and indepen-dence, including assuming that lifetimes are unrelatedand exponentially distributed.In support of this conjecture, they present resultsof simulations using pseudo-random synthetic traces,which are consistent with their conjecture. They claimthat \we can draw strong engineering conclusionsfrom the above experimental result."Naturally, we are somewhat skeptical of this state-ment, because of the known non-randomness and non-independence observed in most real systems. Co�man,Kadota, and Shepp suggest that their result indicatesthat large archival storage systems should use �rst�t rather than more complex schemes, but we believethat this result is inapplicable there. (We suspect thatthere are signi�cant regularities in �le usage that are

extremely unlikely to occur with random traces usingsmooth distributions, although the use of compressionmay smooth size distributions somewhat.)We also note that for secondary and tertiary storagemore generally, contiguous storage is not strictly re-quired; freedom from this restriction allows schemesthat are much more exible and less vulnerable tofragmentation. (Many systems divide all �les intoblocks of one or two �xed sizes, and only preservelogical contiguity (e.g., [RO91, VC90, SKW92, CG91,AS95]). If access times are important, other consider-ations are likely to be much more signi�cant, such aslocality. (For rotating media and especially for tapes,placement has more important e�ects on speed thanon space usage.)Oldehoeft and Allan [OA85] experimented withvariants of deferred coalescing, using a working-setor FIFO policy to dynamically determine which sizeswould be kept on quick lists for for deferred coales-cing. The system maintained a cache of free lists forrecently-freed sizes. (Note that where Bozman hadmaintained a cache of individual free blocks, Olde-hoeft and Allan maintained a cache of free lists forrecently-freed sizes.) For the FIFO policy, this cachecontains a �xed number of free lists. For the WorkingSet policy, a variable number of free lists are main-tained, depending on how many sizes have been freedwithin a certain time window. In either policy, whena free list is evicted from the cache, the blocks on thatlist are returned to the general pool and coalesced ifpossible. Note that the number and size of uncoalescedfree blocks is potentially quite variable in this scheme,but probably less so than in schemes with �xed-lengthquick lists.One real trace was used, and two synthetic tracesgenerated from real distributions. The real trace wasfrom a Pascal heap (program type not stated) andthe real distributions were Margolin's CP-67 data andLeverett and Hibbard's data for small Algol programs.Oldehoeft and Allan reported results for FIFO andWorking Set with comparable average cache sizes. TheFIFO policy may defer the coalescing of blocks for avery variable time, depending on how many di�er-ent sizes of object are freed. The Working Set policyto coalesce all blocks of sizes that haven't been freedwithin its time window. Neither policy bounds the vol-ume of memory contained in the quick lists, althoughit would appear that Working Set is less likely to haveexcessive amounts of idle memory on quick lists.The Working Set policy yielded higher hit rates|61



i.e., more allocations were satis�ed from the size-speci�c lists, avoiding use of the general allocator.They also experimented with a totally syntheticworkload using uniform random size and lifetime dis-tributions. For that workload, Working Set and FIFOperformed about equally, and poorly, as would be ex-pected.E�ects on actual memory usage were not reported,so the e�ect of their deferred coalescing on overallmemory usage is unknown.Korn and Vo [KV85] evaluated a variety of UNIXmemory allocators, both production implementationsdistributed with several UNIX systems, and new im-plementations and variants. Despite remarking on thehigh fragmentation observed for a certain usage pat-tern combined with a next �t allocator (the simpleloop described in Section 3.5), they used the tradi-tional synthetic trace methodology. (Vo's recent workuses real traces, as described later.) Only uniform sizeand lifetime distributions were used. They were inter-ested in both time and space costs, and in scalabilityto large heaps.Five of their allocators were variants of next �t.124The others included simple segregated storage (withpowers of two size classes)125 address-ordered �rst �t(using a self-adjusting \splay" tree [ST85]), segrega-ted �ts (using Fibonacci-spaced size classes), better�t (using Stephenson's Cartesian tree scheme), andtwo best �t algorithms (one using a balanced binarytree, and the other a splay tree).It may be signi�cant that Korn and Vo modi-�ed most of their allocators to include a \wildernesspreservation heuristic," which treats the last blockof the heap memory area specially; this is the point(called the \break") where the heap segment may beextended, using UNIX sbrk() system call, to obtainmore virtual memory pages from the operating sys-tem. (See Section 3.5.)To summarize their results, we will give approxi-mate numbers obtained by visual inspection of theirFigure 3. (These numbers should be considered veryapproximate, because the space wastage varied some-what with mean object size and lifetimes.)Space waste (expressed as an increase over theamount of live data, and in increasing order), was124 Next �t is called \�rst �t" in their paper, as is common.125 This is allocator (implemented by Chris Kingsley andwidely distributed with the BSD 4.2 UNIX system) iscalled a buddy system in their paper, but it is not; itdoes no coalescing at all.

as follows. Best �t variants worked best, with spacewastage of roughly 6 to 11 percent (in order of in-creasing waste, best �t (splay), best �t (balanced),better �t Cartesian). Segregated �ts followed at about16 percent. Address-ordered next �t wasted about 20percent, and address-ordered �rst �t wasted about 24percent. Standard next �t and a variant using adap-tive search followed, both at about 26 percent. Twoother variants of next �t followed at a considerabledistance; one used a restricted search (42 percent) andthe other treated small blocks specially (45 percent).Simple segregated storage (powers of two sizes) wasworst at about 47 percent. (These numbers should beinterpreted with some caution, however; besides thegeneral problem of using synthetic workloads, thereis variation among the allocators in per-block over-heads.)In terms of time costs, two implementations scaledvery poorly, being fast for small mean lifetimes (andhence heap sizes), but very slow for large ones. Theimplementations of these algorithms both used linearlists of all blocks, allocated or free. These algorithmswere a standard next �t and an address-ordered next�t.Among the other algorithms, there were four clus-ters at di�erent time performance levels. (We willname the algorithms within a cluster in approxi-mately increasing cost order.) The �rst cluster con-tained only simple segregated storage, which was byfar the fastest. The second cluster contained next �twith restricted search, next �t with special treatmentof small blocks, segregated �ts, and next �t with adap-tive search. (This last appeared to scale the worst ofthis cluster, while segregated �ts scaled best.) Thethird cluster contained best �t (splay), better �t (Car-tesian), and address-ordered �rst �t (splay).Gai and Mezzalama [GM85] presented a verysimple deferred coalescing scheme, where only one sizeclass is treated specially, and the standard C libraryallocator routines are used for backing storage. (Thealgorithms used in this library are not stated, and arenot standardized.)Their target application domain was concurrentsimulations, where many variations of a design aretested in a single run. As the run progresses, faultsare detected and faulty designs are deleted.126 An126 This is actually intended to test a test system; faultydesigns are intentionally included in the set, and shouldbe weeded out by the test system. If not, the test systemmust be improved.62



interesting characteristic of this kind of system isthat memory usage follows a backward (decreasing)ramp function after the initialization phase|asidefrom short-term variations due to short-lived objects,the general shape of the memory-use function is mon-otonically decreasing.To test their allocator, they used a synthetic work-load where memory usage rises sharply at the begin-ning and oscillates around a linearly descending ramp.The use of this synthetic trace technique is more some-what more reasonable for this specialized allocatorthan for the general allocation problem; since there'sessentially no external fragmentation,127 there's littledi�erence between a real trace and a synthetic one inthat regard.They reported that this quick list technique wasquite fast, relative to the (unspeci�ed) general alloca-tor.From our point of view, we �nd the experimentalresults less interesting than the explanation of theoverall pattern of memory usage in this class of appli-cation, and what the attractiveness of this approachindicates about the state of heap management in thereal world (refer to Section 1.1).Page and Hagins [PH86] provided the �rst pub-lished double buddy system, and experimentally com-pared it to binary and weighted buddy systems. Us-ing the standard simulation techniques, and only uni-formly distributed sizes and lifetimes, they show thatdouble buddies su�er from somewhat less fragmen-tation than binary and weighted buddies. They alsopresent an analysis that explains this result.128Brent [Bre89] presented a scalable algorithm forthe address-ordered �rst �t policy, using a \heap,"data structure|i.e., a partially-ordered tree, not to127 Since memory usage is dominated by a single size, al-most all requests can be satis�ed by almost any freeblock;128 While we believe that double buddies are indeed e�ec-tive, we disagree somewhat with their methodology andtheir analysis. Uniform random distributions do not ex-hibit the skewed and non-uniform size distributions of-ten seen in real programs, or pronounced phase behav-ior. All of these factors may a�ect the performance ofthe double buddy system; a skew towards a particu-lar size favors double buddies, where splitting alwaysresults in same-sized free blocks. Phase behavior mayenhance this e�ect, but on the other hand may causeproblems due to uneven usage of the two component (bi-nary) buddy systems, causing external fragmentation.

be confused with the sense of \heap" as a pool fordynamic storage allocation|embedded in an array.To keep the size of this heap array small, a two-levelscheme is used. Memory is divided into equal-sizedchunks, and the heap recorded the size of the largestfree block in each chunk.Within a chunk, conventionallinear searching is used. While this scheme appearsto scale well, it has the drawback that the constantfactors are apparently rather high. Other scalable in-dexing schemes may provide higher performance foraddress-ordered �rst �t.Although the villagers had forgotten the rit-ual and lost the original black box, they stillremembered to use stones...\It isn't fair, it isn't right," Mrs. Hutchisonscreamed and then they were upon her.|Shirley Jackson, \The Lottery"Co�man and Leighton, in a paper titled \AProvably E�cient Algorithm for Dynamic StorageAllocation" [CL89] describe an algorithm combiningsome characteristics of best �t and address-ordered�rst �t, and prove that its memory usage is asymptot-ically optimal as system size increases toward in�nity.To enable this proof, they make the usual as-sumptions of randomness and independence, includ-ing randomly ordered and exponentially distributedlifetimes. (See Section 2.2.) They also make the fur-ther assumption that the distribution of object sizesis known a priori, which is generally not the case inreal systems.Co�man and Leighton say that probabilistic re-sults are less common than worst-case results, \but farmore important," that their result has \strong conse-quences for practical storage allocation systems," andthat algorithms designed to \create su�ciently largeholes when none exist will not be necessary except invery special circumstances."It should be no surprise that we feel compelled totake exception with such strongly-stated claims. Inour view, the patterned time-varying nature of realrequest streams is the major problem in storage allo-cation, and in particular the time-varying shifts in therequested sizes. Assuming that request distributionsare known and stable makes the problem mathemat-ically tractable, but considerably less relevant.Co�man and Leighton o�er an asymptotic improve-ment in memory usage, but this amounts to no morethan a small constant factor in practice, since realalgorithms used in real systems apparently seldom63



waste more than a factor of two in space, and usu-ally much less.129While we believe that this result is of limited rel-evance to real systems, it does seem likely that forextremely large systems with many complex and in-dependent tasks, there may be signi�cant smoothinge�ects that tend in this direction. In that case, theremay be very many e�ectively random holes, and thusa likely good �t for any particular request.Unfortunately, we suspect that the result given isnot directly relevant to any existing system, and forany su�ciently large and complex systems, other con-siderations are likely to be more important. For theforeseeable future, time-varying behavior is the essen-tial policy consideration. If systems eventually becomever large (and heterogeneous), locality concerns arelikely to be crucial. (Consider the e�ects on localityin a large system when objects are placed in e�ec-tively randomly-generated holes; the scattering of re-lated data seems likely to be a problem.)Hanson [Han90] presents a technique for allocat-ing objects and deallocating them en masse. This isoften more e�cient and convenient than traversingdata structures being deallocated, and freeing eachobject individually. A special kind of heap can be cre-ated on demand. In the GNU C compiler system, theseare called \obstacks," short for \object stacks," andwe will adopt that term here. Objects known to dieat the end of a phase can be allocated on an obstack,and all freed at once when the phase is over. Moregenerally, nested phases are supported, so that ob-jects can be deallocated in batches whose extents arenested. Freeing an object simply frees that object andall objects allocated after it. (This is actually a veryold idea, dating at least to Collins' \zone" system.130The fact that this idea has been independently devel-oped by a variety of system implementors attests tothe obvious and exploitable phase behavior evident inmany programs.)129 We also note that their algorithm requires log2 n time|where n is the number of free blocks|which tendstoward in�nity as n tends toward in�nity. In practi-cal terms, it becomes rather slow as systems becomevery large. However, more scalable (sublogarithmic) al-gorithms could presumably exploit the same statisticaltendencies of very large systems, if real workloads re-sembled stochastic processes.130 Similar techniques have been used in Lisp systems (no-tably the Lisp Machine systems), and are known by avariety of names.

The obstack scheme has two advantages. First, itis often easier for the programmer to manage batchesof objects than to code freeing routines that free eachobject individually. Second, the allocator implemen-tation can be optimized for this usage style, reducingspace and time costs for freeing objects. In Hanson'ssystem, storage for a specially-managed heap is allo-cated as a linked list of large chunks, and objects canbe allocated contiguously within a chunk; no headeris required on each small object. The usual time costfor allocation is just the incrementing of a pointerinto a chunk, plus a check to see if the chunk is full.The time cost for freeing in a large specially-managedheap is roughly proportional to the number of chunksfreed, with fairly small constant factors, rather thanthe number of small objects freed.Obstack allocation must be used very carefully, be-cause it intertwines the management of data struc-tures with the control structure of a program. It iseasy to make mistakes where objects are allocated onthe obstack, but the data objects they manage areallocated on the general heap. (E.g., a queue objectmay be allocated on an obstack, but allocate its queuenodes on the general heap.) When the controlling ob-jects are freed, the controlled objects are not; this isespecially likely to happen in large systems, where in-tercalling libraries do not obey the same storage man-agement conventions.131131 The opposite kind of mistake is also easy to make, ifthe controlling objects' routines are coded on the as-sumption that the objects it controls will be freed au-tomatically when it is freed, but the controlling objectis actually allocated on the general heap rather than anobstack. In that case, a storage leak results. These kindsof errors (and many others) can usually be avoided ifgarbage collection [Wil95] is used to free objects au-tomatically. Henry Baker reports that the heavy useof an obstack-like scheme used in MIT Lisp machineswas a continuing source of bugs (Baker, personal com-munication 1995). David Moon reports that a similarfacility in the Symbolics system often resulted in ob-scure bugs, and its use was discouraged after an ef-�cient generational garbage collector [Moo84] was de-veloped (Moon, personal communication 1995); gener-ational techniques heuristically exploit the lifetime dis-tributions of typical programs [LH83, Wil95]. For sys-tems without garbage collection, however, the resultingproblems may be no worse than those introduced byother explicit deallocation strategies, when used care-fully and in well-documented ways.64



4.2 Recent Studies Using Real Traces\Some places have already quit lotteries,"Mrs. Adams said.\Nothing but trouble in that," Old ManWarner said stoutly.|Shirley Jackson, \The Lottery"Zorn, Grunwald, et al. Zorn and Grunwald andtheir collaborators have performed a variety of ex-perimental evaluations of allocators and garbage col-lectors with respect to space, time, and locality costs.This is the �rst major series of experiments using validmethodology, i.e., using real traces of program behav-ior for a variety of programs.Our presentation here is sketchy and incomplete, forseveral reasons. Zorn and Grunwald are largely inter-ested in time costs, while we are (here) more inter-ested in placement policies' e�ect on fragmentation.They have often used complicated hybrid allocator al-gorithms, making their results di�cult to interpret interms of our basic policy consideration, and in gen-eral, they do not carefully separate out the e�ects ofparticular implementation details (such as per-objectoverheads and minimumblock sizes) from \true" frag-mentation. (Nonetheless, their work is far more usefulthan most prior experimental work.) Some of Zornand Grunwald's papers|and much of their data andtheir test programs|are available via anonymous In-ternet FTP (from cs.colorado.edu) for further anal-ysis and experimentation.In [ZG92], Zorn and Grunwald present variousallocation-related statistics on six allocation-intensiveC programs, i.e., programs for which the speed ofthe allocator is important. (Not all of these use largeamounts of memory, however.) They found that foreach of these programs, the two most popular sizesaccounted for at least half (and as much as 93%) ofall allocations. In each, the top ten sizes accounted forat least 85% of all allocations.Zorn and Grunwald [ZG94] attempted to �ndfairly conventional models of memory allocation thatwould allow the generation of synthetic traces usefulfor evaluating allocators. They used several models ofvarying degrees of sophistication, some of which mod-eled phase behavior and one of which modeled �ne-grained patterns stochastically (using a �rst-orderMarkov model). To obtain the relevant statistics, theygathered real traces and analyzed them to quantify

various properties, then constructed various driversusing pseudo-random numbers to generate requeststreams accordingly.In general, the more re�ned attempts at modelingreal behavior failed. (Our impression is that they didnot necessarily expect to succeed|their earlier empir-ical work shows a strong disposition toward the use ofreal workloads.) They found that their most accuratepredictor was a simple \mean value" model, whichuses only the mean size and lifetime, and generatesa request stream with uniformly distributed sizes andlifetimes. (Both vary from zero to twice the mean, uni-formly.) Unfortunately, even their best model is notvery accurate, exhibiting errors of around 20%. For asmall set of allocators, this was su�cient to predictthe rank ordering (in terms of fragmentation) in mostcases, but with ordering errors when the allocatorswere within a few percent of each other.From this Zorn and Grunwald conclude that theonly reliable method currently available for studyingallocators is trace-driven simulation with real traces.While this result has received too little attention, webelieve that this was a watershed experiment, invali-dating most of the prior experimental work in memoryallocation.Ironically, Zorn and Grunwald's results show thatsome of the most simplistic models|embodyingclearly false assumptions of uniform size and life-time distributions|generally produce more accurateresults than more \realistic" models. It appears thatsome earlier results using unsound methods have ob-tained the right results by sheer luck|the \better"algorithms do in fact tend to work better for real pro-grams behavior as well. (Randomization introducesbiases that tend to cancel each other out for mostpolicies tested in earlier work.) The errors producedare still large, however, often comparable to the totalfragmentation for real programs, once various over-heads are accounted for.(Our own later experiments [WJNB95], describedlater, show that the random trace methodology canintroduce serious and systematic errors for some al-locators which are popular in practice but almostentirely absent in the experimental literature. Thisis ironic as well|earlier experimenters happened tochoose a combination of policies and experimentalmethodology that gave some of the right answers. Itis clear from our review of the literature that therewas{and still is|no good model that predicts such ahappy coincidence.)65



Zorn, Grunwald, and Henderson [GZH93] mea-sured the locality e�ects of several allocators: next �t,the G++ segregated �ts allocator by Doug Lea, sim-ple segregated storage using powers of two size classes(the Berkeley 4.2 BSD allocator by Chris Kingsley),and two simpli�ed quick �t schemes (i.e., \Quick Fit"in the sense of [WW88], i.e., without coalescing forsmall objects).One of simpli�ed these quick �t allocators (writtenby Mike Haertel) uses �rst �t as the general alloca-tor, and allocates small objects in powers-of-two sizedblocks. (We are not sure which variant of �rst �t isused.) As an optimization, it stores information aboutthe memory use within page-sized (4KB) chunks andcan reclaim space for entirely empty pages, so thatthey can be reused for objects of other sizes. It canalso use the pagewise information in an attempt toimprove the locality of free list searches.The other simpli�ed quick �t allocator is uses theG++ segregated �ts system as its general allocator,and uses quick lists for each size, rounded to the near-est word, up to 8 words (32 bytes).Using Larus' QP tracing tool [BL92], Zorn et al.traced �ve C programs combined with their �ve al-locators, and ran the traces through virtual memoryand cache simulators.They found that next �t had by far the worstlocality, and attribute this to the roving pointermechanism|as free list searches cycle through thefree list, they may touch widely separated blocks onlyonce per cycle. We suspect that there is more to itthan this, however, and that the poor locality is alsodue to the e�ects of the free list policy; it may inter-sperse objects belonging to one phase among objectsbelonging to others as it roves through memory.Because of the number of variables (use of quicklists, size ranges of quick lists, type of general alloca-tor, etc.), we �nd the other results of this study dif-�cult to summarize. It appears that the use of coarsesize ranges degrades locality, as does excessive per-object overhead due to boundary tags. (The version ofLea's allocator they used had one-word footers as wellas one-word headers; we have since removed the foot-ers.) FIFO-managed segregated lists promote rapidreuse of memory, improving locality at the small gran-ularities relevant to cache memories. E�ects on larger-scale locality are less clear.Barrett and Zorn [BZ93] present a very inter-esting scheme for avoiding fragmentation by heuris-tically segregating short-lived objects from other ob-

jects. Their \lifetime prediction" allocator uses o�inepro�le information from \training" runs on sampledata to predict which call sites will allocate short-lived objects. During normal (non-training) runs, theallocator examines the procedure call stack to dis-tinguish between di�erent patterns of procedure callsthat result in allocations. Based on pro�le informa-tion, it predicts whether the lifetimes of objects cre-ated by that call pattern can be reliably predicted tobe short. (This is essentially a re�nement of a similarscheme used by Demers et al. for lifetime predictionin a garbage collector; that scheme [DWH+90] usesonly the size and stack pointer, however, not the callchain.)For �ve test applications, Barrett and Zorn foundthat examining the stack to a depth of four calls gen-erally worked quite well, enabling discrimination be-tween qualitatively di�erent patterns that result inallocations from the same allocator call site.Their predictor was able to correctly predict that18% to 99% of all allocated bytes would be short-lived.(For other allocations, no prediction is made; the dis-tinction is between \known short-lived" and \don'tknow.")While we are not sure whether this is the bestway of exploiting regularities in real workloads,132 itcertainly shows that exploitable regularities exist, andthat program behavior is not random in the man-ner assumed (implicitly or explicitly) by earlier re-searchers. (Barrett and Zorn found that using onlythe requested size was less predictive, but still pro-vided useful information.)Zorn and Grunwald [GZ93] have investigated thetailoring of allocators to particular programs, primar-ily to improve speed without undue space cost. Oneimportant technique is the use of inlining (incorporat-ing the usual-case allocator code at the point of call,rather than requiring an out-of-line call to a subrou-tine). The judicious use of inlining, quick lists for theimportant size classes, and a general coalescing back-ing allocator appears to be able to provide excellentspeed with reasonable memory costs.Another useful empirical result is that when pro-grams are run on di�erent data sets, they typically al-locate the same sizes in roughly similar proportions|the most important size classes in one run are likelyto be the most important size classes in another, al-lowing o�ine tailoring of the algorithm using pro�ledata.132 As noted in Section 2.4, we suspect that death time dis-crimination is easier than lifetime prediction.66



Vo. In a forthcoming article, Vo reports on the designof a new allocator framework and empirical resultscomparing several allocators using real traces [Vo95].(Because this is work in progress, we will not reportthe empirical results in detail.)Vo's vmalloc() allocator is conceptually similarto Ross' zone system, allowing di�erent \regions" ofmemory to be managed by di�erent policies.133 (Re-gions are subsets of the overall heap memory, and arenot contiguous in general; to a �rst approximation,they are sets of pages.) A speci�c allocator can bechosen at link time by setting appropriate UNIX en-vironment variables. This supports experimentationwith di�erent allocators to tune memorymanagementto speci�c applications, or to di�erent parts of thesame application, which may allocate in zones thatare managed di�erently. Various debugging facilitiesare also provided.The default allocator provided by Vo's system is adeferred coalescing scheme using best �t for the gen-eral allocator. (The size ordering of blocks is main-tained using a splay tree.) In comparisons with severalother allocators, this allocator is shown to be consis-tently among the fastest and among the most spacee�cient, for several varied test applications.Wilson, Johnstone,Neely, and Boles. In a forth-coming report [WJNB95], we will present results of avariety of memory allocation experiments using realtraces from eight varied C and C++ programs, andmore than twenty variants of six general allocatortypes (�rst �t, best �t, next �t, buddy systems, andsimple segregated storage) [WJNB95]. We will brieydescribe some of the major results of that study here.To test the usual experimental assumptions, weused both real and synthetic traces, and tried to makethe synthetic traces as realistic as possible in terms ofsize and lifetime distributions. We then compared re-sults of simulations using real traces with those fromrandomly-ordered traces. (To generate the randomtraces, we simply \shu�ed" the real traces, preservingthe size and lifetime distributions much more accu-rately than most synthetic trace generation schemesdo.) We found that there was a signi�cant correlationbetween the results from real traces and those fromshu�ed traces, but there were major and systematic133 See also Delacour's [Del92] and Attardi's [AF94] so-phisticated systems for low-level storage managementin (mostly) garbage-collected systems using mixed lan-guages and implementation strategies.

errors as well. In an initial test of eight varied alloca-tors, the correlations accounted for only about a thirdof the observed variation in performance. This showsthat the random ordering of synthetic traces discardsthe majority of the information relevant to estimat-ing real fragmentation. Results from most of pre-1992experiments are therefore highly questionable.Using real traces, we measured fragmentation forour eight programs using our large set of allocators.We will report results for the twelve we considermost interesting here; for more complete and detailedinformation, see the forthcoming report [WJNB95].These allocators are best �t (using FIFO-ordered freelists134), �rst �t (using LIFO-ordered, FIFO-orderedand address-ordered free lists), next �t (also usingLIFO, FIFO, and address order), Lea's segregated �tsallocator, binary and double buddy systems, simplesegregated storage using powers-of-two size classes,and simple segregated storage using twice as manysize classes (powers of two, and three times powers oftwo, as in the weighted buddy system).We attempted to control as many implementation-speci�c costs as possible. In all cases, objects werealigned on double-word (eight-byte) boundaries, andthe minimum block size was four words. Fragmenta-tion costs will be reported as a percentage increase,relative to the baseline of the number of actual bytesof memory devoted to program objects at the point ofmaximummemory usage. All allocators had one-wordheaders, except for the simple segregated storage al-locators, which had no headers.135 (As explained ear-lier, we believe that in most systems, these will be theusual header sizes for well-implemented allocators ofthese types.)We will summarize fragmentation costs for twelveallocators, in increasing order of space cost. We notethat some of these numbers may change slightly be-fore [WJNB95] appears, due to minor changes in our134 No signi�cant di�erences were found between resultsfor variations of best �t using di�erent free list orders.This is not too surprising, given that the best �t policyseverely restricts the choice of free blocks.135 Rather than varying the actual implementations' headerand footer schemes, we simulated di�erent header sizesby compensating at allocation time and in our mea-surements. The sequential �ts, segregated �ts, and sim-ple segregated storage allocators actually use two-wordheaders or one word headers and one word footers, butwe reduced the request sizes by one word at allocationtime to \recover" one of those words by counting it asavailable to hold a word of an object.67



experiments. The nubers for next �t are also some-what suspect|we are currently trying to determinewhether they are a�ected by a failure to respect Kornand Vo's wilderness preservation heuristic.136It should also be noted that our experimental meth-odology could introduce errors on the order of a per-cent or two. Worse, we found that the variance forsome of these allocators was quite high, especially forsome of the poorer algorithms. (We are also concernedthat any sample of eight programs cannot be consid-ered representative of all real programs, though wehave done our best [WJNB95].) The rank orderinghere should thus be considered very approximate, es-pecially within clusters.To our great surprise, we found that best �t,address-ordered �rst �t, and FIFO-ordered �rst �tall performed extremely well|and nearly identicallywell. All three of these allocators had only about 22%fragmentation, including losses due to header costs,rounding up for doubleword alignment, and roundingsmall block sizes up to four words.They were followed by a cluster containing address-ordered next �t, segregated �ts, and FIFO-orderednext �t at 28%, 31% and 32%. Then came a clusterconsisting of LIFO-ordered �rst �t, double buddy, andLIFO-ordered next �t, and at 54%, 56%, and 59%.These were followed by a cluster consisting of sim-ple segregated storage using closely-spaced size clas-ses (73%) and binary buddy (74%). Simple segregatedstorage using powers-of-two sizes came last, at 85%.For �rst �t and next �t, we note that the LIFO freelist order performed far worse than the FIFO free listorder or the address order. For many programmers(including us), LIFO ordering seems most natural; allother things being equal, it would also appear to beadvantageous in terms of locality. Its fragmentatione�ects are severe, however, typically increasing frag-mentation by a factor of two or three relative to eitheraddress-order or FIFO-order. We are not sure why thisis; the main characteristic the latter two seem to havein common is deferred reuse. It may be that a deferredreuse strategy is more important than the details ofthe actual policy. If so, that suggests that a wide vari-ety of policies may have excellent memory usage. Thisis encouraging, because it suggests that some of thosepolicies may be amenable to very e�cient and scalable136 Most of the allocators appear fairly insensitive to thisissue, and the others (our �rst �t and best �t) weredesigned to respect it by putting the end block at thefar end of the free list from the search pointer.

implementations.Double buddy worked as it was designed to|if weassume that it reduced internal fragmentation by theexpected (approximate) 14%, it seems that the dualbuddy scheme did not introduce signi�cant externalfragmentation|relative to binary buddies|as Fibo-nacci and weighted schemes are believed to do. Still,its performance was far worse than that of the bestallocators.In simulations of two of the best allocators (address-ordered �rst �t and best �t), eliminating all headeroverhead reduced their memory waste to about 14%.We suspect that using one-word alignment and asmaller minimumobject size could reduce this by sev-eral percent more. This suggests the \real" fragmenta-tion produced by these policies|as opposed to wastecaused by the implementation mechanisms we used|may be less than 10%. (This is comparable to the losswe expect just from the double word alignment andminimum block sizes.)While the rankings of best �t and address-ordered�rst �t are similar to results obtained by random-trace methods, we found them quite surprising, dueto the evident methodological problems of random-trace studies. We know of no good model to explainthem.137While the three excellent allocators fared well withboth real and randomized traces, other allocatorsfared di�erently in the two sets of simulations. Thesegregated storage schemes did unrealistically well,relative to other allocators, when traces were random-ized.The results for randomized traces show clearly thatsize and lifetime distributions are not su�cient to pre-dict allocator performance for real workloads. The or-dering information interacts with the allocator's poli-cies in ways that are often more important than thedistributions alone. Some of these results were notunexpected, given our understanding on the meth-odology. For example, the unrealistically good perfor-mance of simple segregated �ts schemes relative to theothers was expected, because of the smoothing e�ectof random walks|synthetic traces tend not to intro-duce large amounts of external fragmentation, whichis the Achilles' heel of non-splitting, non-coalescingpolicies.Like Zorn and Grunwald, we will make the test pro-137 We have several just-so stories that could explain them,of course, but we haven't yet convinced ourselves thatany of them are true.68



grams we used available for others to use for replica-tion of our results and for other experiments.1385 Summary and Conclusions\[People refused to believe that the worldwas round] because it looked like the theworld was at."\What would it have looked like if it hadlooked like the world was round?"|attributed to Ludwig WittgensteinThere is a very large space of possible allocator poli-cies, and a large space of mechanisms that can supportthem. Only small parts of these spaces have been ex-plored to date, and the empirical and analytical tech-niques used have usually produced results of dubiousvalidity.There has been a widespread failure to recog-nize anomalous data as undermining the domi-nant paradigm, and to push basic causal reasoningthrough|to recognize what data could be relevant,and what other theories might be consistent with theobserved facts. We �nd this curious, and suspect ithas two main causes.One cause is simply the (short) history of the �eld,and expectations that computer science issues wouldbe easily formalized, after many striking early suc-cesses. (Ullman [Ull95] eloquently describes this phe-nomenon.)Another is doubtless the same kind of paradigm en-trenchment that occurs in other, more mature sciences[Kuh70]. Once the received view has been used as atheoretical underpinning of enough seemingly success-ful experiments, and reiterated in textbooks withoutthe caveats buried in the original research papers, itis very hard for people to see the alternatives.The history of memory allocation research mayserve as a cautionary tale for empirical computer sci-ence. Hartmanis has observed that computer scienceseems less prone to paradigm shifts than most �elds[Har95]. We agree in part with this sentiment, but thesuccesses of computer science can lead to a false sense138 Ouranonymous FTP repository is on ftp.cs.utexas.eduin the directory pub/garbage. This repository also con-tains the BibTeX bibliography �le used for this paperand [Wil95], several papers on persistence and memoryhierarchies, and numerous papers on garbage collectionby ourselves and others.

of con�dence. Computer scientists often have less toworry about in terms of the validity of \known" re-sults, relative to other scientists, but in fact they oftenworry less about it, which can be a problem, too.5.1 Models and TheoriesThere has been a considerable amount of theoreticalwork done in the area of memory allocation|if weuse \theory" in the parlance of computer science, tomean a particular subdiscipline using particular kindsof logical and mathematical analyses. There has beenvery little theoretical work done, however, if we usethe vernacular and central sense of \theory," i.e., whateveryday working scientists do.We simply have no theory of program behavior,much less a theory of how allocators exploit that be-havior. (Batson made similar comments in 1976, in aslightly di�erent context [Bat76], but after nearly twodecades the situation is much the same.)Aside from several useful studies of worst-case per-formance, most of the analytical work to date seemsto be based on several assumptions that turn out to beincorrect, and the results cannot be expected to applydirectly to the real problems of memory allocation.Like much work in mathematics, however, theoreti-cal results may yet prove to be enlightening. To makesense of these results and apply them properly willrequire considerable thought, and the development ofa theory in the vernacular sense.For example, the striking similarities in perfor-mance between best �t and address-ordered �rst �tfor randomized workloads should be explained. Howis it that such di�erent policies are so comparable,for an essentially unpredictable sequence of requests?More importantly, how does this relate to real re-quest sequences? The known dependencies of thesealgorithms on lifetime distributions should also be ex-plained more clearly. Randomization of input ordermay eliminate certain important variables, and allowothers to be explored more or less in isolation. On theother hand, interactions with real programs may beso systematically di�erent that these phenomena havenothing important in common|for example, depen-dence on size distributions may be an e�ect that haslittle importance in the face of systematic interactionsbetween placement policy and phase behavior.Understanding real program behavior still remainsthe most important �rst step in formulating a the-ory of memory management. Without doing that, we69



cannot hope to develop the science of memory man-agement; we can only fumble around doing ad hocengineering, in the too-often-used pejorative sense ofthe word. At this point, the needs of good scienceand of good engineering in this area are the same|adeeper qualitative understanding. We must try to dis-cern what is relevant and characterize it; this is neces-sary before formal techniques can be applied usefully.5.2 Strategies and PoliciesMost policies used by current allocators are derivedfairly straightforwardly from ideas that date from the1960's, at least. Best �t and address-ordered �rst �tpolicies seem to work well in practice, but after sev-eral decades the reasons why are not much clearerthan they were then. It is not clear which regularitiesin real request streams they exploit. (It is not evenvery clear how they exploit regularities in syntheticrequest streams, where the regularities are minimaland presumably much easier to characterize.) Becauseour current understanding of these issues is so weak,we will indulge in some speculation.Given that there is no reason to think that theseearly policies were so well thought out that nothingcould compete with them, it is worthwhile to wonderwhether there is a large space of possible policies thatwork at least as well as these two. Recent results forFIFO-ordered sequential �ts may suggest that close�ts and address ordering are not crucial for good per-formance.It may well be that the better allocators performwell because it's very easy to perform well. Programbehavior may be so patterned and redundant (in cer-tain relevant ways) that the important regularities inrequest streams are trivial to exploit. The known goodpolicies may only be correlated to some more funda-mental strategy|or combination of strategies|yet tobe discovered.Given the real and striking regularities in requeststreams due to common programming techniques, itseems likely that better algorithms could be designedif we only had a good model of program behavior, anda good understanding of how that interacts with allo-cation policies. Clustered deaths due to phase behav-ior, for example, suggest that contiguous allocation ofconsecutively-allocated blocks may tend to keep frag-mentation low. (It probably has bene�cial e�ects onlocality as well.)Segregation of di�erent kinds of objects may avoidfragmentation due to di�ering death times of objects

used for di�erent purposes. (Again, this may increaselocality as well|by keeping related objects clusteredafter more ephemeral objects have been deallocated.)On the other hand, it is possible that the regulari-ties exploited by good existing allocators are so strongand simple that we cannot improve memory usage bymuch|it's possible that all of our best current algo-rithms exploit them to the fullest, however acciden-tally. The other patterns in program behavior maybe so subtle, or interact in such complex ways, thatno strategy can do much better. Or it may turn outthat once the regularities are understood, the task ofexploiting them online is just too expensive. (Thatdoesn't seem likely to us, though some intermediatesituation seems plausible.)If all else fails, relying best �t and �rst �t usuallywon't be a disaster, as long as the mechanisms usedare scalable. (If one of them doesn't work well for yourprogram, it's likely that the other will|or that someother simple policy will su�ce.)On the other hand, it is not clear that our bestpolicies are robust enough to count on|so far, onlya few experiments have been performed to asses theinteractions between real program behavior and allo-cator policies. It is entirely possible that there is anon-negligible percentage of programs for which our\best" algorithms will fail miserably.5.3 MechanismsMany current allocator policies are partly artifactsof primitive implementation techniques|they aremostly based on obvious ways of managing linear lists.Modern data structure techniques allow us to buildmuch more sophisticated indexing schemes, either toimprove performance or support better-designed poli-cies.Segregated �ts and (other) indexing schemes canbe used to implement policies known to work well inpractice, and many others. More sophisticated index-ing schemes will probably allow us to exploit whateverexploitable regularities we are clever enough to char-acterize, in a scalable way.Deferred coalescing allows optimization of commonpatterns of short-term memory use, so that scalablemechanisms don't incur high overheads in practice.The techniques for deferred coalescing must be stud-ied carefully, however, to ensure that this mecha-nism doesn't degrade memory usage unacceptably bychanging placement policies and undermining strate-gies.70



5.4 ExperimentsNew experimental methods must be developed for thetesting of new theories. Trace-driven simulations ofreal program/allocator pairs will be quite important,of course|they are an indispensable reality check.These trace-driven simulations should include localitystudies as well as conventional space and time mea-surements. Sound work of both sorts has barely be-gun; there is a lot to do.If we are to proceed scienti�cally, however, justrunning experiments with a grab-bag of new alloca-tors would may be doing things backwards. Programbehavior should be studied in (relative) isolation, toidentifying the fundamental regularities that are rele-vant to to various allocators and memory hierarchies.After that, it should be easier to design strategies andpolicies intelligently.5.5 DataClearly, in order to formulate useful theories of mem-ory management,more data are required. The currentset of programs used for experimentation is not largeenough or varied enough to be representative.Some kinds of programs that are not representedare:{ scienti�c computing programs (especially thoseusing sophisticated sparse matrix representa-tions),{ long-running system programs such as operatingsystem kernels, name servers, �le servers, andgraphics display servers,{ business data analysis programs such as spread-sheets, report generators, and so on,{ graphical programs such as desktop publishingsystems, CAD interaction servers and interactive3-D systems (e.g., virtual reality),{ interactive programming environments withsource code management systems and interactivedebugging facilities,{ heavily object-oriented programs using sophisti-cated kits and frameworks composed in a varietyof ways,{ automatically-generated programs of a variety oftypes, created using specialized code-generationsystems or compilers for very-high-level lan-guages.This partial list is just a beginning|there are manykinds of programs, written in a variety of styles, and

test application suites should include as many of themas possible.There are some di�culties in obtaining and usingsuch programs that can't be overlooked. The �rst isthat the most easily obtainable programs are often notthe most representative|freely available code is oftenof a few types, such as script language interpreters,which do not represent the bulk of actual computeruse, particularly memory use.Those programs that are available are often di�-cult to analyze, for various reasons. Many used hand-optimized memory allocators, which must be removedto reveal the \true" memory usage|and this \true"memory usage itself may be skewed by the awkwardprogramming styles used to avoid general heap allo-cation.5.6 Challenges and OpportunitiesComputer Science and Engineering is a�eld that attracts a di�erent kind ofthinker: : : Such people are especially goodat dealing with situations where di�erentrules apply in di�erent cases; they are in-dividuals who can rapidly change levels ofabstraction, simultaneously seeing things \inthe large" and \in the small."|Donald Knuth, quoted in [Har95]Memory management is a fundamental area of com-puter science, spanning several very di�erent lev-els of abstraction|from the programmer's strategiesfor dealing with data, language-level features for ex-pressing those concepts, language implementations formanaging actual storage, and the varied hardwarememories that real machines contain. Memory man-agement is where the rubber meets the road|if wedo the wrong thing at any level, the results will notbe good. And if we don't make the levels work welltogether, we are in serious trouble. In many areas ofcomputer science, problems can be decomposed intolevels of abstraction, and di�erent problems addressedat each level, in nearly complete isolation. Memorymanagement requires this kind of thinking, but thatis not enough|it also requires the ability to reasonabout phenomena that span multiple levels. This isnot easy.Unfortunately, the compartmentalization of com-puting disciplines has discouraged the development ofa coherent memory management community. Mem-ory management tends to be an orphan, sometimes71



harbored by the programming language community,sometimes by the operating systems community|andusually ignored by the architecture community.It seems obvious that memory management poli-cies can have a profound impact on locality of refer-ence, and therefore the overall performance of mod-ern computers, but in the architecture communitylocality of reference is generally treated as a mys-terious, incomprehensible substance. (Or maybe twoor three substances, all fairly mysterious.) A pro-gram is pretty much a black box, however abradedand splintered, and locality comes out of the box ifyou're lucky. It is not generally recognized that di�er-ent memory management policies can have an e�ecton memory hierarchies that is sometimes as signif-icant as di�erences in programs' intrinsic behavior.Recent work in garbage collection shows this to betrue ([WLM92, Wil95, GA95]), but few architects areaware of it, or aware that similar phenomena mustoccur (to at least some degree) in conventionally-managed memories as well [GZH93].The challenge is to develop a theory that can spanall of these levels. Such a theory will not come allat once, and we think it is unlikely to be primarilymathematical, at least not for a long time, becauseof the complex and ill-de�ned interactions betweendi�erent phenomena at di�erent levels of abstraction.Computer science has historically been biased to-ward the paradigms of mathematics and physics|andoften a rather naive view of the scienti�c process inthose �elds|rather than the \softer" natural sciences.We recommend a more naturalistic approach [Den95],which we believe is more appropriate for complexmul-tilevel systems that are only partly hierarchically de-composable.The fact that fact that we study mostly deter-ministic processes in formally-describable machines issometimes irrelevant and misleading. The degrees ofcomplexity and uncertainty involved in building realsystems require that we examine real data, theorizecarefully, and keep our eyes open.Computer science is often a very \hard" science,which develops along the lines of the great develop-ments in the physical sciences and mathematics theseventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Itowes a great deal to the examples set by Newton andDescartes. But the nineteenth century also saw a verygreat theory that was tremendously important with-out being formalized at all|a theory that to this daycan only be usefully formalized in special, restricted
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